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1. The Programme, Financial and Administrative Committee of the Governing Body met on 
12, 14, 15 and 22 March 2001, chaired by Mr. C.L.N. Amorim, Chairperson of the 
Governing Body. Mr. D. Willers (Government representative, Germany) was the Reporter. 

Programme and Budget proposals for 2002-03 
(Seventh item on the agenda) 

2. The Committee had before it the Director General’s Programme and Budget proposals for 
2002-03. This document comprised a message from the Director-General; an executive 
summary; a proposed strategic budget for 2002-03; detailed information on the strategic 
objectives; detailed information on governance, support and management; a draft budget of 
expenditure and income for 2002-03; and a number of information annexes. 

3. The Committee’s discussion was opened by the Director-General, who made a statement 
introducing his programme and budget proposals. The statement is reproduced in 
Appendix I. 

4. After a recess, the Committee began its discussion of the programme and budget proposals. 

General discussion of the programme 
and budget proposals 

5. Mr. Blondel stated that he felt most honoured by the Director-General’s reply to his 
question and his statement concerning the soul of the ILO. The Workers’ group supported 
the team concept highlighted by the Director-General. Synergies and interactions were 
needed if the whole Organization were to move in step. The Workers’ group, too, 
endeavoured to adopt a global and strategic, or even holistic, approach. It sought to take a 
global perspective, for example, in the choice of budgetary allocations, which were part of 
a policy which in turn fitted within an even wider context. 

6. Turning to the Programme and Budget proposals for 2002-03, he pointed out that they 
followed on from the Director-General’s policy approach and that the Workers’ group had 
no problem endorsing the Director-General’s message set forth in his introduction to the 
proposals. The speaker emphasized that this was a zero growth budget and that for 
20 years now the ILO had adopted zero growth budgets, disregarding increasing demands 
from its constituents. He therefore called on Governments to increase the budget, which 
would make it possible to move beyond the present passive approach and mobilize more 
resources to expand activities. He also recalled that if extra-budgetary resources were to be 
increased without extending the regular budget, this would affect delivery and could lead 
to a shift in priorities. For example, IPEC’s delivery rate was no more than 60 per cent. 

7. The programme and budget proposals provided for two reductions which the Workers 
could not accept. The first was a 10 per cent cut in the SafeWork programme. The second 
was a reduction of some 12.8 per cent in the Multinational Enterprises programme. They 
also had some reservations with regard to the reduction in expenditure on sectoral 
activities. On the other hand, the Workers welcomed the additional resources assigned to 
Strategic Objective No. 1 and noted that two-thirds of this increase went to child labour 
and the rest to the Declaration. On behalf of the Workers, the speaker expressed his 
support for the Decent Work Agenda, with intersectoral operational support aimed at 
promoting the concept of decent work at the national, regional and international levels. 
Nevertheless, they had some reservations concerning the setting up of decent work teams. 
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8. The Workers welcomed the new programme on HIV/AIDS, even if the financing allocated 
to it appeared to be inadequate. It was hoped that this programme would benefit from 
extra-budgetary resources in order to meet requests for technical assistance from the hard-
hit African countries. The speaker once again emphasized the importance of cooperation 
with WHO, in particular. 

9. The Workers also supported the proposed increase in funding for the International Policy 
Group. They emphasized that the Office should give special attention to globalization 
issues and especially its impact on employment and observance of international labour 
standards. The Employment Sector budget had been reduced by 3.9 per cent, largely as a 
result of the decrease in UNDP extra-budgetary resources. Nonetheless, it still accounted 
for the largest share of the budget with 26 per cent, compared to 20.5 per cent for Social 
Dialogue, 16.6 per cent for Standards and Fundamental Principles and Rights at Work and 
12.3 per cent for Social Protection. The Employment Sector included an allocation of 
$1.3 million for gender promotion, but the Workers wished to have more information on 
the activities that would be undertaken in this context. They noted with satisfaction that 
gender issues were understood as central to the Decent Work Agenda at the national and 
international levels. The Workers also noted a substantial reduction in the budget for 
support services; care must be taken so that this did not affect the efficiency of such 
important services as the Library and Information Services and Publications. 

10. Concerning technical meetings, the Workers emphasized the need for the Office and 
technical departments to be allowed enough time to prepare meetings. Two meetings were 
planned for 2002, but in November 2001 the Office would have to submit formal proposals 
for the other five technical meetings. The speaker found the proposed operational budget in 
Information Annex 3, providing a breakdown of the resources allocated for the four sectors 
by item, very interesting. He wondered why expenditure on travel on official business was 
to be increased while staff costs were to be reduced in three of the four major sectors. In 
the light of the discussion on the report on programme implementation in 2000, he asked 
whether more information could be provided on the targets referred to and whether the 
names of the member States concerned could be communicated to PROGRAM. This 
would make it possible to link outcomes to Office action. 

11. Moreover, the Workers wished to examine the allocation under “unforeseen expenditure”, 
as they regretted that the ILO had not responded more actively to the tragedy that had hit 
India in January. Lastly, they welcomed the idea of instilling a team spirit and a culture of 
communication among officials, as well as enhancing the ILO’s image. 

12. Mr. Marshall, speaking on behalf of the Employer members, said that the Office document 
was the second prepared under the new strategic budgeting regime. The ILO had started 
well in the current biennium, even though the new regime called for quite dramatic 
changes in the culture of the ILO and in the way it operated. The programme for 2002-03 
still consisted basically of four pillars, representing the four strategic objectives of the 
Organization, and aimed at the creation of greater opportunities for men and women for 
decent work and income, the promotion and realization of fundamental principles and 
rights at work, the enhancement of the coverage and effectiveness of social protection for 
all, and the strengthening of tripartism and social dialogue. The move to strategic 
budgeting had been supported by a reorganization of the Office, including the management 
structure, and the challenge for the ILO now was to maintain the impetus that had been 
created. The budget proposals for the next biennium conformed fully to the new budgetary 
approach but the Employers were somewhat alarmed to see evidence of a subtle change in 
focus away from the key priority of employment generation back to an emphasis on 
employment protection, a move they found difficult to support. Apart from this they would 
continue to support the development of objectives, targets and indicators, the establishment 
of effective evaluation and reporting mechanisms, the development of the ILO’s human 
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resources, the refinement of planning and priority setting, and the reform of core activities 
such as standard setting and the restructuring of delivery systems. Much had already been 
achieved and the Employers were fully committed to working with other Governing Body 
members and with the Office to build on those achievements. But the ILO must be sure 
that its work met the needs of the modern world. To help it do so, and before making 
decisions on budgetary proposals, it would be useful to have evaluations from previous 
periods and to hold consultations on programme options and priorities separate from 
detailed budget discussions. In fact this would be very similar to the business planning 
process found in the commercial world. 

13. The last few years had seen strong growth in the level of extra-budgetary resources made 
available to the ILO. Inevitably this had led to heavier demand for ILO support services 
and this should be built into planning, budgeting and governance activities in the ILO 
because it was just as accountable for these resources as it was for regular budget 
resources. For this reason it was important that future budgets show all funding sources, 
regular, extra-budgetary and the total, for each line of activity carried out by the ILO. It 
should also take special care that extra-budgetary activities did not interfere with work on 
core programmes and activities. This did not mean that extra-budgetary donors should be 
discouraged – in fact, quite the contrary. But the ILO should have in place a contingency 
plan to ensure that core programmes did not suffer if there were dramatic changes in extra-
budgetary funding levels. 

14. Human resource strategy was being changed in the ILO, but best results would only be 
seen if it was supported by a proper training budget. The Employers would welcome some 
information on what provision had been made, expressed as a percentage of the payroll. 
The promotion of greater cooperation and teamwork within the Organization would be 
critical to achieving its strategic objectives and progress so far was encouraging, but more 
needed to be done. In a similar vein, the Employers strongly supported the moves towards 
the introduction of personal objectives and performance measurement, also the results-
based management system, all of which would help the Office and indeed the ILO as a 
whole to work more effectively. 

15. Mr. Marshall drew attention to paragraph 4 of the Director-General’s introductory 
statement in the document before the Committee. It read “… Decent work recognizes that 
creating jobs is the essential starting point for progress on rights at work, social protection, 
and social dialogue, for it is through jobs that the latter objective becomes a reality. …” 
Without underrating the strategic objectives it was of the highest importance that this 
statement of philosophy be borne in mind. At the moment neither the programme 
documentation nor the budget fully reflected this prescription. Indeed, there was evidence 
to the contrary. The programme and budget proposals focused mainly on activities and 
policies concerning poverty alleviation and work protection at the expense of employment 
promotion and job creation, which should be restored to their proper place in ILO 
programmes. Similarly, paragraph 31 was most unhelpful especially as it flew in the face 
of research carried out by the OECD which stated quite clearly that FDI was not violating 
international standards. It was possible that this paragraph could be expressing the views 
and beliefs which had misdirected the preparation of the budget proposals. The Director-
General had explained the concept of decent work and the activities of the decent work 
teams. The Employers saw decent work as the pursuit of an employment and working 
environment in which the Declaration on Fundamental Principles and Rights at Work was 
upheld. At the moment it was not at all clear how these teams would work in practice and 
even if they were compatible with sound management. A better approach might be to 
restructure existing resources at regional level along the sectoral lines adopted in Geneva 
and coordinate them through senior management at headquarters and in the regions. 
Management should develop a culture of communication and cooperation so as to achieve 
the ILO’s objectives.  
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16. The size of the budget was obviously an important issue for the Committee but in many 
ways it should be a secondary product, resulting from discussion and consensus on 
strategic direction and programme priorities. The fact that discussion still did not proceed 
along these lines was probably a major factor in the debate about zero nominal versus zero 
real growth. The Employers would listen to other speakers before pronouncing itself on 
this matter. 

17. Turning to the budget detail, resources for standards-related activities had been increased 
substantially, while employment activities and, to a lesser extent, social protection and 
social dialogue activities, had been reduced, although some of these activities would be 
supported from the increases to cross-cutting activities. Standards had also provided for a 
number of priorities identified by the Governing Body such as the comprehensive review 
of standards, work on child labour and promotion of the Declaration. The Employers were 
seriously concerned, however, to see that the largest reductions in the employment budget 
were applied to employment strategy, small and medium enterprise development, and 
management and corporate citizenship activities, above all in this particular year. The ILO 
was working hard to position itself as a world leader in employment matters, and the 
United Nations Global Compact, together with a planned international employment forum 
and other similar initiatives, would help it do so. This surely was not the time for the ILO 
to send out conflicting signals by cutting back on its Employment Sector funding and 
activities. The Employers would like to be reassured that internal processes were 
sufficiently flexible for resources to be moved in accordance with changes to priorities.  

18. Cross-cutting activities such as the work of the International Policy Group were important 
but in the final analysis their work related directly to that of the four strategic objectives. In 
view of these strong links it might be better for this part of cross-cutting activities to be 
funded by an agreed transfer of resources from the strategic departments in accordance 
with the work performed. This would introduce accountability and would ensure the 
maintenance of a close relationship between cross-cutting activities and the individual 
sectors. As a final point the Employers asked for future budgetary tables to include 
comparable figures from the previous biennium.  

19. The representative of the Government of Mexico said that the Latin American and 
Caribbean member States wished to thank the Director-General for having presented 
innovative Programme and Budget proposals for 2002-03. It was a considerable advance 
on the previous biennium with regard to clarity, consistency and ease of understanding, 
and gave a general overview of the strategic objectives with regard to the central theme of 
decent work as well as greater precision in the presentation of indicators and each of the 
strategic elements. They reiterated their support for the concept of decent work and the 
way it was supported by interaction among the four strategic objectives. The creation of 
jobs was of course the starting point, but it was also necessary to increase respect for 
labour rights, improve working conditions and promote social dialogue. In view of the high 
priority for employment generation it was worrying to see a reduction of resources given 
over to this strategic objective even though there would be efforts to increase the 
employment component in other programmes. However, it was regrettable that some of 
these activities were less prominent now, especially when preparations were going ahead 
for the Development Summit and the Microcredit Summit. 

20. It was commendable of the Director-General to find more extra-budgetary resources for 
ILO programmes but the use of these resources should not distort the priorities decided by 
ILO constituents. They were well satisfied by the ILO programme on HIV/AIDS which 
had been implemented in keeping with the resolution adopted by the Conference in 
June 2000. With regard to paragraphs 205 and 206 of the Office document, they sought 
clarification on what role the ILO could play as commercial integration expanded 
throughout the Americas. 
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21. The representative of the Government of Chile expressed appreciation for the Programme 
and Budget proposals for 2002-03, now compressed to a single document. The four 
strategic objectives, underpinned by ten operational objectives, represented the core 
activities of the ILO and centred on the concept of decent work. But the notion of job 
creation was fundamental to decent work and it was therefore a matter of some concern to 
see budgetary resources reduced for Strategic Objective No. 2. The ILO programme on 
HIV/AIDS was a welcome addition to ILO activities and deserved the fullest support. He 
was pleased to express full support also for the full range of programme and budget 
activities proposed by the ILO for the next biennium. 

22. The representative of the Government of the United Kingdom, speaking on behalf of the 
IMEC group, expressed appreciation for the budget document and for its early issue. In 
terms of presentation the document represented another step forward in the implementation 
of results-based budgeting. They welcomed the user-friendly format and were pleased to 
see that strategic objectives, operational objectives, indicators and targets were all 
identified in the document.  

23. In particular, IMEC welcomed the efforts by the Office to integrate extra-budgetary 
funding into the document. They recognized that this was not the final stage in the process 
because results-based budgeting was not an end in itself, only a useful tool to help shape 
the priorities of the ILO. In terms of substance the shifts in resources, although not great, 
were in line with the priorities, and they welcomed the redistribution of resources to 
standards policy, freedom of association, child labour, promotion of the Declaration and 
the International Policy Group. They wondered however whether there could have been a 
more radical redistribution of resources.  

24. For example, they noted that the budget for employment programmes had been cut. This 
was largely due to a reduction in UNDP funding. It would be interesting to have the 
Office’s analysis of why this had happened. Employment programmes were a key activity 
for the ILO and IMEC was extremely concerned about the signal a reduction in regular 
budget funding might send. They also wondered whether they were getting the impact they 
might expect from a budget of this size. Within this objective, IMEC would like to see a 
greater focus on key areas such as the development of a comprehensive employment 
framework, small enterprise developments, private voluntary initiatives, social finance 
initiatives and the knowledge-based economy. 

25. As requested by the IMEC group at the last session of the Governing Body, the 
Director-General had only budgeted for two major meetings in 2002-03, leaving the 
flexibility to decide when and if there should be others. They accepted that Joint Maritime 
Commission activities in the current biennium would be financed from savings in Part I of 
the budget but for 2002-03 the budget should be amended to include JMC activities 
separately, with objectives and indicators set accordingly. 

26. There were two new areas of activity in the budget. The new programme of HIV/AIDS 
was an area where the ILO could clearly add value in terms of issues relating to 
discrimination in the workplace against people living with HIV/AIDS and by using the 
ILO’s unique tripartite structure to disseminate information. IMEC welcomed the 
establishment of this programme but the ILO should avoid reinventing the wheel and 
coordinate closely with UNAIDS and other relevant UN bodies. This programme appeared 
to be funded mainly from the budget for safety and health at work, a priority activity for 
IMEC and which should not be cut in favour of other programmes, so the Director-General 
should find other sources of funds for HIV/AIDS if possible. 

27. He expressed appreciation to the Director-General for his comments on the decent work 
teams. Obviously IMEC had not yet considered these comments and could respond at a 
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later date, but it did have concerns about the Director-General’s original proposals because 
they seemed to create yet another layer of management. Even from the revised proposals it 
was still not clear whether there would be the necessary policy cohesion between 
headquarters, the regions, MDTs and country offices, and it was not clear that placing extra 
support staff in each region would solve the problem. IMEC believed that it was important 
to link objective setting at the centre with programme delivery in the field. Employment 
experts in the regions and at country level should be coordinating their work with 
headquarters, and there should be a review at field level to ensure this was reflected in 
reporting structures. The review should also assess the balance of resources allocated 
between the centre and the regions, as well as the current distribution of country offices 
and their relative costs. On a related issue, it was not entirely clear from the document who 
in headquarters was responsible for decent work, and IMEC would welcome some 
clarification. It also appreciated the emphasis on training activities and human resource 
management reform, as well as the efforts to ensure that results-based budgeting 
techniques permeated the whole of the ILO. 

28. IMEC noted that almost 25 per cent of the budget was still being spent outside the four 
strategic objectives and in future biennia it would like to see more of this expenditure 
covered under the relevant strategic objectives as the ILO moved towards full cost 
accounting. IMEC would also like to see provision made within the budget for the funding 
of long-term capital expenditure because issues such as IT were too important to leave for 
windfall financing such as cash surplus and the payment of arrears. IMEC questioned the 
growing level of resources devoted to the Executive Directors’ offices and common 
services in the budget, and would appreciate an explanation, especially where such 
expenditure had increased in sectors where the overall level of expenditure had declined. 

29. IMEC emphasized that monitoring and evaluation were the key elements of results-based 
budgeting, and welcomed the proposal to evaluate four InFocus programmes in the coming 
biennium. Ongoing monitoring of established objectives was critical to the effective 
management of ILO programmes and every programme should clarify its baseline 
position, identify obtainable objectives and establish measurable targets and indicators. It 
was unfortunate that the report on programme implementation was late because much of 
the baseline data that it contained now needed to be integrated into the indicators and 
targets in the budget document. In summary, IMEC was extremely pleased with the level 
of progress that had been made in developing the new budgetary process and it looked 
forward to working with the Director-General as it was developed further. 

30. The representative of the Government of the Russian Federation joined the previous 
speakers who had expressed appreciation for the Office document. The view of his 
Government was that the budget level for the 2002-03 biennium should be fixed at the 
same absolute figure as that for the present biennium. In other words, it should be based on 
zero nominal growth, although since contributions were calculated and paid in Swiss 
francs even under this regime many member States would be paying more. The allocation 
of resources between programmes and administrative support activities were a matter of 
some concern. He supported the overall increase in resources for the four strategic 
objectives, but could not agree with the proposal to reduce resources for employment 
promotion under Strategic Objective No. 2 when administrative servicing had been 
increased in both nominal and real terms. Surely it should be exactly the reverse. 

31. From the Office document it was difficult to understand the rationale for the geographic 
distribution of ILO activities. There was no justification for holding the strategic objective 
elements of regional programmes at today’s level when management services at 
headquarters were being expanded. It was even harder to understand when the document 
itself referred repeatedly to the serious employment situation in many ILO member States. 
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This was an anomaly which should be corrected in the final version of the Programme and 
Budget for 2002-03. 

32. He expressed appreciation for the improved format of the budget document, particularly 
the inclusion of data on resources. The format could be further improved by using the 
experience of other international organizations and including specific indicators not just for 
the main programme activities but also for the administrative support services. Future 
programme and budget proposals should also reflect more of the practice in other 
organizations of the common system here in Geneva. 

33. In conclusion, he expressed support for the proposal by the Western European group and 
the IMEC group concerning the Working Party for the Joint Maritime Commission. It was 
unfortunate that there were no papers from the Joint Inspection Unit for consideration at 
this session of the Governing Body, but he wished to express particular appreciation to the 
Office for providing a translation in Russian of the JIU report on administration and 
management in the ILO. 

34. The representative of the Government of Algeria, speaking on behalf of the African group, 
congratulated the Chairperson on the manner in which he had directed the Committee’s 
work. He thanked the Office for its efforts in preparing the programme and budget 
proposals and explained that he was speaking in his capacity as coordinator of the African 
group for budgetary and administrative questions. His group welcomed the introduction of 
performance indicators, which were the best tool for strategic budgeting. He commended 
the Office for its work with regard to HIV/AIDS, employment and child labour. These 
activities, particularly in the African region, deserved to be supported by all of the 
constituents. He welcomed the introduction of the Decent Work Agenda, which integrated 
the concerns of constituents in the framework of the four strategic objectives. However, 
this concept would have to be refined before being integrated in the new budget proposals. 

35. The African group emphasized that priority should be given to employment and requested 
that its views be expressed at the special donors’ meeting. It was concerned to see that 
certain programmes relating to employment were to be reduced, and requested information 
on the withdrawal of UNDP funding in this area. The Office should look at ways of 
restoring the employment allocation to previous levels in order to assist development in 
Africa. As regards the “Jobs for Africa” programme, the African group had already made 
repeated requests for information on the progress made in the projects in the countries 
concerned. 

36. The African group noted an increase in activities related to certain categories of standards 
and fundamental principles and rights at work. This selective growth, which reflected 
donor choices, could mean playing employment and normative action against one another. 
While he did not deny the importance of promoting standards in the ILO’s mandate, this 
should not be done to the detriment of priorities that were of concern to the African group. 
At the national level, job training strategies and employment services had to be 
strengthened. Standards should go hand in hand with employment, and not replace it. The 
application of certain instruments that were being promoted today presupposed that the 
member States concerned had achieved economic equilibrium. Irrespective of political 
commitment, economic reality was a determining factor in labour legislation. Therefore the 
African group called for a strengthening of technical assistance in the implementation of 
international labour standards and a link between employment promotion and fundamental 
rights. It also asked for an increase in resources for the regional offices to enable them to 
carry out their tasks. 

37. Lastly, concerning the programme on HIV/AIDS in the workplace, the speaker called for 
coordination with WHO and UNAIDS. 
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38. The representative of the Government of Denmark associated herself fully with the 
statement made on behalf of the IMEC group, but wished to make a few additional 
comments. The programme and budget presentation was now clearer and more focused 
and reflected more precisely the overall strategy of the ILO. The indicators and targets in 
general appeared well defined, although some could and should be more clearly linked to 
the results they were intended to achieve. The success of the ILO would be measured by its 
performance, so it was essential that indicators and targets were all measurable, 
quantifiable and clearly linked to outcomes. 

39. The Decent Work Agenda for 2002-03 was a welcome innovation, but not if it meant 
creating extra layers of management. The existing management structure should be used to 
ensure that sectors, InFocus programmes, regions and area offices all worked in an 
integrated and multidisciplinary manner with a common objective. After all, promoting 
decent work was and should be everybody’s business, and should be reflected in the work 
programmes of all units in the ILO. The additional comments on decent work from the 
Director-General were most welcome, but it was still not clear whether the decent work 
programmes could be accommodated within existing administrative structures. 

40. Her Government also welcomed the redistribution of resources to programmes on 
standards policies, freedom of association, child labour and the new HIV/AIDS 
programme, and commended the Office for its prompt action to requests for a stronger ILO 
response to HIV/AIDS. A strong multidimensional response was needed and it was hoped 
that the programme would be financially supported by the Organization as a whole as well 
as by the four strategic objectives. A particular concern was the implications the current 
financing arrangements for the HIV/AIDS programme had on resources available for the 
InFocus Programme on SafeWork. Another welcome development was the higher priority 
to be given to analytical work in the ILO. In a globalized and rapidly changing world there 
was a continuing need for analysis and research on employment-related matters. Through 
strategic research in the fields of policy-making, employment and social matters, the ILO 
would not only assist member States and support both donor and international 
organizations but also build an extensive knowledge base, an essential for providing 
focused and high-quality technical assistance. With regard to regional programmes, 
Denmark would like to see a larger part of resources for field activities in Europe to be 
used for the benefit of Central and Eastern Europe, and she would address this topic in 
more detail later. The Director-General had maintained his strong commitment to gender 
equality and it was reassuring to see that gender issues were integrated across all ILO 
activities, first through the use of indicators and targets that were gender-sensitive and 
second through initiatives designed to address key gender equality priorities in the ILO 
context. At a later stage the Governing Body would discuss the report of the 29th Session 
of the Joint Maritime Commission but at present she expressed support for the resolutions 
of the Commission and requested the Director-General to ensure that sufficient resources 
were allocated for the Office to prepare for these activities. As a concluding comment, the 
Danish Government expressed its support for a zero real growth budget. 

41. The representative of the Government of Malaysia, speaking on behalf of the Asia and 
Pacific group, said that the new format and presentation of the Programme and Budget 
proposals for 2002-03 was a step in the right direction. The group had listened with interest 
to the Director-General’s introduction and supported the efforts for improved 
accountability for performance, greater transparency, and greater coherence across 
strategic objectives. They acknowledged also the efforts made by the Director-General in 
the further development of strategic budgeting within the ILO and in focusing the work of 
the Office on key strategic objectives. They expressed support for the efforts to develop 
meaningful performance-assessment measures although some of the indicators did not 
accurately reflect the activities to which they referred and in due course there should be 
further improvements to the objectives, indicators and targets in the programme and budget 
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document. Another welcome development was the Director-General’s intention to ensure 
that quality performance became a part of the ILO ethos. 

42. The report on programme implementation in 2000 provided a useful overview of ILO 
activities in the first half of the current biennium, especially the evaluations against 
performance criteria, and the Office should also pay close attention to the observations of 
the Chief Internal Auditor on this matter. 

43. At the November 2000 session of the Governing Body the Director-General had mentioned 
that employment promotion was at the heart of the Decent Work Agenda. The Asia and 
Pacific group wholeheartedly agreed with this statement and was therefore worried to see a 
reduction of resources for Strategic Objective No. 2 proposed for the 2002-03 biennium. 
Employment generation was a core objective of the ILO, and although they supported 
attempts by the Director-General to augment extra-budgetary funding for this activity they 
were seriously concerned that cuts in regular budget allocations would be sending all the 
wrong signals. If employment promotion was at the heart of the Decent Work Agenda, 
then the ILO should lead the way by giving it top priority in resource allocation. Despite 
some progress the problems of poverty persisted in the Asia and Pacific region and would 
continue until there were job opportunities for all. The ILO should therefore attach the 
highest priority to its employment-related programmes, especially public works 
programmes in infrastructure and in the informal sector, where there was the greatest 
potential for creating jobs for the poor. These programmes could be especially useful in 
creating jobs at a time of crisis. 

44. The Asia and Pacific group believed that social protection was a crucial part of decent 
work and played a special role in protecting workers’ rights. Unfortunately the resources 
allocated for this objective were decreasing but in view of the special needs of many 
member States it urged the Office to reverse this trend. The group reiterated its 
commitment to the Declaration on Fundamental Principles and Rights at Work. In view of 
the critical need for promotional activities the substantial increase in the budget for 
standards and the Declaration should be devoted primarily towards promotional work 
rather than the supervisory mechanism. To help generate more employment for the poor in 
particular, ILO programmes to create self-employment through microcredit and 
micro-enterprise development should be given top priority. 

45. The representative of the Government of India expressed appreciation for a comprehensive 
document on the Programme and Budget for 2002-03 and appreciated the direction given 
by the Director-General to implement the Decent Work Agenda despite the constraints of a 
zero growth budget. The budget document was not only a framework but an engine for 
growth and its strategic objectives included ensuring a decent workplace for workers. He 
expressed support for the four strategic objectives but noted that the principal area of 
expansion related to standards and fundamental principles and rights at work. He supported 
the statement in paragraph 39 that progress towards achieving this strategic objective 
would depend on technical cooperation, drawing on the ILO’s normative action and 
processes deriving from the Declaration on Fundamental Principles and Rights at Work 
and the International Programme on the Elimination of Child Labour. 

46. The purpose of the follow-up to the Declaration was not only to identify areas requiring 
technical assistance but also to evaluate the benefits of assistance made available. While 
expanding the efforts to improve the application of fundamental principles and rights at 
work, the ILO should continue to stress that the Declaration and its follow-up should not 
be used for protectionist purposes and there should be cooperation with the national 
governments with a view to identifying obstacles to the implementation of the Declaration. 
The source of funds for promotional work on the Declaration was not clear, but in view of 
its importance funding should be ensured through the regular budget. 
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47. His Government appreciated the emphasis placed by the ILO on resolving the special 
problems that affected millions of children. The use of IPEC as an instrument for 
eliminating child labour had attracted funds from a number of external sources, but relying 
too heavily on extra-budgetary funds could be counter-productive because development 
programmes were too important to be subject to uncertain funding. The emphasis on 
employment issues under Strategic Objective No. 2 deserved full support in the light of the 
economic conditions in many countries around the world. In fact, it should be given the 
highest priority because social progress and growth depended on employment generation 
and in turn would affect the achievement of the other three strategic objectives. It was 
therefore a matter of concern to see the sharp decline in regular and extra-budgetary 
resources for this core activity. The ILO alone could not address all the problems relating 
to employment generation and there should therefore be better cooperation among nations 
and among the multilateral agencies, under both the United Nations system and the Bretton 
Woods institutions. But the ILO had a major role in formulating a comprehensive 
employment strategy as a set of guidelines to national governments and multilateral 
agencies and it should demonstrate its commitment to this core activity by reversing the 
budget cuts. He also welcomed the emphasis on knowledge, skills and employability as set 
out in operational objective 2b and also the emphasis on small enterprises for employment 
generation in operational objective 2c. The informal sector was an integral part of the 
urban economy in many countries and its potential for job creation was well understood. 
More efforts were therefore needed to help this large, unrecognized and invisible 
workforce to secure better employment opportunities, particularly in fields related to rural 
enterprises and community-based public infrastructure. 

48. Strategic Objective No. 3 also merited full support. The World Labour Report 2000 
pointed out that in many countries the social safety net of unemployment benefits and 
insurance did not exist. Both were important social security measures and there should be a 
full allocation of resources for this important activity. Other aspects of this strategic 
objective deserving special mention included the programmes on HIV/AIDS, promotional 
campaigns for a new standard on safety and health in agriculture, and the work of the 
multidisciplinary teams. He recalled that at a previous meeting he had recommended that 
the ILO should consider holding tripartite consultations on international migration because 
of the urgent need for ILO action in this field, and he hoped that this could be incorporated 
in the final proposals. 

49. The representative of the Government of Germany endorsed the statements made on behalf 
of the IMEC group but wished to make a few additional statements on specific matters. He 
acknowledged the comments of earlier speakers concerning the new presentation of the 
programme and budget proposals. They were certainly much easier to follow but compared 
with earlier presentations a lot of solid information had been sacrificed in the process and it 
was not clear whether anything had been gained. The proposed budget for 2002-03 totalled 
almost $475 million and for a proper discussion on budgetary resources at this level the 
discussion document should be a little more comprehensive. He reiterated his view that the 
budget proposals submitted to the Governing Body and then to the Conference should be 
prepared on the basis of zero nominal growth, not zero real growth. 

50. The statement on HIV/AIDS by the IMEC representative was quite clear, but outsiders 
reading the budget document might conclude that HIV/AIDS was one of the main 
activities of the ILO. The Conference resolution last year said that the ILO was to 
coordinate its work on this matter with other international organizations and as an earlier 
speaker had remarked this was not clear in the programme and budget document. 

51. It was reassuring to hear from the Director-General that no additional management 
structures would be necessary to carry out the decent work programmes. These 
programmes were a new concept in the ILO and were closely connected to the core 
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activities of employment promotion, health and safety at work and social protection. Much 
of this expertise already existed in the regions so it should not be necessary to be calling all 
the time on head office experts for this work. 

52. Information Annex 3 showed an increase of 11 per cent in travel costs compared with the 
present biennium. Within this figure there were substantial increases for certain 
departments, for instance the Human Resources Department and the Legal Services 
Department. There was no information in the document on why such increases were 
necessary and it would be useful to have some information from the Office on this matter. 

53. The representative of the Government of Italy endorsed the statement made on behalf of 
the IMEC group. He thanked the Organization for its efforts to present a zero real growth 
budget in the face of growing demands for activities, but hoped that the ILO would 
continue to reduce expenditure that was not strictly necessary. 

54. The presentation of extra-budgetary alongside regular budget resources made it easier to 
understand the structure of expenditure but did not make it any clearer how these sources 
of financing contributed to implementing the strategic objectives. The Employers’ proposal 
in this regard was very interesting. 

55. Employment was fundamental to achieving the objective of decent work for all, but more 
information was needed. Italy participated in the small enterprise development programme 
but had little information about activities in this field, with the exception of the World 
Employment Report, which was not circulated widely enough. As regards the decent work 
teams, he shared the concerns of the IMEC group and emphasized that the decent work 
strategy should address two problems: improving collaboration between the regions and 
Geneva, on the one hand, and that between the different sectors in Geneva, on the other. 
He was not convinced that the decent work teams as presented here would be able to solve 
these problems, which were crucial to the smooth running of the Organization. 

56. The representative of the Government of Switzerland supported the statement made on 
behalf of the IMEC group. She congratulated the Director-General and his team for having 
presented, for the first time in the history of the Organization, a single document on the 
programme and budget for the biennium. This well-structured document presented targets 
and indicators clearly and realistically. Moreover, it was based on the principle of zero real 
growth, which Switzerland had always upheld and continued to uphold. Nonetheless, there 
were a number of comments to be made with a view to further improving the financial 
management of the ILO. Zero real growth meant that choices had to be made, and this 
called for reductions of other items, such as sectoral activities. A large share of ILO 
activities should be financed through extra-budgetary resources. The Office should 
therefore seek additional sources of financing, and in this respect the proposal to hold a 
special donors’ meeting seemed to be an excellent initiative. Switzerland fully supported 
this approach and encouraged the Office to seek additional financing from the private 
sector, as WHO was already doing, which would at the same time enable it to increase 
public awareness of its work. However, care had to be taken to ensure that the source of 
such extra-budgetary financing did not jeopardize the Organization’s independence, which 
was essential, or result in a conflict of interests. Switzerland hoped that transparency would 
be guaranteed in accordance with the principles of independence and objectivity in which 
the Organization’s strength lay. 

57. The programme and budget presented a proactive vision of the Organization and 
strengthened its action in the field within the framework of its core mandate, while 
encouraging it to step up cooperation with other international organizations, financial 
institutions, etc. Switzerland supported this approach fully. 
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58. The representative of the Government of Namibia commended the Office for the 
presentation of the Programme and Budget proposals for 2002-03 and voiced his support 
for the comments made by the Algerian delegate on behalf of the African group. The 
allocation of funds to the agreed strategic objectives, and the resources that were available 
to implement them and the relevant InFocus programmes, were clearly documented and 
easy to analyse. Developmental issues in the programme and budget proposals were more 
clearly mainstreamed than previously and reflected the desire to improve accountability 
and performance while enhancing transparency. It was important to understand, however, 
the impact that a zero growth budget and late payment of contributions might have on 
developing countries. For example, a number of operational activities would probably be 
cut, while the late payment of member State contributions left a shortfall in the operational 
budget. This not only jeopardized ILO activities but also meant that the only way to ensure 
the completion of projects was to seek additional financing. The ILO should encourage the 
payment of arrears rather than increase the contributions of those member States that had 
already paid. The redistribution of scarce financial resources between competing 
operational activities was difficult to decide but it was unwise to shift the emphasis for 
financing priority activities from regular budget to extra-budgetary financing.  

59. With regard to the reduction of resources for the strategic objective on employment, a zero 
growth budget ceiling should not be used as an excuse for reducing budgetary allocations, 
especially to high-priority activities. It was difficult to accept that in developing countries, 
many already burdened with high levels of poverty and unemployment, programmes aimed 
at poverty reduction through employment creation were to receive less funding than in the 
previous biennium. For many of them a depreciating currency and increasing national debt 
not only widened the gap between rich and poor but also exacerbated their problems of 
poverty and unemployment. The Office should review its decision to cut resources for 
Strategic Objective No. 2.  

60. With regard to social protection, the response of the ILO to meet the challenge of the 
HIV/AIDS pandemic was applauded although it was important not to place too much 
reliance on extra-budgetary financing for such an important strategic objective. The 
reductions in financing for other technical operations within the social protection strategic 
objective, such as safety and health at work and the environment InFocus programmes, 
was disappointing especially since the negative effects of globalization and increasing 
poverty in the developing world justified an increase in resources. With regard to standards 
and fundamental principles and rights at work, a separate programme aimed at developing 
standards that prevented discrimination against HIV/AIDS sufferers should have been 
added. He supported the InFocus Programme on Child Labour but pointed out that the 
possible negative effects of HIV/AIDS on child labour were often overlooked. Children 
who had lost their parents were most vulnerable and perhaps the Social Protection Sector 
could look at this problem in more detail. Social dialogue was essential for achieving the 
overall objectives of decent work and for counterbalancing the erosion of tripartism often 
associated with globalization so it was particularly encouraging that resources for this 
objective had been increased.  

61. The strengthening of cooperation activities in the regions was of critical importance and it 
was surprising to see that regular budget resources had been maintained at the same level 
as the current biennium. The need to improve the capacities of the MDTs and regional 
offices was already agreed and the outstanding issue was the allocation of resources to 
satisfy this objective. MDT and regional office resources in the southern African region 
were severely limited, the Regional Office appeared to be understaffed as well and he 
appealed to the Office to increase the funding of these field structures so as to improve 
their delivery rate. The deployment of decent work teams in the regions would focus on the 
strategic objectives identified in the document and bring the ILO more into contact with 
the broader population. Donor assistance was also important if the objectives of the 
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programme and budget were to be achieved but experience showed that it was not always 
cost-effective. Policies and strategies developed within the ILO tripartite structure should 
form the basis upon which projects were developed and donor assistance requested.  

62. The representative of the Government of France explained that his country was very much 
in favour of the proposals under discussion and naturally endorsed the positive response by 
previous speakers, as well as the comments of the IMEC group. The Organization 
appeared to be heading in the right direction, with more clear objectives, more professional 
methods, more readable documents and more efficient debates. The document reflected an 
effort to improve the Organization’s effectiveness and performance and to challenge 
previous practices; such efforts should include rethinking the way in which its policy-
making organs worked. For the first time, the Governing Body had information not only on 
the regular budget but also on extra-budgetary resources; there were three points he wished 
to raise in this respect. 

63. The first point concerned the methods of financing of the Organization. Like many other 
countries, France was in favour of a zero real growth budget. The Director-General had 
pointed out that the resources available to the ILO were not in proportion to its mandate. 
While it was true that promoting decent work, combating unemployment and 
underemployment, putting 250 million child labourers in school and reducing the rate of 
occupational accidents and disease was an immense task for which the ILO had inadequate 
means at its disposal, it was also obvious that the ILO could not be held responsible for 
this situation. Moreover, in certain areas such as social dialogue, tripartism, safety and 
health of workers or employment, the ILO was fighting a lone battle. An effort had to be 
made so that the other international organizations would share its concern for employment, 
which could not be the sole responsibility of the ILO. 

64. This situation no doubt explained the increase in extra-budgetary funding, which today 
accounted for half of the budget for the four strategic objectives. Some extra-budgetary 
contributions had played an innovative role, for example, Germany’s contribution to IPEC. 
One ought to wonder, however, whether these extra-budgetary contributions were in fact a 
good thing, since they were often selectively targeted at certain areas such as employment 
and social dialogue or the promotion of fundamental rights, to the detriment of others. 
Given their size, these contributions were likely to affect the choices made by the 
Organization, and to a certain extent its orientations were determined by donor countries 
and not necessarily by the Governing Body and the Conference. It was thus certainly extra-
budgetary contributions that had given employment its current major share of the budget. 
Another matter of concern was the Organization’s inability to manage excessively large-
scale programmes over which it had lost control through over-delegating. 

65. The second point concerned priorities and choices in allocating resources among the four 
strategic objectives. Although it had been said that all of the objectives were equal in 
importance, this was not true if one compared employment, fundamental rights, social 
dialogue and social protection, for example. The latter was of major concern, since it 
covered not only workers’ safety and health but also social security and other areas. No 
other international organization dealt with this matter, which was also of little interest to 
donor countries. The speaker pointed out that his comments were along the same lines as 
those of Mr. Blondel concerning the reduction in the SafeWork programme and in the 
resources allocated to health and safety. 

66. The third point concerned what the Director-General called the challenges facing the ILO, 
and the speaker wholeheartedly endorsed the analysis and the suggestions put forward in 
the last paragraphs of the Director-General’s statement. As the benchmark organization 
dealing with fundamental rights and standards in the labour sphere, the ILO had to have 
the intellectual and analytical capacity to play a decisive role. The Organization should set 
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up a think-tank on the future of work, employment and social protection, in cooperation 
with the International Institute of Labour Studies. 

67. To conclude, the speaker pointed out that the ILO was the oldest of the international 
organizations and as such should be able to invite the other agencies in the United Nations 
system to make a contribution in line with the choices made by the Conference and the 
Governing Body. 

68. The representative of the Government of China supported the comments made on behalf of 
the Asian-Pacific group and emphasized that closing the employment gap was the top 
priority of the Decent Work Agenda. Worldwide, 160 million people were unemployed, 
850 million were underemployed and 500 million workers’ families were living under the 
poverty line. Employment activities and strategies should continue to be central to the 
budget proposals for 2002-03. With severe global challenges of unemployment and 
poverty it was a pity to see that the regular budget allocations for employment and social 
protection continued to decline, potentially eroding or marginalizing the technical 
competence the ILO had in these areas. As the Director-General had stated in the 
document Decent work, without productive employment the goals of decent living 
standards, social and economic development and personal fulfilment were illusory, and it 
was important to organize a special donors’ meeting to attract extra-budgetary financing 
from the international community so that global action against unemployment could 
continue. 

69. The representative of the Government of New Zealand supported the statements already 
made on behalf of IMEC and the Asian-Pacific group. The budget reductions proposed for 
the employment sector was a serious matter especially as this activity was at the heart of 
decent work. The Governing Body had already identified employment as a priority 
objective and as budgetary allocations were under its control the resources for employment 
should have been increased. He supported the earlier statement on behalf of IMEC 
concerning the proposal for the programme and budget proposals to move towards full cost 
accounting in future. Additional information was however needed to allow the Committee 
to assess properly the basis upon which particular measures and targets were chosen and 
the degree to which targets represented a continuation or improvement of current levels of 
performance. 

70. The importance of evaluation and supporting the strategic programme and budget decision-
making process was paramount and it would be interesting to gauge the development of 
the ILO’s evaluation strategy in the future. The Director-General’s explanation of various 
elements of the proposed decent work teams was helpful, although how the regions would 
respond to the reform expectations of constituents, in particular those related to the 
delivery of results both within and across the four strategic objectives, was still 
unanswered. As a final point, his Government remained sympathetic to calls for a zero 
nominal growth budget as the efficiency and effectiveness threshold required to justify 
additional regular budget resources had still not been reached. 

71. The representative of the Government of Mexico supported the reduction in the number of 
operational objectives from 16 to ten. Decisions taken by the Director-General to improve 
the efficiency and management of the Office and further reduce costs were commendable 
although more could still be done in this respect. He was encouraged by the presentation of 
a zero real growth budget, but in view of increasingly efficient management in the ILO and 
a continuing reduction in costs, the proposals should be recast to reflect zero nominal 
growth. It was disappointing that resources for some of the crucial strategic objectives, 
notably the objective of job creation, had been cut back while resources for other 
objectives had been increased. The creation of decent employment could only be achieved 
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through training for productive employment and he encouraged the Office to give priority 
to this objective. 

72. The representative of the Government of the Islamic Republic of Iran supported the 
comments made on behalf of the Asia and Pacific group. The document containing the 
programme and budget proposals was clear and easy to read although an assessment of the 
constraints would help the Committee in its deliberations, and an evaluation of past 
programmes could help the budgetary process. He reiterated his support for Strategic 
Objective No. 2 and warned that a zero real growth budget must not put these fundamental 
objectives in jeopardy. 

73. The representative of the Government of South Africa endorsed the views expressed on 
behalf of the African group. The strategic budgeting approach would ensure that the ILO 
was one of the more innovative institutions and would enhance its programmes and 
activities. Sustained economic growth and full employment were the ultimate objectives 
but before that it was crucial for workers to find secure employment to support themselves 
and their families. The alternative was poverty, with children forced to work just to 
maintain families at subsistence level. For the African continent, if the situation did not 
improve, hundreds of millions of children would be exploited at work instead of acquiring 
the knowledge and skills that were needed to improve their lives and contribute to 
economic development.  

74. Women and girls but increasingly boys too were resorting to prostitution and becoming 
both victims and carriers of HIV/AIDS. Urgent action was needed to halt this pandemic. It 
was reassuring to see the extra-budgetary allocation for additional research on the impact 
of HIV/AIDS on the labour market and the establishment of a unit that would deal with 
HIV/AIDS in the world of work, but the success of such programmes should not rely 
solely on donor funding. Maintaining resources for the MDTs and ILO offices in the 
region was vital for the programmes and activities in Africa and he urged the Office to 
accelerate the recruitment of staff for vacant posts in the MDTs.  

75. Mr. Anand, an Employer member, praised the valuable work being done by the IFP on 
Crisis Response and Recovery, especially the work being carried out in Gujarat following 
the massive earthquake that devastated the region in January of this year. The earthquake 
directly affected a population of 16 million people with property loss of approximately 
$4.6 billion. Approximately 165,000 people had died, 330,000 homes had been destroyed 
and about 750,000 homes damaged while estimates on the number of job losses, mostly in 
the informal sector, had yet to be made. ILO assistance was much appreciated but much 
more was needed in view of the immensity of the disaster.  

76. The competitive position adopted by the UNDP with respect to the ILO was worrisome 
and he emphasized that the ILO’s RBTC activities must be protected and remain within the 
RBTC framework. He reiterated his concern on the structure and purpose of the decent 
work teams and suggested that a more thorough consultation was needed especially on the 
credentials of people appointed to key positions. It was vital that the responsibilities and 
objectives of each team director be clearly defined for both the official’s and the ILO’s 
benefit. 

77. The representative of the Government of the Netherlands endorsed the comments made 
earlier by the representative of the IMEC group. The programme and budget document 
was an improvement over previous editions with a clear and precise structure but there was 
still room for improvement, especially on the issue of targets and indicators. Some targets, 
for instance the ratification of standards, were weak because they depended in part on the 
goodwill of governments, but it was clear that not all actions were quantifiable and this 
fact needed to be acknowledged. She welcomed the effort made to integrate extra-
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budgetary resources within the presentation as it provided a better understanding of the 
programme and the feasibility of the ILO’s implementation strategy. The present 
distribution of funds among the four strategic objectives had grown over the years and 
could be explained from an historical perspective but it might be appropriate now to re-
examine the distribution of funds and assess what the impact was on each sector. While 
there was a reduction of funds under the employment objective, it was still an important 
activity although like the others it needed to be justified by output. Equal importance 
should at least have been given to fundamental labour standards and the elimination of 
child labour and in future there should be a more uniform treatment of the four strategic 
objectives.  

78. Under the budget’s present format the aims of the decent work programme, the policy 
instruments and the goals of the ILO were reflected in the structure of the Office as well as 
being built into the architecture of the programme and budget. Effective implementation of 
decent work objectives, however, required not only cooperation between sectors but also 
between headquarters and the field. She was confident that present management was 
capable of achieving the necessary cooperation and also that ILO staff at different levels 
and in the field would be able to integrate this concept in their daily work. The creation of 
a cross-cutting programme on decent work and the establishment of decent work teams 
should therefore be questioned. The moment that decent work in all its forms was 
integrated into both the ILO and the programme, the two became one, and to have 
exclusive teams and cross-cutting programmes which operated outside the organizational 
structure seemed unnecessary to say the least. 

79. The establishment of the global programme on HIV/AIDS in the world of work was a top 
priority. The ILO had a specific role to play but it was rather limited, focusing on the 
distribution of information using existing channels. The information certainly needed to be 
translated and adjusted to different cultures but it seemed that this programme was 
emphasized at the expense of others. More clarity on the present funding and the effect this 
might have had on other programmes, like the programme on safety and health at work, 
would have been desirable, together with a description of the links between this 
programme and UNAIDS. 

80. Her Government had stressed on several occasions that there was room for improvement in 
the delivery of technical assistance to field programmes. Improvements in communication 
between headquarters and the field were also long overdue but were not provided for in the 
document. As well, decent work teams were not intended to improve the field structure in a 
strict sense because they were created as a tool to deliver the decent work message, so in a 
budget which did not show an increase for the regions one would have expected to find 
proposals to streamline communication to achieve greater efficiency. The Office should re-
examine the present structure of local offices, regional offices and MDTs to determine if a 
simpler structure might not be more efficient. Her Government supported the zero real 
growth budget.  

81. The representative of the Government of the United States supported the IMEC statement 
and thanked the Director-General and the Office for the significant work that had 
obviously gone into the preparation of the programme and budget proposals. Annex III 
gave useful information on the budget by object of expenditure and was extremely useful, 
and it was satisfying to see an attempt to integrate extra-budgetary activities into the 
document, including the identification of specific additional activities that could be carried 
out if voluntary contributions were made available. She supported the shifts in resources 
reflected in the document, particularly the redistribution of resources to standards and 
fundamental principles and rights at work, including child labour and the Declaration, and 
to the International Policy Group. Regarding the proposed decent work teams, the intent of 
the Director-General seemed to be for the entire Organization to be drawn together in both 
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policy and technical spheres to ensure that the strategic objectives of the ILO became a 
reality around the world. Certainly the Director-General had been flexible in revising his 
proposals in response to various concerns, but she was not yet convinced that these decent 
work teams, even as amended, would be the best way to achieve the Director-General’s 
objective. It was not clear what additional work these teams would do to promote decent 
work that the existing multidisciplinary teams and indeed the entire ILO was not already 
supposed to be doing. For that reason the existing management structures should be better 
used to ensure that all parts of the ILO, both at headquarters and in the field, worked 
together to promote decent work. To that end there should be a review of the field structure 
aimed at ensuring that programme development and delivery in the field were consistent 
with objectives established at headquarters. It should also assess the allocation of resources 
between headquarters and the field, as well as the appropriateness of the current 
distribution of field offices and their relative costs.  

82. The United States strongly supported ILO efforts to conduct solid and focused research 
aimed at increasing understanding of decent work and its relation to economic and social 
development. This capability would be critical to the ILO, both in its own work and in its 
ability to influence the economic and social development strategies of other international 
organizations. The United States also supported the development of a long-term 
communication strategy in the ILO, including the development of a clear decent work 
methodology which would be used consistently throughout the entire Organization and 
across all communication channels. When the Director-General first introduced the 
concept of decent work, it crystallized for the international community in an extremely 
useful and easily understood way just what the ILO stood for. Since that time the term had 
been used in so many ways that it had almost lost its meaning, and the Office should be 
more precise in its usage before it was too late.  

83. The critical importance of monitoring and evaluation to successful results-based budgeting 
was well known and she appreciated the inclusion of specific targets and indicators for 
each operational objective, although these needed to be further refined. However, in many 
instances baseline data was lacking or insufficient, and in order to develop appropriate 
strategies and efficiently allocate resources to projects it was imperative to know where the 
starting point was. The report on programme implementation in 2000 rightly pointed out 
that strategic budgeting implied that performance was measured in terms of outcomes and 
impacts in the real world rather than by activities carried out or outputs produced. In many 
cases the targets and indicators contained in the budget proposal focused only on volume 
of activity but a focus on outcomes was necessary if the ILO was to make informed 
decisions regarding its future activities. Additionally, in many cases, there seemed to be no 
relationship between targets and indicators and the strategies for achieving them, and in 
some cases it seemed that others could be more appropriate.  

84. If the ILO was to consolidate its role and reputation as leader in the world of work it 
should demonstrate clearly the real-life impact of its work. Meaningful targets and 
indicators should be used to measure the ILO’s achievements so it was all the more 
surprising to see that the ILO planned to rely on extra-budgetary support to train managers 
on the application of strategic budgeting. This training would be critical for successful 
results-based budgeting; the Office should therefore make proper provision for resources to 
do it. Finally, while the work of the ILO was clearly very important it was vital to maintain 
budgetary discipline in the international organizations, and in the ILO’s case the key 
reforms implemented by the Director-General since the start of his tenure should allow it 
to accommodate cost increases within an overall zero nominal growth budget without 
adversely affecting its work.  

85. The representative of the Government of Japan associated himself fully with the statement 
on behalf of the IMEC group but wished to add a few specific comments. The first point 
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concerned the work of the regional offices. For the effective promotion of ILO activities in 
the field, a much closer liaison would be necessary between those advising on policy and 
the teams working in the regions, and this would be much more effective if a competent 
adviser was based locally instead of having policy issued from headquarters. This was 
related in a way to the process of decentralization, which for some reason seemed to have 
stalled. This process was first discussed a few years ago but so far not much had happened 
because resources for the biennium 2002-03 remained broadly in line with levels for the 
current biennium. It would be useful to have some information on this matter in due 
course. 

86. The strategic objectives as a whole deserved broad support but the crucial objective, on 
which all others depended, was employment creation, so as a top priority more budgetary 
resources should be allocated to Strategic Objective No. 2. Social dialogue was another 
important strategic objective, and during the Asian financial crisis three years ago the 
processes for social dialogue through tripartism played a valuable role in starting the 
process of economic recovery throughout much of the region. Japan firmly believed in the 
promotion of tripartism and urged the ILO to ensure that the representation, services and 
influence of the social partners were strengthened. 

87. Social protection, especially issues related to health and safety at work, were equally 
important and he welcomed the recent ILO initiative to compile a set of guidelines on 
occupational safety and health management systems. Ageing of the population was a 
serious problem in many countries and deserved the ILO’s fullest attention in its work on 
social security. 

88. The Programme and Budget proposals for 2002-03 proposed an increase of just over 
$7 million to cover cost increases. Japan was unable to approve the proposals in the 
present form because of its serious economic situation. Unemployment had reached an all-
time high and the economic situation in Japan was every bit as serious as reported in the 
mass media. The Government was facing constant demands for economic restructuring, 
including employment policy. One recent development had been the reorganization of 
governmental agencies in an effort to reduce the administrative costs of the Government 
itself. Contributions to international organizations and to overseas development assistance 
was being carefully watched and the ILO could not be singled out for special treatment. 
The Office was to be commended for its efforts to cut down on administrative expenses but 
further efforts were obviously needed to achieve its programme for 2002-03 at zero 
nominal growth. 

89. The representative of the Government of Cuba endorsed the statement made by the 
representative of Mexico on behalf of the Latin American and Caribbean member States, 
but wished to make a few additional comments. The Programme and Budget proposals for 
2002-03 were much more transparent than previously and allowed for a better 
understanding of the links between the strategic objectives and InFocus programmes with 
the budgetary appropriations. In the light of these proposals the benefits could be seen of a 
modern management system based on results and which facilitated decision-making to 
guarantee the strategic objectives of the Organization. No less important in this context 
was the need to carry out continuing evaluation and follow-up of these proposals in order 
to ensure that the goals were achieved. Cuba expressed its agreement with paragraph 4 of 
the message from the Director-General, to the effect that decent work was based on the 
principle that the creation of jobs was the essential starting point for progress on rights at 
work, social protection and social dialogue. Furthermore, employment generation had been 
highlighted as the top priority for developing countries so it seemed illogical to propose a 
reduction of resources for Strategic Objective No. 2. She joined previous speakers in 
requesting that these cuts be reinstated. 
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90. Activities under Strategic Objective No. 1 should give priority to programmes to eliminate 
child labour and to promote the dissemination of the Declaration on Fundamental 
Principles and Rights at Work. Care should be taken to ensure that work on labour 
standards not included in the four groups of principles was not overlooked, because they 
too were extremely important in the concept of decent work. The Working Party on the 
Revision of Standards had identified 70 Conventions that continued to be relevant and a 
number of others that it proposed for revision and updating. This standard-setting work 
was crucial for achieving the four strategic objectives and the importance of technical 
assistance in the field of international labour standards should not be forgotten. Similarly, 
Strategic Objective No. 3 to enhance the coverage and effectiveness of social protection 
was extremely important for developing countries and she expressed support for the 
strategy described in paragraph 110 concerning public social security systems. It was 
gratifying to see gender mainstreaming included in activities for employment creation but 
the need to ensure equality of opportunity for men and women needed to be highlighted. 

91. She expressed support for the Director-General’s proposals for 2002-03 which were 
prepared on a zero real growth basis. However, she saw with concern that they included an 
increase of about 1.5 per cent to cover cost increases. It seemed unfair that smaller member 
States would be expected to bear a part of this increase, especially since many of them 
were already facing an increase in their contributions for 2002-03 because of changes in 
the scale of assessments. 

92. The representative of the Government of Ethiopia associated herself fully with the 
statement made by the representative of Algeria on behalf of the African group. Since the 
introduction of the concept of strategic budgeting in the programme and budget proposals 
for 2001 there had been several improvements in the formulation of operational objectives, 
targets and indicators. The reduced number of operational objectives and targets for 
2002-03 and the reformulation of targets and indicators for service and support activities 
were a clear manifestation of these improvements. As the Director-General had mentioned 
on several occasions the ILO was still in a learning phase and the process would be further 
refined in future biennia. 

93. In a globalized world economy where the majority of people were suffering from 
unemployment, social exclusion, poverty and communicable diseases, including, inter alia, 
HIV/AIDS, tuberculosis and malaria, the idea of decent work across the four strategic 
objectives was critically important. Despite the efforts made by developing countries, 
particularly the least developed ones, to formulate appropriate policies, the economic 
disparities and inequalities among countries and within them continued to increase. 
Various initiatives were being taken by financial and other international organizations but 
so far there were few benefits. The concept of decent work should help by creating 
employment opportunities, by designing social security systems and by establishing social 
dialogue among ILO constituents. The ILO, in collaboration with governments and other 
international organizations, should strive to find the necessary resources to do this at 
national level. 

94. The budget proposals for 2002-03 should be reviewed to create a better balance between 
the needs and priorities of ILO constituents. As mentioned in paragraph 25, additional 
resources allocated to standards and fundamental principles amounted to $5.2 million, 
while employment-related activities were reduced by $6.2 million. The creation of 
employment opportunities, the promotion of policies to enhance the knowledge and skills 
of people, and the improvement of the livelihoods of people through microfinance and 
self-employment was a good basis for the implementation of ILO standards and principles. 
Ethiopia therefore gave the highest priority to Strategic Objective No. 2 and urged the 
Office to restore the cuts proposed under this objective. It also attached great importance to 
Strategic Objective No. 3 dealing with social protection and it welcomed the proposal to 
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expand programme activities on HIV/AIDS. She concluded by making a special plea for 
more resources for the African region. Four-fifths of the less-developed countries were in 
Africa, which was home to more than 25 million people affected by HIV/AIDS. It suffered 
frequently from man-made and natural disasters and urgently needed the benefit of ILO 
expertise and activities. 

95. The representative of the Government of Canada expressed full support for the statement 
made on behalf of the IMEC countries and agreed also with other speakers who had 
expressed appreciation for the Office document. In common with several other member 
States Canada shared a commitment to the principle of zero nominal growth throughout the 
United Nations system, and therefore requested that programme cost increases be met by 
savings and budgetary efficiencies elsewhere. As mentioned earlier in the discussion, it 
was possible that when the final budget level was fixed during the Conference it could be 
lower than that predicted in the Office document or lower even than that for the present 
biennium. This did not, however, alter the commitment to zero nominal growth budgeting, 
nor the view that across-the-board percentage increases were unacceptable. The 
programme and budget document should contain all the necessary information for the 
Committee to take decisions that would optimize the use of budgetary resources to meet 
mutually agreed objectives and priorities, including details of extra-budgetary resources 
already committed and those to be sought from potential donors. The document should 
also include plans for budgetary expenditure in such important areas as information 
technology, rather than approve them subject to uncertain funding. Only by having all this 
information included in a single comprehensive document would those concerned be in the 
best position to make informed decisions on budgetary resources and priorities. In 
conclusion, he welcomed the new document as an important and fundamental step in an 
ongoing process which included as well the development of appropriate follow-up through 
effective assessment and evaluation. 

96. The representative of the Government of Portugal agreed fully with the statement made on 
behalf of the IMEC group. In general, Portugal also supported the Programme and Budget 
proposals for 2002-03 and considered that this user-friendly document represented a step 
forward in the Organization’s programming and strategic budgeting. In addition, Portugal 
supported the major strategic orientations put forward by the Director-General and his 
team. The speaker welcomed the integration of the regular budget and extra-budgetary 
resources, whose relative share was increasing. This provided an overall picture of the 
programme. It was essential to strengthen the Office’s analytical capacity and intellectual 
critical mass if the ILO were to play a leading role in the labour and employment sphere in 
the context of globalization. The Portuguese delegation welcomed the intention to ensure 
cohesion and synergy among the different departments and regional offices around the 
decent work concept, although it did have some reservations as regards the proposed 
implementation. It also welcomed the introduction of the programme on HIV/AIDS in the 
workplace, but pointed out that there were certain matters of concern, for example the 
drastic cut in the SafeWork programme. 

97. Lastly, concerning the total volume of the budget, while the Portuguese Government 
adhered to the principle of zero nominal growth for all of the international organizations, in 
the case of the ILO’s budget for 2002-03 it would be prepared to follow a proposal for zero 
real growth if it obtained majority support. 

98. The representative of the Government of the United Kingdom observed that the budget 
document was proposing a zero real growth budget. However, in normal circumstances 
cost increases should be absorbed through targeted efficiency savings and his starting point 
would therefore be a budget level based on zero nominal growth. The Director-General 
and his staff were to be commended for their work in introducing results-based budgeting 
and human resource management reform and the benefits of this work were already being 
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seen. But the ILO was not yet at the point where no further efficiency savings were 
possible and there was insufficient argumentation in the Office paper to justify anything 
other than zero nominal growth. In other words, all activities regarded as important, as well 
as long-term capital expenditure on items such as information technology, should be 
funded from within the existing financial envelope. One indication of the ILO’s capacity to 
do this was the considerable amount of new expenditure that it was able to fund during the 
current biennium from savings within Part I of the budget. 

99. A second point concerned extra-budgetary funds, on which many concerns had been 
expressed during the course of discussion. The United Kingdom was currently considering 
extra-budgetary funding to the ILO of about £15 million over the next four years, to be 
used to strengthen the ILO’s policy and programme capabilities to address poverty 
alleviation. It had done everything possible within its own financial rules to ensure 
predictability of funding, and had made every effort to ensure also that the work it intended 
to fund would conform to the priorities and objectives set out by the Governing Body on a 
tripartite basis. Indeed, the ILO should not accept funding that did not meet these criteria. 

100. In the discussion so far the spokespersons for the Employers and the regional groups and 
indeed almost every individual speaker had expressed their concern about cuts to the 
employment budget. As the Director-General made clear in his budget document, without 
jobs the other strategic objectives of the Organization could not be realized. Admittedly, 
UNDP had cut its funding but that did not mean that the ILO employment budget should 
be cut. Funds should be allocated according to priorities. Of course it would be interesting 
to know more about what the employment sector programmes were actually achieving and 
intended to achieve in terms of value for money. But that was a separate issue and would 
be discussed in another committee at the present Governing Body session. 

101. The representative of the Government of Slovakia expressed appreciation for the document 
containing the Programme and Budget proposals for 2002-03 and endorsed the statement 
made earlier on behalf of the IMEC group. The consolidation of the concept of decent 
work across the four strategic objectives was a useful approach, especially in the context of 
a rapidly changing global economy as mentioned in paragraph 4 of the message from the 
Director-General. The establishment of individual teams in the regions was a logical 
development and it would be interesting to have information on their achievements in due 
course. 

102. Mr. Blondel, replying to certain speakers, first of all pointed out that the Workers’ group 
had spoken out a great deal in favour of real growth and thanked the Governments that had 
supported this approach. In reply to Mr. Marshall, he remarked that in his view the ILO 
could not be placed on the same footing as an ordinary enterprise. In the case of training, 
for example, the training of ILO officials seemed to him to be lower in priority than that 
which it should help to provide in the world of work. The ILO was an international 
organization and could not be compared to structures such as the OECD, whose studies 
covered countries that were economically much more developed than others. These 
countries found the introduction of export processing zones, for example, perfectly 
justified, whereas, for the workers in a globalized world, such zones jeopardized job 
creation and small-scale commerce and industry. The ILO, on the other hand, had to take 
account of the interests of the world of work as a whole, both in industrialized and in 
developing countries. Lastly, he refuted the idea of a conflict between international labour 
standards and employment. The two strategic sectors could not be dissociated, and any 
attempt to place them in opposition to each other was utterly artificial. On the contrary, 
both had to be encouraged. 

103. Mr. Marshall said that the Employers wished to make one or two comments in reply to 
points raised during the course of the discussion. There was no doubt that the strategic 
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budgeting approach now in place in the ILO was having a profound effect on the way 
budgetary proposals were discussed. The process would continue to evolve in the years 
ahead but the Employers believed that in the fullness of time budget discussions would 
become much easier as a result. From the discussion so far it appeared there was a majority 
of Governments in favour of zero nominal growth and the Employers were prepared to 
accept this majority view. Obviously, in these circumstances, it would be ideal if cost 
increases could be absorbed by efficiencies elsewhere in the ILO but if this proved to be 
impossible then Members all needed to accept that programme cuts would be necessary. 
The Employers warned that continued application of the zero nominal growth regime 
could not last indefinitely and it was time for the ILO to start thinking about a complete 
reorganization of the regular budget to ensure that in future it could carry out core 
activities without the risk of uncertain funding from other sources. 

104. The Committee then proceeded to a more detailed discussion of individual budget topics. 

Detailed discussion 

Strategic Objective No. 1 

105. Referring to Strategic Objective No. 1, Mr. Blondel recalled that standards had always 
represented the backbone of the Organization. He welcomed the fact that for the first time 
expenditure for technical cooperation in the area of standards and fundamental principles 
and rights at work exceeded that incurred in other sectors and that rights at work had 
regained pride of place within the ILO. 

106. As regards operational objective 1a, the Worker members wished to remind the Governing 
Body that, although certain standards were regarded as fundamental, all standards were 
important in so far as they guaranteed the rights and protection of men and women 
workers. The target might have been more far-reaching, however; within the next three 
years, the number of ratifying States should exceed that forecast in the document. 
Referring to paragraph 48, the Workers held the view that the follow-up process should 
highlight not only success stories but also instances where member States refused to 
cooperate with the Organization. In that connection, the Workers would like the Office to 
investigate whether States which refused to submit reports, for example, were also those 
which procrastinated in paying their dues. 

107. Referring to operational objective 1b regarding child labour, Mr. Blondel asked whether 
the Office could clarify the link between activities conducted under the US$25.9 million 
regular budget and those carried out within the context of technical cooperation, which 
came to US$60 million. He insisted that efforts be directed at eliminating child labour in 
general and not merely the worst forms of child labour. More specifically, the Workers 
considered that indicator 1b.1 could be strengthened and a more targeted strategy adopted 
for indicator 1b.2. Regarding indicator 1b.3, Mr. Blondel would have liked to have more 
detailed information on the 12 national time-bound programmes, adding that the Workers 
had pressed for a participatory rather than a mere advisory role in the process. The 
Workers emphasized, moreover, that neither the revision of standards nor examination of 
the future of the standard-setting system should prejudice the promotion of existing 
standards. Mr. Blondel endorsed indicator 1c and paragraphs 58 and 59. 

108. With reference to indicator 1c.2, it would be preferable to process all reports reaching the 
Office for submission to the Committee of Experts. Workers’ and employers’ 
organizations should also be invited to submit reports within the framework of the regular 
supervisory process. 
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109. Mr. Marshall, on behalf of the Employer members, said that as mentioned in paragraph 37 
it was important to achieve a balance in respect of labour market flexibility and decent 
working conditions. National social policies were important, and this was one of the 
reasons the Employers supported the continued development of the International Policy 
Group as a body capable of producing sound research and discussion documents on policy 
options such as those mentioned. These documents should be available for Governing 
Body consideration and for policy adoption. The Employers strongly supported the drive 
for an integrated approach to standard setting, as described in paragraphs 38 and 39, but it 
should also encompass all means of action at the ILO’s disposal. They endorsed also the 
concept of addressing Convention ratification challenges identified by expert-advisers, as 
mentioned in paragraph 45, but this should include also those which were identified by 
constituents. This work would not only call for technical cooperation prior to ratification 
but in some cases might require examination of the Conventions themselves to ensure 
continued relevance in their application. Operational objective 1(a) was aimed at giving 
effect to the principles and rights concerning freedom of association, collective bargaining, 
elimination of forced labour, child labour and discrimination. Ratification of fundamental 
Conventions might be an accepted priority, but it was debatable whether achieving a 
simple number of ratifications would automatically progress the objective. In many cases 
the principles were respected without actual ratification of Conventions. 

110. Activities to promote the Declaration effectively had to be developed in consultation with 
constituents, and should remain true to the promotional spirit and content of the 
Declaration. The Employers were concerned about initiatives to be taken in the absence of 
full commitment by the social partners. Indicator 1a.3 was typical of many throughout the 
document where a mere number was given as an indicator, and in future a short 
explanatory text should be given as well. In paragraph 51 and elsewhere it was stated that 
the ILO would work in partnership with external resource centres with relevant expertise. 
There was some merit in this approach but further information would be welcome about 
the role of the social partners in these consultations. 

111. The strategies described in paragraphs 53-55 should be carried out in parallel for best 
results, particularly to prevent entry of children into labour and the provision of alternative 
sources of household income. Measuring results would be difficult and the alternatives 
described in paragraph 55 were quite practical. In paragraph 56 the word “independence” 
should be added after “transparency” on the second line as suggested by the Workers, and 
the Employers fully agreed that activities concerning forced labour could benefit from 
extra-budgetary funding. This type of funding might be forthcoming for a number of 
activities important to both the ILO and the donor, but perhaps it was unwise to highlight a 
single non-fundamental Convention, such as Convention No. 169, for special attention. 
The Employers confirmed their support for a comprehensive review of standards and 
related activities as mentioned in paragraph 58, and for using an integrated approach in all 
ILO activities, not just in respect of standards. In indicator 1c.2 the Office could be 
prevented from achieving this objective simply by the late receipt of reports, and this target 
should be reviewed because the Office should be accountable only in respect of reports 
received on time. Paragraph 62 placed a heavy responsibility on governments. Technical 
cooperation support might be appropriate in some cases but this should be considered 
against the LILS review on compliance requirements. 

112. The representative of the Government of Germany wished to comment on operational 
objective 1c dealing with the use of standards. It was perhaps even more important than the 
campaign for ratification for the Office to be in a position to deal with reports quickly 
when received on time so that the Committee of Experts could decide whether or not 
governments which had ratified a Convention were in fact fulfilling their obligations. Of 
course it was desirable to have a large number of ratifications and even better if 
governments fulfilled their reporting responsibilities, but it was of little use if the Office 
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had no capacity to prepare them for the Committee of Experts. Standards-related activities 
were a core function for the Office and should be given proper resources. On a related 
matter, the Office deserved to be commended for the early issue of the report of the 
Committee of Experts for this year’s Conference. 

113. With reference to the issue of child labour and indicator 1b.4, the representative of the 
Government of France expressed some misgivings about the figure of 1 million children 
targeted to benefit directly from ILO action. Indeed, the target for the previous biennium 
had been 260,000, and no more than half of those children had actually received ILO 
support. Would the level of human and material resources be sufficient to attain the present 
target? The figure of 1 million was nonetheless low compared with the 250 million 
children concerned, and he reiterated the need to join forces with other international 
organizations in order to achieve that objective. As regards SIMPOC, the real issue at stake 
was not to have the necessary statistics at hand but rather to acquire an insight into the 
mechanisms that led to child labour. A group of leading international figures should be 
convened to discuss this extremely complex issue. 

114. The representative of the Government of Switzerland agreed with the comments of the 
Employers’ representative and the representative of the Government of France on 
paragraph 53 and the target figure of 1 million children. 

115. Regarding the Indigenous and Tribal Peoples Convention, 1989 (No. 169), quoted in 
paragraph 56 along with two fundamental Conventions, he explained that Switzerland was 
not in favour of establishing a linkage, the long-term objective of which might be to confer 
status as a fundamental Convention on this instrument. Convention No. 169 was 
admittedly very important, but it would be preferable to refer to it in a separate paragraph. 
Switzerland was opposed to action aimed at promoting this text specifically in Europe. 

116. His country was in favour of the reform of standards being undertaken, which should 
involve an in-depth review not only of the relevance and effectiveness of standards but 
also of the supervisory machinery and other related matters. Switzerland would therefore 
like the paragraphs dealing with this issue to be worded in stronger terms. 

117. The representative of the Government of the United Kingdom was satisfied in general with 
the operational objectives in this section but wondered whether the 20 member States 
referred to in sections 1a.2 and 1a.3 included the ten referred to in the report on 
programme implementation in 2000. Similarly, did the word “additional” under indicators 
1b.1, 1b.2 and 1b.3 relate to the original target or the position at the beginning of the 
biennium? Indicator 1c.1 no longer included reference to a review of standard-setting 
policy, a subject to which the United Kingdom attached great importance. He agreed with 
the Employers’ comment concerning indicator 1c.2 that the target should refer to reports 
received on time and under 1c.3 that the target should refer to the number of reports 
outstanding after 12 months rather than averaging the time for processing. Under indicators 
1c.5 and 1c.6. the Office should perhaps define the targets more precisely but in any case 
should ensure that the Committee of Experts maintained a consistent approach in dealing 
with individual cases. 

118. The representative of the Government of New Zealand was concerned that there was no 
mention anywhere in the document to constituent feedback on the quality or timeliness of 
the ILO’s work as a measure of performance. This would be a useful indicator for the ILO 
and would supplement the others already outlined in the programme and budget document. 

119. The representative of the Government of Portugal recalled that, at the Governing Body 
session devoted to the Programme and Budget for 2000-01, his delegation had raised the 
question of the relevance of indicators, particularly with respect to fundamental rights at 
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work and the elimination of child labour. This time the Portuguese delegation wished to 
congratulate the Office and the International Labour Standards Department on their efforts 
in this field. 

120. The representative of the Government of Algeria reiterated the position of the African 
group regarding the need to establish a correlation between the four strategic objectives – 
more specifically between employment, on the one hand, and the promotion and 
implementation of standards and fundamental principles and rights at work, on the other. It 
was not a matter of reviewing the budgetary allocation for the latter or of denying the vital 
importance of international labour standards, but of underscoring the importance and 
priority to be accorded to employment. These two strategic objectives should be marked by 
synergy and complementarity. 

121. The African group agreed with the Employers’ representative that it was preferable to 
avoid prioritizing objectives according to the order in which they were presented in the 
document. The group wished to be informed of the distribution of the sector’s expenditure 
by region and would welcome preferential treatment for countries having ratified the 
Conventions. Convention No. 169 should be widely promoted with a view to achieving the 
economic and social reintegration of indigenous and tribal peoples. Lastly, the 
representative of the Government of Algeria argued in favour of strengthening technical 
cooperation in activities pertaining to the supervisory process and of simplifying 
procedures. 

122. The representative of the Government of the United States expressed full support for the 
programme of work under this strategic objective but in some areas, especially indicators 
1b.1, 1b.2 and 1b.4, there were no baselines to start from so it was difficult to assess 
whether or not a target was reasonable. As the Employers had remarked, the use of 
qualitative language, for example, the word “benefit” under indicator 1b.4, could 
complicate the measurement process unless it was more precisely defined. Under indicator 
1c.6 it was doubtful whether the action proposed would be effective. The indicator referred 
to cases of progress cited by the Committee of Experts and the target was 40 cases of 
satisfaction and 200 cases of interest. Publicizing progress might be beneficial but did not 
deal specifically with the target and indicator described in the document. Perhaps another 
target or indicator should be included, possibly as part of ILO communications strategy. 
There could also be others for the distribution of information, especially where there were 
proposals for strategy that did not relate directly to targets and indicators. 

123. The representative of the Government of Brazil expressed full support for the operational 
objectives under this section, but suggested that the word “advice” in the last sentence of 
paragraph 52 be replaced by the word “participation”. He agreed also with the addition of 
the word “independence” in the first sentence of paragraph 56 as suggested by the Workers 
and Employers, and expressed strong endorsement for the action strategy proposed in 
paragraph 58. 

124. In Mr. Blondel’s view, there was an almost natural order of priority among the various 
indicators, which he did not want to disrupt, and he considered the Office’s presentation 
most satisfactory. Regarding Convention No. 169, he recalled that the issue of indigenous 
and tribal peoples had already been discussed, and it appeared unnecessary to reopen the 
debate. Referring back to the question of child labour, he was surprised that some 
Governments wondered how the target of 1 million children could be achieved. In view of 
current practices in certain countries, he considered that posing the question was already a 
step towards finding the answer. 

125. The representative of the Government of Mexico strongly supported the action proposed 
under this strategic objective. Mexico had already ratified six of the eight basic 
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Conventions and it would be interesting to know the situation in other countries, especially 
those most vocal in their demands that standards be observed. Paragraph 46 stated that the 
ILO would concentrate its efforts on those States where ratifications were not in place but 
were most feasible. It would be useful to know who selected these States and what criteria 
were used in the decision. The Global Reports under the Declaration referred to in 
paragraph 63 should be promotional in nature and for that reason should not be considered 
together with ILO core Conventions. Mexico had also ratified Convention No. 169 on 
indigenous and tribal peoples and would be submitting a report later in the year, but she 
expressed support for the statement by the representative of the Government of 
Switzerland that this Convention should be kept separate from the core Conventions. 

126. A representative of the Director-General (the Executive Director for Standards and 
Fundamental Principles and Rights at Work) noted that nine of the member States which 
had lost the right to vote had not sent annual reports under the Declaration follow-up. 
There seemed to be a correlation between countries not sending in reports and not paying 
their membership dues. A document presented to the LILS Committee indicated that 
17 member States had practically ceased to participate in the reporting system.  

127. He proceeded to reply to points raised concerning each objective, indicator and target. 
Regarding indicator 1a.1, there were now 41 member States which had ratified all eight 
fundamental Conventions, and the target of 87 would more than double this figure. One 
hundred and four member States had now ratified at least one Convention in each category, 
and in this light the target of 135 could indeed be higher. In any event, the efforts to 
promote ratification would in no way be slowed once the target was achieved. Answering 
the question of the representative of the Government of Mexico, he noted that the Office 
made special efforts to assist where there were requests, either directly or to standards 
specialists in the multidisciplinary teams, and where there were indications that ratification 
was feasible.  

128. The reply to the question by the representative of the Government of the United Kingdom 
concerning indicators 1a.2 and 1a.3 was that the 20 countries mentioned there were 
additional ones. The report on programme implementation in 2000 (GB.280/PFA/6) 
showed that gender-sensitive declaration programmes had commenced in two countries. 
The total of countries with which concrete preparations were under way was over 30.  

129. Addressing the concerns expressed by the Workers’ spokesperson, he underlined that as 
shown in indicator 1b.1, the Office considered Conventions No. 138 on minimum age and 
No. 182 on the worst forms of child labour together. The development of ratifications had 
shown that the focus had not exclusively been on Convention No. 182. In fact, a number of 
countries had ratified both of them in 2000, and it could be said that Convention No. 182 
had, in fact, encouraged and not discouraged ratifications of Convention No. 138. The 
minimum age Convention had six years ago only half of the ratifications it had at present, 
and the target of 65 additional member States would bring it to the same level of 
ratification as the other fundamental Conventions. The ultimate target for Convention 
No. 182 was, of course, universal ratification. 

130. The Office was still negotiating with a number of countries the introduction of time-bound 
programmes for the elimination of the worst forms of child labour, but it was not yet 
possible to announce agreements with countries other than those already indicated in the 
report on programme implementation in 2000. 

131. As to the target figure of 1 million children in indicator 1b.4, he felt confident that when 
reporting on results the figure would be much higher. The results would depend on the 
efficiency, and commitment of all partners, of implementing the time-bound programmes. 
The figure covered children who were directly withdrawn and placed in alternative 
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activities and also those who were prevented from entering the labour market in violation 
of minimum standards. The figure of those directly removed would be easier to establish 
but they would necessarily be rather small compared with the number of potential victims 
of child labour who would get educational or other viable alternative services. To give one 
example, in a project on preventing child labour in football manufacturing, the number of 
children actually removed from work might be some dozens whereas the number of 
children who were likely to end working if the alternative opportunities were not there was 
in the thousands.  

132. The methodology for measuring the impact of programmes would be developed further. As 
to the observation by the representative of the Government of France on understanding the 
mechanisms leading into child labour, he referred to the global report under the 
Declaration follow-up for 2002, which would give a comprehensive view on child labour. 

133. Under operative objective 1c, Convention No. 169 on indigenous and tribal peoples had 
been mentioned because there were requests to assist in its promotion and there was 
interest by donors. There was no question of treating it as a fundamental Convention. The 
description of the strategy referred to under indicator 1c.1 took into consideration the fact 
that this was work in progress, and the whole Governing Body was involved in this 
exercise. 

134. Addressing the points raised on indicator 1c.2 by the Employers’ spokesperson and some 
Government representatives, he said that the indicator should perhaps refer only to reports 
which were received on time. However, the Office made an effort to process as many of 
the reports received as possible for the Committee of Experts. This facilitated a more 
timely discussion of issues and helped to prevent backlogs. A number of reports arrived 
late, and sometimes it was not possible to have everything that needed translating in time. 
However, it was to be noted – as expressed in a document presented to the LILS 
Committee – that there the constraints arising from the workload on the governments, the 
social partners, and the Office as well, had to be discussed. 

135. Regarding indicator 1c.3, complaints received by the Committee on Freedom of 
Association were on the average examined for the first time within 11 months. The 
maximum time was 15-16 months. If the case had to be postponed three times due to a lack 
of response from the government, then the Committee would examine it without the 
government’s input. The number of cases where the first examination was later than 
12 months was relatively small, between 10 and 15 per cent. 

136. As to the concerns expressed by the representative of the Government of Germany on 
indicators 1c.5 and 1c.6, he expressed his firm conviction that the Committee of Experts 
would not engage in any manipulation of its evaluations of progress for the sake of 
improving performance as measured by the targets, and the Office certainly would not try 
to induce the Experts to do so.  

137. Referring to the target concerning the examination of complaints, which required that the 
first examination take place within 12 months of receipt of a complaint, Mr. Blondel 
welcomed such an initiative, which did not imply that the problem at issue would be 
settled within one year. The obligation was to examine the complaint within 12 months 
following its receipt, which should prompt Governments to reply swiftly, because past that 
deadline the complaint would be examined without taking government statements into 
account. 

138. Replying to Mr. Marshall on the subject of Convention No. 169, he recalled that the ILO’s 
role was to ensure promotion of that instrument as well as the other Conventions. 
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Strategic Objective No. 2 

139. Mr. Marshall, speaking on behalf of the Employer members, reminded the Committee of 
the critical importance of the ILO’s work in the area of employment, which was indeed at 
the heart of the Decent Work Agenda. He was somewhat disappointed however that the 
document under discussion did not bring out sufficiently the policy and other barriers to 
employment creation and business start-ups, and called upon the Office to undertake more 
specific activities in this area. He also expected the Office to play an important role in the 
UN Secretary-General’s Global Compact Initiative. 

140. While supporting the proposed activities in the area of small enterprise development, he 
was concerned that they did not pay sufficient attention to enterprise needs, and 
recommended that the Start and Improve Your Business Programme should be used more 
extensively and adapted for wider use. In reference to paragraph 74, he expressed his 
group’s concern that a balance be maintained between promotion of the Declaration, job 
quality, social security, safety and health, gender and family concerns, and the practical 
needs of the workplace and employer. He again emphasized the importance of human 
resource development and was surprised that apparently this area of work was now 
considered less important by some ILO officials. He would also expect the Office to work 
closely with the Turin Centre in this area. 

141. Concerning the InFocus Programme on Crisis Response and Reconstruction he felt that it 
should not unduly emphasize employment-intensive investment but rather focus on skills 
development so that people could become self-reliant. Repeating his disappointment in the 
proposed reduction of resources for the sector, he could not accept that the expected 
reduction in extra-budgetary resources should result automatically in a reduction of the 
regular budget allocation. 

142. Mr. Blondel started by recalling some of the Employment Sector objectives which the 
Workers’ group regarded as important and which had constituted the focus of the group’s 
examination of the document. They included macroeconomic issues and links between 
monetary, tax and industrial policies, on the one hand, and labour market performance, on 
the other; increased technical support for trade unions in developing countries; support for 
labour-intensive infrastructure projects; the promotion of cooperatives; the promotion of 
activities relating to multinational enterprises; and the strengthening of activities to 
promote codes of conduct and voluntary private sector initiatives. The Workers noted that 
the Office was proposing to reduce regular budget resources for the Employment Sector by 
3.9 per cent, primarily as a result of the decline in extra-budgetary funding under the 
UNDP. Admittedly, this particular sector would still be receiving the largest share of the 
regular budget, i.e. 26 per cent, versus 20.5 per cent for the Social Dialogue Sector, 
16.6 per cent for the Standards, Fundamental Principles and Rights at Work Sector, and 
12.3 per cent for the Social Protection Sector. The Workers nevertheless expressed a few 
reservations regarding the manner in which reductions were being distributed within the 
Employment Sector. The most significant reductions concerned Multinational Enterprises 
and Management and Corporate Citizenship. The Workers’ group had always regarded 
MULTI as a crucial sector, and it still attached great importance to its activities. Regarding 
Management and Corporate Citizenship, it would be useful if the Office could provide 
more specific details on the activities planned in this area. Ways should be sought to help 
workers and trade unions set up more effective voluntary initiatives. 

143. The Workers were extremely concerned about the 4.8 per cent reduction in the budget for 
Employment Strategy, which had already suffered major cutbacks in recent years. On 
several occasions already, the Workers’ group had requested an increase in regular budget 
resources for labour-intensive infrastructure projects. It welcomed the fact that activities in 
this field now encompassed the promotion of standards and sometimes also included social 
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dialogue; these were outstanding examples of ILO know-how, and their funding should be 
restored to early-1990s levels. With reference to Cooperatives, the Workers deplored the 
reduction of five work-years planned for 2002-03, which might have serious consequences 
in view of the fact that insufficient resources had been allocated to that Unit. 

144. On another plane, the Workers also pointed out that, in the Employment Sector, 
US$5 million were being allocated to the Executive Director’s Office and Common 
Services, whereas US$3 million were due to go to the other sectors. The Workers 
supported the promotional activities under the Declaration on Fundamental Principles and 
Rights at Work as the minimum social floor, the creation of new databases provided for in 
paragraph 79, and the activities proposed under the World Employment Report (paragraph 
81). On the other hand, they regretted that the scope of the target under operational 
objective 2a.2 had been restricted to six member States.  

145. With reference to paragraph 101 dealing with the Jobs for Africa Programme, Mr. Blondel 
pointed out that certain statements, such as that made by the IMF, could lead to a 
significant drop in employment in the public sector. Those who had lost their jobs 
sometimes received financial benefits, but what they really needed was help in re-entering 
the labour market, for instance through group-based investment, cooperative or 
micro-enterprise initiatives. Mr. Blondel concluded by saying that he deplored the decline 
in expertise in macroeconomics within the Office. 

146. The representative of the Government of Malaysia expressed serious concern over the 
proposed reduction of resources for ILO’s work in the area of employment. He expressed 
support for the proposed activities, particularly the key indicators of the labour market 
programme and the skills development programme, and emphasized that the latter should 
take into account the conclusions of the Committee on Human Resource Development 
adopted by the 88th Session of the International Labour Conference.  

147. The representative of the Government of New Zealand observed that the employment 
operational objectives usually focused on what the constituents were able to do to use ILO 
resources and advice in order to respond to the employment issues they faced. However, at 
least one of the employment operational objectives should focus on increasing the ILO’s 
own capability in the employment area, for three reasons: first, the reduction of resources 
for Strategic Objective No. 2; second, employment creation was a fundamental objective 
within the Decent Work Agenda; and third, the ILO had stated, as part of its own reform 
programme, that it intended to promote itself as a centre of excellence on labour market 
issues. 

148. The representative of the Government of Germany also regretted the proposed reduction of 
resources under Strategic Objective No. 2 and asked the Office to consider a possible 
adjustment. He asked for clarification on resources proposed for the Executive Director’s 
office, especially since as a percentage of the total budget under this strategic objective it 
was much higher than for the others, and he joined previous speakers who, during the 
general discussion, had expressed regret that this strategic objective did not include any 
reference to the Social Finance Programme. As a concluding comment he was happy to see 
that the Office was strengthening its cooperation with UNESCO in the area of technical 
and vocational education. 

149. The representative of the Government of the United Kingdom also asked the 
Director-General to reconsider the cuts proposed in this area, given the priority of 
employment as a strategic objective. She was looking forward to more information on the 
ILO’s comprehensive employment framework as described in paragraph 69, and given the 
proposed work on data bases it was important for the Office to update its information 
technology systems so that constituents could easily access and use best practice from 
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around the world. She also asked for clarification on who was accountable for the 
achievement of the operational objectives and targets particularly the division of 
responsibility between headquarters and the field. As a final point she supported comments 
from earlier speakers that it was important to take the Conference conclusions on human 
resource development into account for work in the area of skills development. 

150. The representative of the Government of Switzerland endorsed the comment made by the 
representative of the United Kingdom regarding the Office’s capacity for economic 
analysis. Switzerland unreservedly supported Strategic Objective No. 2 as set out in the 
document. Additional resources should, however, be made available for activities relating 
to corporate social responsibility, corporate citizenship and multinational enterprises. The 
Office needed to enhance its knowledge base and step up cooperation, in particular within 
the framework of the United Nations Global Compact. This would meet not only the 
wishes of the Swiss delegation but also those of the country’s enterprises, which hoped that 
the Organization would expand its activities in that field. The representative of Switzerland 
requested that measures be taken to put an end to the drastic cuts affecting these sectors. 

151. Referring to paragraph 82, he pointed out that the individual country employment policy 
reviews frequently overlapped with studies carried out by the OECD and sometimes the 
WTO. This should be avoided, with efforts focusing on countries that had not yet been 
covered. Lastly, Switzerland requested that the WTO be added to the institutions listed in 
paragraph 83. 

152. The representative of the Government of Japan agreed that employment was the core of the 
ILO’s work particularly given its importance in the context of poverty alleviation, and 
joined previous speakers who asked for more resources to be devoted to this area. 

153. The representative of the Government of Portugal stressed the importance of this strategic 
objective, which lay at the heart of the ILO’s mandate, and voiced concern about the 
financial cutbacks imposed on it. The promotion of employment and employability went 
hand in hand with the promotion of the concept of decent work. Portugal therefore 
commended the introduction of operational objective 2a, but shared the concerns expressed 
by the representatives of the United Kingdom and Switzerland concerning the Office’s 
analytical critical mass. 

154. The Portuguese delegation felt that it should be possible further to improve the balance 
between objectives, indicators and targets. Indeed, indicator 2a.2 was satisfactory, but the 
target figure of six member States over a two-year period appeared rather low. The 
problem resided either in the fact that there was little demand on the part of the 
constituents or in the Office’s reduced capacity to offer services as a result of financial 
cutbacks. The matter should be given closer consideration. Indicator 2c.2 concerned only 
employment-intensive investment programmes, whereas the corresponding InFocus 
programme took a cross-cutting approach spanning employability, employment, 
micro-enterprise issues and income-generating activities. A closer link needed to be 
established between the InFocus programme and indicator 2c.2. 

155. The representative of the Government of Mexico was glad to see the initiative for a 
comprehensive framework since it responded to a demand made by the Group of 15. She 
asked to be provided with more information on planned activities in the area of private 
voluntary initiatives. Promoting the social responsibility of enterprises was part of the new 
labour culture in Mexico. 

156. The representative of the Government of the United States supported the views expressed 
by other delegates on the need to increase the Office capacity for macroeconomic analysis. 
Overlap between constituents and institutions on the methodology used to determine 
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targets and indicators was a matter for concern and it would be useful to have clarification 
on the Office’s approach. Regarding paragraph 84 she requested information on the type of 
work the Office was undertaking with funding from UNFPA. 

157. The representative of the Government of Algeria, taking the floor on behalf of the group of 
African countries, emphasized the significant drop in resources earmarked for 
employment. The group of African countries had made certain observations concerning 
first of all the question of cooperatives which it would like to see incorporated into the 
budgetary provisions. He thanked the Office for having placed this item on the agenda of 
the International Labour Conference and hoped that following that examination legal 
mechanisms relating to cooperatives would be put into place. Given the importance of 
microfinance in the struggle against poverty and the creation of employment in Africa, the 
African group would like to see that programme in the budget. Furthermore, he pointed out 
that the “social finance” programme was included neither in the budgetary tables nor in the 
organization chart.  

158. The speaker requested further information on the progress of the International Programme 
on More and Better Jobs for Women. He was pleased to see that the programme “Jobs for 
Africa” was contained in the programme and budget proposals; the necessary resources 
should be allocated to this programme which should help countries to draw up effective 
employment promotion policies. 

159. The representative of the Government of France requested information concerning the 
objective of the InFocus Programme on Boosting Employment through Small Enterprise 
Development (indicator 2c.1). If the aim was to create jobs through small enterprise and 
cooperative development, that would constitute a very ambitious objective for which it 
would be good to collaborate with the Bretton Woods institutions, given that it was also 
their vocation. The same went for the microcredit referred to by previous speakers. 

160. With regard to enterprise creation, the speaker raised the question of enterprise creation by 
jobseekers. Eight countries, including France, had set up a network which operated 
according to tripartite principles and which had made it possible to establish 20,000 
enterprises in one year. Tripartism could play an important role in the training of enterprise 
creators, and in providing support for their projects and partnership during the early years; 
the ILO should look into this question. 

161. The representative of the Government of India expressed his concern for the sharp 
decrease in the combined regular and extra-budgetary allocation for employment in the 
proposals under discussion and requested the Office to reallocate funds to reverse this 
trend. He called upon the Office to strengthen its work on poverty alleviation and felt that 
the comprehensive employment framework could play an important role in this respect. 

162. The representative of the Government of Namibia supported the call from the 
representative of the Government of Algeria to strengthen ILO work in the area of 
cooperative development. With respect to the InFocus Programme on Crisis Response and 
Reconstruction and Jobs for Africa, he felt that it was important to distinguish between 
different crisis situations and that individual approaches needed to be developed depending 
on the type of crisis. 

163. The representative of the Government of Benin supported the statement made by the 
spokesperson for the group of African countries and asked the Office to intensify the 
struggle against poverty in Africa in general. More specifically, he requested the 
strengthening of the InFocus Programme on Crisis Response and Reconstruction which 
could cover more than the 15 countries planned. 
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164. The representative of the Government of Sudan supported the calls for an increase of the 
allocation for resources in the area of employment, and expressed the hope that in future 
proposals indicators and targets would be presented in their larger context so that it would 
be easier to evaluate the true impact of the ILO’s work. 

165. The representative of the Government of the Islamic Republic of Iran was concerned to see 
that resources for Strategic Objective No. 2 for the next biennium had been decreased. 
Employment creation was a top priority for the ILO and it was important that indicators 
and targets were fixed in such a way that progress towards operational objectives, 
especially operational objective 2c dealing with employment creation, could be properly 
identified and measured. Fixing a particular number of countries as a target could be 
confusing because it would not take into account the individual circumstances of each 
country. If the measurement of progress towards these targets proved too difficult it might 
be necessary to consider whether some other benchmark might be more appropriate. 

166. A representative of the Director-General (the Executive Director of the Employment 
Sector) explained that the real challenge and niche for the ILO was to reconcile 
employment creation and job quality, building on the whole body of ILO principles and 
values as expressed in international labour standards. In this respect it was important to 
look at the needs of workers as well as the needs of employers and at the workplace. He 
pointed out that paragraphs 69.2 and 93 and 94 already provided some information in this 
respect.  

167. Concerning the calls to strengthen the capacity of the Office to undertake macroeconomic 
analysis, he reminded the Committee that, as pointed out earlier by the Director-General, 
the employment sector cooperated with a number of programmes such as the International 
Policy Group, the Institute and the Decent Work Pilot Project to support its work on 
employment policy. 

168. In reply to concerns expressed by Mr. Blondel, he explained that it was precisely the 
comprehensive employment framework which would try and ensure that all elements and 
issues affecting employment were taken into consideration including social security, safe 
work and social dialogue. The Employment and Social Policy Committee discussions 
would offer another opportunity to discuss this in more detail and he also planned to have 
direct consultations with constituents as the work on the comprehensive employment 
framework progressed. He pointed out that the employment sector was developing a 
number of databases and would work together with ACTRAV, ACTEMP and the MDTs to 
make this knowledge available to constituents. 

169. Regarding indicators and targets, he explained that they had been established on the basis 
of experience during previous biennia, demands expressed by member States and 
budgetary constraints, although in the next round it would be useful to provide more 
context to the indicators and targets. He was glad to note the numerous references to the 
conclusions of the 2000 Conference concerning human resources development and 
reassured the Committee that these would be taken into account. He reminded the 
Committee that a separate paper on this subject was before the Employment and Social 
Policy Committee. He also confirmed that the Employment Sector was working closely 
with the Turin Centre and that in fact the Centre participated in the Sector’s planning and 
implementation reviews. 

170. Concerning the work in the area of private voluntary initiatives and multinational 
enterprises, he mentioned that the Office was working on clarifying the links between 
management principles and international labour standards and on supply chain 
management and corporate citizenship. The Office had also recently established a 
comprehensive database on business and social initiatives and would shortly be publishing 
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a compendium on codes of conduct. Other tools and guidelines would be developed, 
including a training programme for managers and constituents around the labour principles 
of the Global Compact, which were in fact those of the ILO Declaration on Fundamental 
Principles and Rights at Work. 

171. Concerning the allocation for support services in the sector, he pointed out that in the 
reorganization exercise for the current biennium support services in such areas as finance, 
personnel and documentation had been centralized and this had helped produce savings of 
some $1.3 million in the sector’s overall budget. This experience had been most 
worthwhile and it was the intention in the next biennium to pursue the question of 
knowledge management for the sector as a whole, including databases on Conventions 
Nos. 122 and 124 and on discrimination and equal employment opportunities. As far as the 
decline in extra-budgetary resources was concerned, he hoped that the donor conference 
proposed by the Director-General could help reverse the trend. 

172. He was glad to note the support for the sector’s activities in the areas of cooperatives, 
microfinance and More and Better Jobs for Women. On Jobs for Africa and the InFocus 
Programme on Crisis Response and Reconstruction, he pointed out that in fact they were 
two separate programmes. Although Jobs for Africa had started as a UNDP-funded project 
it had now become the ILO’s employment strategy for Africa. This was reflected by the 
considerable regular budget commitments to the programme and the close cooperation 
between the employment sector and the region. Efforts to mobilize additional extra-
budgetary support were already bearing fruit with recent approvals by the Government of 
the Netherlands and the African Capacity Building Foundation. He further mentioned that 
the InFocus Programme on Crisis Response and Reconstruction had been highly successful 
in mobilizing the ILO capacity to provide a quick response to crisis situation, one example 
being the ILO response to the recent earthquake in India. 

173. A representative of the Director-General (the Director of the Bureau of Programming and 
Management) explained that in addition to an allocation of $11.8 million for the 
Information Technology and Communications Programme all the sectors of the Office at 
headquarters and the regions had resources for computer staff and computer applications. 
On the issue of accountability he explained that the strategic objectives were by definition 
long-term goals. No strategy statements for their attainment had been prepared. The 
Office’s work was organized concretely around the operational objectives. Although 
Executive Directors were accountable for the achievement of their respective objectives 
and targets, it was clear that they needed to work with the other sectors and, most 
importantly, with the regions for their achievement. This was clearly reflected in the 
mid-term programme implementation report discussed earlier. In reply to a question by 
The representative of the Government of the Netherlands, he explained that the structure of 
the Office had basically four levels: sectors, departments (or bureaux), branches, and 
sections. However, in programme and budget documents the term “programmes” was 
used. This term basically covered indiscriminately departments, bureaux and branches. The 
level of sections therefore did not figure in the programme and budget proposals. This 
explained why social finance, which had been mentioned by some delegates, was not 
mentioned explicitly. 

174. The Director-General briefly returned to the issue of indicators and targets. He felt that the 
qualitative as well as the quantitative aspects of ILO work needed to be highlighted. 
Although quantity was indeed important, the Office should be concerned about quality as 
well. Indeed, a limited number of examples of the positive impact of ILO policy advice 
could be of great significance, particularly in the light of their potential multiplier effect. 
That was also why it was so important to strengthen the knowledge base of the institution. 
He reminded the Committee that considerable macroeconomic analysis was being 
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undertaken by the International Policy Group but agreed that the Office’s capacity in this 
area needed to be further strengthened. 

Strategic Objective No. 3 

175. Mr. Blondel recalled that improving social protection had been one of the ILO’s principal 
concerns since its inception. It should, however, be noted that the resources earmarked for 
this sector represented half the amount allocated to the Employment Sector. It should not 
be forgotten that over 1 million people died each year as a result of occupational accidents 
and that the sum earmarked for the SafeWork programme had fallen from $8.4 to 
$7.6 million (a 10 per cent reduction) even though the programme had to respond to 
numerous requests by ILO constituents. Furthermore, it was likely that the programme 
would be responsible for the question of the recording and notification of occupational 
accidents and diseases placed on the agenda of the 2002 Conference, in accordance with 
the decision made by the Governing Body the previous November. It would certainly also 
have to contribute to the preparation of documents for the first general discussion of the 
integrated approach of standards-related activities in the area of occupational safety and 
health in 2003. This year the programme was involved in drawing up a new standard on 
safety and health in agriculture. Consequently, the proposed cut seemed particularly 
inopportune. 

176. Concerning occupational safety and health, the speaker insisted on the need for 
collaboration among all ILO departments in order to achieve the major objectives and 
expressed his concern at the emergence of new medical conditions in the world of work, 
such as musculoskeletal disorders. 

177. The intrusion of HIV/AIDS in the world of work was indisputable and the Workers wished 
to denounce the discrimination suffered by people infected with HIV. A combat strategy 
should be defined and the ILO should contribute to limiting, if not to halting, the spread of 
the virus and above all to eliminating the prejudices surrounding it. It was in that spirit that 
the Conference had the previous year adopted a resolution on this point. Furthermore, the 
ILO should take a stand in the current debate on the possibility for people with AIDS to 
have access to less expensive generic drugs. It was not a question of substituting the WHO, 
but of collaborating with it. The Workers therefore welcomed the creation of this new 
programme, although they thought that the resources allocated to it were vastly 
insufficient. In fact, the Office was running the risk, owing to a lack of funds, of finding 
itself unable to meet many demands coming from the most hard-hit countries in 
sub-Saharan Africa and also in Asia. 

178. On the issue of social protection, it should be admitted that globalization often went hand 
in hand with exclusion. Rather than criticizing it, it was important to give globalization a 
human face – in a manner of speaking social justice should be globalized. The Workers 
supported the objective of extending social security systems to the greatest number of 
people. It was nevertheless important to ensure that the establishment of voluntary 
community-based schemes, or even of a global social solidarity trust fund, did not end up 
weakening the public systems instead of strengthening them. Furthermore, the Workers 
considered that social protection schemes were their domain and they had no intention of 
stepping aside for NGOs. 

179. The Workers supported the strategies contained in indicators 3b.4 and 3b.5 relating to 
maternity and migrant workers. Migrant workers, who numbered almost 120 million 
according to Office figures, often suffered discrimination, but it should not be forgotten 
that internal migration occurred within countries and that this placed workers in very 
similar circumstances. 
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180. Moving to the question of the informal sector, the speaker stressed that it must be accorded 
priority status; the millions of people who made up the sector were often plunged into 
extreme poverty and destitution, particularly women and young workers. The growth of 
this sector, which had been considerable in many countries, was generating serious abuse. 
Informal sector workers needed the support of the trade union movement and of the ILO. 
They should receive training in international labour standards, and all active policies to 
favour social inclusion should be supported. Regarding paragraph 121 of the document, the 
speaker asked that the transport sector be added. 

181. Lastly, on the subject of standards, the speaker noted that paragraph 118 referred to “soft” 
standards and asked whether these denoted substitutes or codes. There should be no 
mistake – the ILO was responsible for standards, and the Workers insisted on the use of the 
term “standard”. 

182. Mr. Marshall, speaking on behalf of the Employer members, said that from paragraph 102 
it was clear that there were serious problems in the provision of social protection to certain 
groups such as migrant workers and those working in the informal sector. Strategic 
Objective No. 3, enhancing the coverage of social protection for all, might be a worthy 
ideal but it was doubtful whether it was achievable as a goal. In the social security field, 
for example, the question was whether traditional Western social security systems were 
affordable and whether coverage should be universal, especially with ageing populations. 
One was left with the impression, rightly or wrongly, that the ILO had not yet got to grips 
with these issues. 

183. The Employers fully supported the strategy actions proposed in paragraph 110 concerning 
public and community-based schemes but private sector schemes should at least be 
considered as possible delivery tools as well. The Employers supported the action 
proposed in paragraph 111 but stressed that cooperation with other organizations in the 
community should be undertaken only after consultation with ILO constituents. The 
proposal for a Global Social Solidarity Trust Fund in paragraph 114 had far-reaching 
implications and should be put to the Governing Body before action was taken, especially 
since social security issues would be discussed by the Conference this year. The target 
under indicator 3a.3 should be reviewed, not only because this information would be 
generated as a matter of course in most countries around the world, but also because 
benchmarks should be closely related to outcomes. Under operational objective 3b on 
working conditions, indicator 3b.1 implied that there was some connection between a 
constituent’s ratification of standards and its capacity for safety and health. The Employers 
had doubts whether the linkage was real. They opposed the promotion of the Maternity 
Protection Convention, 2000 (No. 183) and would like more information on the standards 
on working time referred to in indicator 3b.4. 

184. The Employers questioned whether the ILO was the appropriate body to carry out research 
for policies related to “strategies for implementing trade liberalization and structural 
adjustments” referred to in paragraph 130, even though it might be well placed to provide 
advice on labour-related elements in that research. The work of the ILO under 
indicator 3b.6 concerning HIV/AIDS in the workplace deserved the strongest support and 
there should be close cooperation with other organizations dealing with HIV/AIDS in 
general, with ILO efforts targeted at the needs and priorities of constituents as described in 
the Conference resolution of June 2000. The Employers were concerned at the heavy 
reliance on extra-budgetary funding for this activity. 

185. The representative of the Government of France pointed out that the proposal made by the 
Director-General concerning employment, in relation to studying countries with good 
results, could also be applied in the framework of the programme for the struggle against 
child labour. In effect, some developing countries with similar cultural and economic 
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circumstances did not face the problem of child labour to the same extent – for example 
Tunisia – while in some developed countries the practice was becoming more widespread. 
It would be a good idea to examine these different situations and to draw conclusions on 
suitable action. 

186. Returning to the question of social protection, the French delegation had on several 
occasions described as insufficient the resources allocated to extending social protection 
and making it widespread. In fact, the funds earmarked for this sector had fallen from 58 to 
57 million and the portion set aside for this objective had been reduced significantly in 
comparison to the previous budget; the funds allocated to SafeWork and to working 
conditions had fallen by approximately 10 million. It therefore appeared that the funds 
allocated for the safety and health of workers in the strict sense of the term represented 
7 per cent of the budget. Furthermore, that was the only objective for which the budget 
stated that operational programmes could not be carried out without extra-budgetary funds. 
In this context, the question was whether the ILO’s standards-related system was 
operational or not. Of 183 standards, 18 were devoted entirely to safety and health and the 
Working Party of the Committee on Legal Issues and International Labour Standards had 
noted that of these instruments only one Convention and six Recommendations were 
obsolete; the conclusion could be drawn that the system was operational and in addition 
the Conference would be supplementing it with new instruments relating to agriculture. 

187. It should be emphasized that in this sphere the three groups had always agreed, both at the 
international and the country level, on the need to limit the number of occupational 
accidents and diseases. In Europe, several countries were in the process of updating their 
labour codes, on account of the increased use of certain materials and chemicals that were 
dangerous for health. 

188. These various elements showed that the Office must maintain and strengthen the efforts it 
had already agreed to in this sphere.  

189. The representative of the Government of Brazil said that in view of the constraints on 
regular budget activities the ILO should make every effort to attract more extra-budgetary 
resources. Under operational objective 3b on working conditions she expressed strong 
support for the ILO work on HIV/AIDS which complemented that of WHO and of her own 
Government. The view that drugs should not be accessible to HIV/AIDS sufferers in the 
workplace should be rejected out of hand because it was only these drugs that would give 
them some hope for the future. 

190. The representative of the Government of the United Kingdom believed that the ILO should 
take advantage of the work on social protection schemes carried out by NGOs provided it 
was effective and of value to the ILO. They should not necessarily be promoted to the 
exclusion of employers and trade unions but they could make a valuable contribution to 
ILO activities in this field. There would be an interesting discussion on social security 
issues at the ILO Conference this year and he hoped it would be more productive than 
discussions at the Commission on Social Development in the UN last month. In 
paragraph 112 there was a reference to global reporting on the effectiveness and efficiency 
of national social protection systems as an element of the Decent Work Agenda, and he 
asked whether this could be explained in greater detail. 

191. The representative of the Government of Denmark expressed full support for ILO activities 
under the HIV/AIDS programme. It was disappointing that this programme was funded 
only under Strategic Objective No. 3, because HIV/AIDS had major implications for 
workers’ rights, child labour, employment and social dialogue, so there was reason to ask 
to what extent the other three strategic objectives contributed to the programme and how it 
fitted into their work. 
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192. The reduction proposed for the InFocus Programme on SafeWork was most worrying, 
especially when safety and health at work was one of the crucial pillars of ILO activities. 
Statistics showed a steady increase in work-related accidents and the Governing Body had 
never shown any desire to loosen the focus and priority of this strategic objective. On the 
contrary, as earlier speakers had mentioned, the Governing Body had placed occupational 
safety and health items on the agenda for the International Labour Conference in June 
2002 and 2003. In view of the strong support for this programme the Committee should be 
reassured that the Office was well placed to carry it out. In view of the ILO’s expertise in 
the field of occupational safety and health it would be useful at some stage to have 
information on its preparation for the Rio +10 in 2002. 

193. The representative of the Government of Japan expressed full support for the ILO 
programmes on occupational safety and health, an important part of Strategic Objective 
No. 3 on social protection. The ILO programme on HIV/AIDS would play a crucial role in 
helping countries in Africa and Asia and the Pacific to deal with HIV/AIDS in the 
workplace, but Strategic Objective No. 3 should not be the only contributor to this activity 
and the Office should look at other sources of funding as well. The ILO should also 
collaborate closely with WHO and UNAIDS to improve the effectiveness of this 
programme. 

194. The representative of the Government of China said that paragraph 102 clearly described 
why so many countries needed better social protection. Many different aspects of social 
security were included under this heading, including pensions, unemployment insurance, 
medical care, employment injury and maternity protection, to name a few. An ageing 
population posed special problems for many countries around the world and it was all the 
more important for the ILO to give practical assistance to member States, especially in 
areas such as social security reform. 

195. The representative of the Government of Portugal supported the statement made by the 
representative of the Government of Denmark. With respect to the HIV/AIDS programme, 
he stated that he naturally supported the strategy proposed, but hoped that there could be 
coordination and synergy with UNAIDS and other involved organizations. 

196. The representative of the Government of the United States observed that paragraph 114 
referred to the establishment of a Global Social Solidarity Trust Fund. To establish and 
administer such a fund could be outside the purview of the ILO and would certainly 
require prior consultation with the Governing Body. Paragraph 115 referred to the 
establishment of an Actuarial Services Revolving Fund. It would be useful to have 
clarification from the Office on how this fund would operate in practice. 

197. The representative of the Government of the Netherlands associated herself with the 
statement by the United Kingdom representative on the importance of widening the group 
of possible partners to include NGOs to promote extended coverage and more effective 
administration of social security schemes. 

198. The representative of the Government of Namibia supported the comments of earlier 
speakers about the inclusion of the programme on HIV/AIDS under Strategic Objective 
No. 3. The Committee did not want to see resources aimed at other occupational health and 
safety issues diverted to finance the HIV/AIDS programmes, which might better be classed 
as cross-cutting activities and thereby qualify for resources from other sectors. As other 
speakers had already said, the ILO should join with other international organizations such 
as WHO and UNAIDS in order to make its work under these programmes more effective. 
As a final point under indicator 3b.2 it would be appropriate to make some mention of the 
HIV/AIDS programmes. 
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199. The representative of the Government of Canada observed that under Strategic Objective 
No. 3 allocations for programme management had been redistributed and she asked 
whether this was the case for the first two strategic objectives 

200. A representative of the Director-General (Executive Director of the Social Protection 
Sector) thanked the speakers for their contributions and underscored the complexity and 
sensitivity of indicators, which were affected not only by a broad range of policy and 
socio-economic factors but also by past experience and the extent of human and financial 
resources available. 

201. He recalled the importance of the InFocus Programme on SafeWork, which accounted for 
around 40 per cent of the total budget of the Social Protection Sector and had therefore 
been in demand in the redistribution of resources allocated to the Sector. Nonetheless, 
rearrangement within the programme would ensure that priority objectives were achieved. 

202. Referring to migrant workers, he underlined that today’s world was shaken by scandals 
linked to organized trafficking of both male and female migrant workers at international, 
regional and even national level. This gave the Social Protection Sector serious cause for 
concern and constituted a major component of its activities. 

203. Recalling that the promotion of Convention No. 183 and the promotion of standards had 
given rise to seemingly conflicting comments, he confirmed that there was no 
contradiction between the promotion of standards and that of the Conventions, because the 
two unquestionably went hand in hand. 

204. It was necessary to give special attention to the informal sector, and one of the most 
pressing issues to be addressed in order to ensure its sustainability was to provide access to 
adequate social protection. In developing countries especially, social security structures 
were gradually being consolidated. Extending social protection to the informal sector 
(including in rural areas) was a crucial challenge, and the STEP programme was making a 
significant contribution in that regard. The general debate on social protection, which was 
on the agenda of the forthcoming International Labour Conference in June 2001, would 
provide an opportunity for in-depth analysis, not only of the current situation and outlook 
in terms of social protection worldwide but also of the Organization’s responses and 
orientations in that area. 

205. With reference to the concerns voiced by a number of speakers about paragraphs 114 and 
115, relating to the analysis and exploration of the concept of a global social solidarity 
trust fund and the establishment of an actuarial services revolving fund for low-income 
countries, he pointed out that these were merely potential topics for feasibility studies 
which would be submitted in due time for consideration by the Committee on Employment 
and Social Policy. 

206. In response to expressions of support and questions raised by various speakers, he gave a 
detailed review of issues relating to HIV/AIDS and the ILO’s contribution to the fight 
against the pandemic within the context of the workplace. Pursuant to the 
recommendations in the resolution on HIV/AIDS adopted by the 88th International Labour 
Conference, the Office had established the ILO Programme on HIV/AIDS, launched on 
1 November 2000 and operating with internal funds. The high level of demand on the part 
of Eastern European, African and Asian member States for country programmes to combat 
HIV/AIDS in the world of work highlighted the urgency of mobilizing extra-budgetary 
resources in order to be able to implement such programmes. 
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207. The ILO had signed a cooperation agreement with UNAIDS, in a move to contribute to the 
global effort undertaken by the UN system to combat the HIV/AIDS pandemic, and was 
working in close cooperation with WHO in this sphere. 

208. As regards the current debate on the grievances of the pharmaceutical industry against 
South Africa, he assured the Governing Body that the ILO had not taken any stance on the 
issue. 

209. He informed the Governing Body of the numerous activities conducted by the ILO and 
workers’ and employers’ organizations to combat HIV/AIDS in the workplace, and the 
responsibilities that the UN system had entrusted to the ILO in this field. 

210. The representative of the Government of the United Kingdom was interested in the 
statements made by the representative of the secretariat concerning issues related to the 
supply and pricing of drugs. These were very complex and sensitive issues and were 
debated at length in WHO and UNAIDS, and would shortly be discussed in UNGASS in 
New York, and then later in the year at a conference to be hosted by the French 
Government. ILO discussion on this very sensitive subject should concentrate on the areas 
where it could add value and, as mentioned in the IMEC statement, in areas where it could 
use its unique tripartite structure to disseminate information to workers and employers in 
the fight against discrimination in the workplace against people who suffered from 
HIV/AIDS. The ILO was not a forum where much could be added to the debate on access 
to care. 

211. The Chairperson did not wish to open a long debate on this very sensitive question but 
believed it was a legitimate subject for discussion at this point. Issues related to the supply 
and pricing of medicaments were also discussed in the WTO and even though it was an 
extremely sensitive subject no organization could avoid its responsibilities when the 
HIV/AIDS crisis was so serious. Of course the ILO should concentrate on labour aspects 
of the problem and other organizations on their particular specialities, but in practice it was 
very difficult to separate them and the issue of HIV/AIDS could not be put aside on that 
account. 

212. The representative of the Government of Denmark expressed full support for the statement 
by the United Kingdom representative that the discussion on HIV/AIDS should be 
restricted to matters within the ILO’s mandate. 

213. The representatives of the Governments of the United States and Japan fully associated 
themselves with the statement made by the United Kingdom representative. 

214. Mr. Blondel stressed that with regard to HIV/AIDS, Office involvement could not be 
confined to a vision of the world of work. He insisted on the role of the safety and health 
committees referred to by the Director-General. The ILO had specialized knowledge of the 
subject of discrimination and could carry out unique awareness and prevention activities. 
On the other hand, a problem such as the question of generic drugs required the 
participation of the WHO. 

215. The representative of the Government of Namibia acknowledged the views of previous 
speakers who did not wish to discuss this matter. The Government of Namibia had a 
different view because it was a country seriously affected by the disease and wished to 
support the statements by the Chairperson and by the representative of the 
Director-General. The availability and price of medicine did affect workers, it did affect 
productivity, it did affect employers, it did affect families, it did affect children, and it did 
affect the world of work. To close one’s eyes to that fact was a mistake and he could not 
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support the view that this subject should not be discussed. In fact, the ILO added value just 
by having the discussion. 

216. The representative of the Government of the Netherlands also associated herself with the 
remarks of the representative of the United Kingdom. 

217. Mr. Trotman, a Worker member, remarked that as the discussion proceeded the more it 
was dividing the meeting into those who did not experience any major problem with 
HIV/AIDS and the remainder who did. There were parts of the world where one in three 
people were suffering from HIV/AIDS and there was nobody among that group who would 
accept the view, so patronizingly put, that nothing could be achieved by talking about the 
price of medicine. That was why the poor had remained poor, because those who 
controlled production had consistently kept the price high. The price of medicine was 
critical to the workers of the world, especially those from developing countries. If the 
world did not recognize that the working man and the working woman would suffer 
immensely if essentials were beyond their capacity to buy, then there would be serious 
problems in the world of work. And if the world of work suffered, everyone, from 
developing countries and developed countries alike, would experience turbulence and 
tensions never seen before. 

218. Mr. Marshall said there were two questions still outstanding. In respect of paragraph 114, 
did the Global Social Solidarity Trust Fund refer to a transfer of knowledge, which might 
indeed be a useful experiment, or a transfer of funds, in which case the whole subject 
should be debated in the Governing Body? A question had also been raised concerning a 
proposal in paragraph 115 to establish an Actuarial Services Revolving Fund. It would be 
useful to have responses on these two points in due course. 

219. A representative of the Director-General (the Executive Director of the Social Protection 
Sector) replied that the Global Social Solidarity Trust Fund and the Actuarial Service 
Revolving Fund were only ideas at the moment and were yet to be developed into full 
proposals. 

Strategic Objective No. 4 

220. Mr. Blondel welcomed the new Executive Director of the Social Dialogue Sector, 
Ms. Sally Patricia Paxton. Her arrival was especially welcome given that for a number of 
months, the Sector had been under interim management. 

221. The Workers fully endorsed paragraph 133, which made it clear that social dialogue was a 
fundamental process for achieving all ILO objectives. It followed that the Sector needed to 
work in close collaboration with the other three sectors and vice versa. Such necessary 
interaction had already been referred to during the discussion on decent work. The 
weakness of social dialogue in many countries could be explained by a number of factors. 
It should therefore be the task of the ILO in the Sector in question to strengthen social 
dialogue frameworks and institutions and links with civil society, which were potentially 
an important element for the ILO and its constituents. The Sector would also encourage 
participation by employers’ and workers’ organizations in the measures adopted under the 
Declaration and within the framework of IPEC. With regard to resources, the Workers had 
been reassured that provision had been made to make up the expected reduction in extra-
budgetary expenditure.  

222. Turning to the operational objectives, he said that the three indicators for objective 4a were 
dealt with together since they were closely linked. The Workers welcomed the proposed 
activities, which should give the trade union greater credibility. They also welcomed the 
work undertaken in connection with globalization and its repercussions for workers and 
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their organizations, as well as activities connected with the problem of HIV/AIDS. With 
regard to operational objective 4b, more particularly indicator 4b.1, he welcomed the 
activities undertaken on Convention No. 144 and Conventions Nos. 87 and 98. However, 
he also considered that other Conventions, such as Conventions Nos. 135 and 154, should 
be integrated into the same system. The ILO should assist regional and subregional 
organizations, such as MERCOSUR, NAFTA, ASEAN, etc., and set up mechanisms for 
social dialogue as part of an effort aimed at regional integration. It might be appropriate to 
establish trade union and employer negotiating partners at that level. With regard to 
indicator 4b.2, the Workers welcomed the promotion of social dialogue presented in 
paragraph 159. Nevertheless, they hoped to be fully consulted on the revision of labour 
legislation. Although consultation was relatively straightforward when revision was 
coordinated by the relevant labour ministry and the ILO, that was not the case when other 
agencies did the coordinating, as had been the case, for example, in East Timor, where 
consultations had been extremely limited and workers’ organizations had not been 
represented. That suggested that intervention by the ILO might be appropriate. With regard 
to indicator 4b.3, the Workers would have liked to see a strategy covering all the ILO’s 
sectoral activities, even if some of these activities were described in paragraph 162. The 
Workers welcomed the research activities described in paragraph 163, and hoped that the 
trade unions would be involved in them. With regard to extra-budgetary resources, the 
Workers hoped that a proportion of those resources would be devoted to activities in the 
fishing and maritime sectors, without, however, detracting from the follow-up given to 
other sectoral meetings. The activities presented under indicator 4b.4 concerned gender 
equality, an issue which for the Workers was inextricably linked with social dialogue. The 
Workers hoped to learn how the various activities in question would be coordinated with 
the activities of other ILO departments. Lastly, with regard to indicator 4b.6, the Workers 
endorsed all social dialogue activities involving international organizations and regional 
groupings, while recalling that such efforts should also be made at national and local 
levels. The Workers naturally supported all the ILO’s efforts to show the positive impact 
of social dialogue, and were themselves endeavouring to maintain a constant dialogue 
within the Committee. 

223. Mr. Marshall, for the Employer members, thought that paragraph 134 was somewhat 
judgemental and unlikely to leave all parties completely satisfied because the consultation 
process was often more about information exchange rather than seeking total agreement. 
From paragraph 135, and to a certain extent 137, it was evident that the traditional 
framework for social dialogue was changing, and both governments and social partners 
now had more direct access to community representation; even individuals could 
contribute to social dialogue through existing communication networks. The key issue for 
the Employers was the need to protect the tripartism structure as the base for all social 
dialogue consultations. From paragraph 136, it was clear that decision-making at national 
and industry level was giving way to enterprise-level decision-making, which meant that 
individuals and groups at all levels were being increasingly encouraged to make their own 
decisions within a broader framework. This was a positive development but it did mean 
rethinking traditional procedures. The additional complication of regional and subregional 
groupings should not be overlooked because as the document indicated, they had already 
changed the process of policy-making, and the Governing Body would need to review 
these changes in order to develop an appropriate response. The views expressed in respect 
of the departments of labour in some countries were fairly general and it would be useful 
to find out whether there was any substance behind them. 

224. The linkage in paragraph 137 between the failure to address issues of concern to women 
and the low numbers of women in key roles in governments and workers’ and employers’ 
organizations was somewhat tenuous, and in any case, there was a whole range of gender 
issues of equal significance that needed to be addressed in a far more considered way. The 
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underlying logic could probably also be applied to issues concerning young and old 
people. 

225. Paragraph 140 contained information on the sectoral meetings, which for 2002 had already 
been determined, and for 2003 would shortly be decided. The concept of sectoral meetings 
was one of the most important aspects of the ILO’s communication and learning strategy 
and the Employers were happy with the present structure for these activities. Social 
dialogue played a role in determining decent wages through wage-fixing machinery but the 
Employers felt that this traditional approach had little if any relevance in the present world. 
The increasingly important role of the individual in the employment relationship and the 
decentralization of wage fixing called for new thinking. 

226. The targets for indicators 4a.1, 2 and 3 appeared to be realistic, but some rationale for the 
numbers would be appreciated considering that the criteria for establishing the target and 
the expected results were more important. In relation to paragraphs 141 to 147, he 
emphasized the importance of consultation in the development of activities to ensure that 
constituent priorities were being met. For indicator 4b.1, the Employers felt that 
Convention No. 144 related more to tripartite consultation and he questioned its relevance 
to this operational objective. 

227. Under paragraph 162 it was important that sectors were able to determine their own focus 
for discussion rather than have the Office promote or even impose the concept of global 
social dialogue on them. With reference to paragraph 164, he stressed that social dialogue 
concerned the tripartite partners and that relationship should not be undermined by civic 
considerations. In paragraph 172, the ILO needed to be aware of emerging regional 
initiatives and work with constituents to develop appropriate responses for individual 
situations. In paragraph 174 and in general, he stressed that initiatives for new directions 
should respond to constituent demands and the Employers would play their part in these 
activities. 

228. The representative of the Government of Germany lamented the lack of a coherent and 
consistent description of the various sectoral activities in the programme and budget 
proposals. Two years ago the Governing Body had decided that sectoral activities should 
belong to the social dialogue sector but this strategic objective highlighted the need to 
focus more on strategic targets and the InFocus programme if the ILO’s goals were to be 
met. It was therefore disappointing that the resources for 2002-03 were less than for the 
previous period, chiefly by a cut in personnel expenditure because the allocation for 
meetings had not been reduced. The allocation however had to finance 12 of the 22 
sectoral meetings which had earlier been decided by the Governing Body and as 
Mr. Marshall had indicated, six of the sectors had already scheduled their meetings for 
November 2002, with a further six scheduled for 2003. 

229. As was mentioned in paragraph 27 of Information Annex No. 1, sectoral activities were 
designed to target social and labour issues in 22 economic sectors of economic activity, 
and to foster dialogue at sectoral level so as to strengthen and broaden the effectiveness of 
the ILO in those fields. The priority for this programme was less than that for other 
programmes on social protection, employment, basic rights, workers’ rights and so on, a 
disappointing state of affairs when one considered the value of sectoral programmes to 
other activities at the ILO. The sectoral distinction was a useful management tool. For 
example, employment was categorized according to sectors, such as agriculture, forestry, 
construction, banking, mining, hotel and tourism, telecommunications and textiles, other 
aspects such as accidents were analysed by sector, innovations were introduced by sector, 
and technology was applied to sectors. True social dialogue between employers and 
workers within these sectoral bands needed to be developed and promoted and it would be 
a shame if the resources allocated to this activity were spent in producing lengthy reports 
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that were adopted without any real discussion. Common activities aimed at the protection 
of labour, for example in sectors such as mining or seafaring, had been discussed between 
the sectoral programme and the SafeWork programme and these initiatives should be 
strengthened not only at the intersectoral level but also for the overall programme of the 
Organization. Perhaps the Director-General could provide the Committee with an overall 
comprehensive intersectoral strategy for the November session of the Governing Body. 

230. The representative of the Government of Algeria said that the African group welcomed the 
increased resources devoted to social dialogue under the regular budget. The African group 
set great store by the strategic objective in question and supported the Office’s efforts to 
consider social dialogue from the point of view of the competitiveness of enterprises and 
the improvement of working conditions. It also endorsed the Director-General’s initiatives 
to give a human face to globalization through social dialogue. However, the African group 
hoped that extra-budgetary resources could also be used to boost social dialogue activities 
aimed at establishing decent work; such resources might also be used to enhance activities 
on the problem of HIV/AIDS. The African group supported the Workers’ education 
activities described in paragraph 150, in which workers as well as employers should be 
involved. The speaker concluded by requesting information on indicator 4b.6, and 
encouraged the ILO to enter into partnership agreements with other international 
organizations. 

231. The representative of the Government of Benin congratulated the Office on the proposed 
activities to strengthen social dialogue in general and in the developing countries in 
particular. 

232. He said that the Government of Benin greatly regretted the reduction in resources 
dedicated to the Government and Labour Law and Administration Programme which was 
intended to provide support to labour ministries. The reduction was particularly serious for 
the developing countries. He also emphasized the issue of the representativeness of trade 
union organizations in developing countries, where the democratic process was advancing 
ever more rapidly.  

233. The representative of the Government of Burkina Faso endorsed the statement made by the 
representative of the African group, who had emphasized the importance of social 
dialogue. The African countries faced many different challenges and set great store by 
social dialogue, in particular efforts made to strengthen the social partners.  

234. With regard to operational objective 4b, he stressed the need to strengthen the capacity of 
governmental institutions, especially ministries and administrative authorities responsible 
for labour issues of fundamental importance in tripartism and social dialogue. He regretted 
the reduction in budgetary resources allocated to the Government and Labour Law and 
Administration Programme, and suggested that the decision should be reconsidered. 

235. The representative of the Government of Brazil fully supported Strategic Objective No. 4 
and operational objective 4b in particular and expressed general support for the proposals 
in the document although the reduction in resources was regrettable. Comments by 
previous speakers on strengthening social dialogue and sectoral activities, referred to in the 
Information Annexes in paragraphs 26 and 27, were fully supported by her delegation. 

236. The representative of the Government of South Africa added his support for Strategic 
Objective No. 4 and stressed that full and equal interaction between tripartite social 
partners was necessary for social progress, especially in those countries in Africa besieged 
by conflict, and the Office needed to increase resources for this activity if the objectives of 
the programme were to be realized. 
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237. Mr. Blondel explained that he had not considered the question of the definition of the term 
“dialogue” because he had been sure that a definition had been agreed long ago. If it was 
now necessary to consider the question again, social dialogue could be defined as a process 
of conciliation, including when necessary in cases of disagreement, undertaken with the 
aim of achieving concrete results and not simply for information purposes. Involvement of 
the parties and discussion at all levels, including the local level, were therefore essential. 
The organizations involved in the process represented collective interests, namely those of 
employers and of workers, and did so in complete independence. That was essential to the 
credibility both of trade unions and of employers’ organizations. 

238. A representative of the Director-General (the Executive Director of the Social Dialogue 
Sector), expressed her appreciation for the constructive commentary on Strategic Objective 
No. 4. The ILO was moving steadily through a learning phase in the integration of strategic 
budgeting concepts but the end results would be worth the effort. Social dialogue was 
obviously a very important objective for the ILO but it was vital to ensure proper 
coordination not only within and between strategic objectives, but also between the Office 
and the constituents if the programmes were to be achieved. Some speakers referred to the 
important role of NGOs in civil society and it would certainly be important for their voice 
to be heard in tripartite dialogue but with proper recognition for the constitutional role of 
the social partners. In response to the question raised by Mr. Marshall about Convention 
No. 144 and the link between indicator and target, the objective would be to ratify other 
Conventions on fundamental rights within this operational objective in addition to 
Convention No. 144. Seven member States had ratified Convention No. 144 in 2000 and as 
mentioned earlier in the Governing Body it was still one of the ILO’s principal 
Conventions. The issues raised by Mr. Blondel concerning the handling of gender issues in 
the Social Dialogue Sector would be reviewed as a priority in view of the staff changes 
that had taken place. The Department would continue its close collaboration with the social 
partners and with ACTRAV and ACT/EMP as it worked towards the realization of its 
strategic objectives. 

Cross-cutting activities 

239. Mr. Blondel emphasized that, with regard to the ILO’s cross-cutting activities, the sole 
objective was implementation. It was important to undertake and successfully complete all 
the activities described in paragraph 177 and subsequent paragraphs. 

240. Mr. Marshall said that the Employer members recognized the importance of cross-cutting 
activities and hoped that this programme’s scarce resources would be used efficiently in 
coordination with the sectors to avoid duplication. Of these activities, the most vital from 
the Employers’ point of view was that the Turin Centre continued to play an important 
training role in ILO work across all strategic objectives. They strongly supported the 
additional funding proposed for the Centre. 

241. In respect of paragraph 184, the Employers supported the continued development of the 
International Policy Group but proper resourcing was essential if it was to produce well 
researched and philosophically balanced policy options for consideration. The goal was to 
influence policy positions which had been debated and agreed by the Governing Body as 
crucial to the realization of the decent work objectives. At the same time, the activities of 
the Group should be closely coordinated with other departments because ILO policy 
needed to be agreed internally before being distributed outside the ILO. The Employers 
looked forward to receiving proposals for a policy development process together with a 
recommendation on subjects to be discussed. 
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242. The Employers welcomed the development of a long-range communications strategy as 
described in paragraphs 186 to 189 and looked forward to the opportunity of reviewing a 
draft before its final approval. It was unclear whether the responsibility for the 
maintenance of the website was included within the communications section responsibility 
and some clarification on this would be useful. Web communication was an increasingly 
important aspect of communication policy and its integration into communications section 
strategy was a logical step. The ILO website was large and complex with multiple input 
locations, so it was important to ensure that resources were sufficient to maintain quality 
standards, taking into account such issues as the relevance of the content and the accuracy 
of the translations. 

243. The representative of the Government of Italy said again that his country placed great 
importance on the ILO’s cross-cutting activities. The Organization’s different sectors 
should be able to collaborate on a regular and permanent basis. Italy had already 
emphasized the need for intersectoral operational support to the concept of decent work. 

244. Priority needed to be given to three particular cross-cutting issues. Firstly, the statistical 
data that were essential to the ILO’s activities, especially the various evaluation exercises 
currently under way. Reliable statistics were needed for the Organization’s activities, but 
also to support member States which did not have a well-developed system of statistics. 
That would require support from the various ILO sectors and from regional and country 
offices to the Bureau of Statistics, especially in the area of data collection. The second 
issue was training, which occupied a central place for the ILO. It was important to 
strengthen links between the Turin Centre, which was regarded as the main centre for 
training activities, and the ILO’s different sectors. 

245. Thirdly, there was the matter of communications. The speaker supported the new longer 
range communications strategy presented in the programme. The strategy in question was 
important both for the internal functioning and the external image of the Organization. It 
would be necessary to present a more up-to-date image of the ILO and one that was closer 
to current realities, given the importance of its activities in the social sphere. For example, 
it was vital that IPEC should be involved with the United Nations Special Session on 
Children’s Issues, in the same way as UNICEF. Italy therefore unreservedly supported all 
the efforts made to establish an intelligent and targeted communications strategy. 

246. The representative of the Government of Trinidad and Tobago applauded the commitment 
by the Office to expand its knowledge-base and strengthen its analytical approach, because 
building statistical capacity would benefit both the Office and its constituents by providing 
a scientific platform for sound decision-making and analysis. A serious researcher might 
acknowledge and respect the expertise of ILO’s specialists but would probably confess to a 
measure of discomfort when dealing with statements and judgements without any scientific 
backing. The Bureau of Statistics and the International Institute for Labour Studies should 
also use their expertise to develop methodologies for the more accurate measurement of 
outcomes, a subject mentioned several times already in the course of discussion. 

247. Among the capacity-building initiatives mentioned in the body of the report she expressed 
particular support for the intention to maintain three new databases on employment-related 
subjects, as well as the plan to pursue research to identify the most feasible 
macroeconomic policy packages and to ascertain the employment consequences of 
globalization. The proposed integrated database on working time, non-standard working 
arrangements and work and family would provide valuable information to member States 
for policy-making purposes. Alongside the creation of these databases, the Office should 
develop a marketing and promotion plan to make its constituents aware of the existence of 
this information. The ILO carried out a good deal of research but its output was usually 
only noticed and used by researchers, many of whom might not be interested in its 
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practical application or even linked to agencies that could put it to good use. There was a 
role for the regional offices in marketing this information in accordance with the needs of 
constituents, and the International Institute for Labour Studies should establish more direct 
research relationships with ministries of labour which typically would be the main users of 
this information. 

248. Throughout the document there were a number of items dependent on extra-budgetary 
funding not yet identified, but one which deserved more priority was the Global Social 
Solidarity Trust Fund mentioned in paragraph 114. This initiative would be a significant 
step towards the eventual development of a sound global social policy that should form 
part of the globalization agenda. The ILO was the organization best placed to pursue this 
vision so it should prepare itself for the lead role, and strengthening its knowledge-base 
would be a vital first step in doing so. 

249. The representative of the Government of Bangladesh expressed support for ILO sectoral 
activities particularly those for expanding research work and its knowledge-base. He 
supported also the activities described in paragraphs 182 and 183 and urged constituents to 
make greater use of the facilities at the International Training Centre in Turin. 

250. The representative of the Government of the United Kingdom remarked that one of the key 
features under each strategic objective was deciding operational objectives and then setting 
targets and indicators for each. There should be scope for a similar approach under the 
other budget headings, namely, cross cutting activities, the regions, governance, support 
and management. Other organizations in the UN system had been able to establish 
objectives and indicators in areas as diverse as human resource management, governance 
and treasury functions, so the ILO should try to do the same, beginning in the 
biennium 2004-05. 

251. The representative of the Government of Switzerland, referring to paragraphs 177 and 178, 
asked whether it might be possible to define more precisely the concept of decent work, 
which appeared in many parts of the document. It would be useful to have an overall view. 
He supported the search for synergies as something preferable to the proliferation of 
departments. For example, with regard to decent work, efforts would be needed to improve 
field structures before strengthening headquarters capacities. 

252. Lastly, with regard to paragraph 184, he requested that the support given to the 
International Policy Group be reinforced. The recent discussions of the Working Party on 
the Social Dimension of Globalization had been disappointing as a result of the relatively 
low level of resources made available to the International Policy Group which acted as the 
Working Party’s secretariat. On that point, he endorsed the statements made by 
Mr. Marshall. 

253. The representative of the Government of Portugal endorsed the remarks made by the 
representative of the Government of the United Kingdom concerning the absence of 
indicators and targets for cross-cutting activities. 

254. His Government endorsed paragraph 183 concerning closer involvement of the Turin 
Centre in attaining the ILO’s priorities; paragraph 184 concerning the International Policy 
Group; and, lastly, paragraphs 186-189 concerning the ILO’s communications strategy, 
which for a number of years had been inadequate. 

255. The representative of the Government of Brazil drew attention to the last sentence of 
paragraph 179, which read “Gender issues are understood as central to the Decent Work 
Agenda at the national and international levels”. But gender issues were not the only 
examples of discrimination and it was regrettable that the Office document made no 
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mention of the problem of racism. Neither had it been mentioned during the course of 
discussion, which was rather surprising in view of the forthcoming world conference on 
this subject. There was a brief reference to this topic in a LILS Committee document but it 
would be useful to have more information on what the ILO would be doing. 

256. Discrimination was practised on a wide front and was to be found in various forms in the 
labour market. Fighting against it would help promote the concept of decent work because 
the workplace could be freed from discrimination on the basis of age, colour and sexual 
orientation, and from discrimination against people who were disabled or suffered from 
HIV/AIDS or other communicable diseases. 

257. The representative of the Government of Denmark expressed support for the suggestion 
just put forward by the United Kingdom representative. 

258. The representative of the Government of the United States also supported the comments by 
the United Kingdom representative. The proposal in paragraph 181 to expand statistical 
capacity in the ILO deserved high priority and the ILO should work closely with other 
international organizations, particularly the international financial institutions, to promote 
the Decent Work Agenda. 

259. A representative of the Director-General (the Director of the Bureau of Programming and 
Management), responding to a question from the Workers concerning intersectoral 
operational support for decent work, confirmed that a pilot programme was now operating 
in a few countries and was already giving guidance on how the Decent Work Agenda 
could be advanced. The ILO was also collaborating with the World Bank in five other 
countries, promoting the concept of decent work in the Bank’s strategy on poverty 
reduction. This programme would coordinate the research work in Geneva with the 
practical work in the field and ensure the two were coherent. 

260. The Employers had suggested that responsibility for the ILO website should be transferred 
to the Department of Communications and this would be passed on for consideration. The 
question had also been raised about the need for quality control of material on the website, 
both in terms of content and in terms of language. It was true that problems existed with 
Spanish texts at the moment but steps were being taken to bring these up to proper 
standard. 

261. A suggestion had been put forward by the representative of the Government of the United 
Kingdom, and supported by others, that the Office should develop indicators and targets, 
not only for the four strategic objectives but for the remainder of budgetary activities as 
well. At the November 2000 session of the Governing Body the Committee considered a 
paper containing a full list of indicators and targets for the 2000-01 biennium which 
covered the totality of ILO activities. The reaction in the PFA Committee was that they 
were too detailed for the Committee’s consideration, although they would probably be 
useful to internal management. In March 2002, there would be an implementation report 
for the whole of 2000-01 and it would include results under targets and indicators 
established for the support sectors, but would be in summary form compared to the 
presentation in November 2000. 

262. In reply to the statement by the representative of the Government of Brazil it was true that 
the Office document did not make specific mention of the issue of racism. However, the 
Convention on discrimination administered by the Standards Department encompassed all 
aspects of discrimination and in fact was one of the Conventions covered by the 
Declaration on Fundamental Principles and Rights at Work. The migrant workers’ 
programme also dealt extensively with racial discrimination issues, and the HIV/AIDS 
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programme addressed the problem of how sufferers were affected by the legal issues of 
discrimination, including racial discrimination. 

The regions 

Africa 

263. Mr. Blondel explained that different workers’ representatives would speak on each region. 
He asked why it was that no adviser on child labour had been assigned to the Arab States, 
although there was such an adviser for the Americas, two for Africa and two for Asia and 
the Pacific. 

264. Mr. Sibanda, a Worker member, said that many African countries had suffered from severe 
economic and political crises, often aggravated by civil conflict and the absence of respect 
for human rights. Throughout the continent large numbers of people were suffering from 
HIV/AIDS. Unemployment, the widespread use of child labour and the absence of social 
protection in the informal sector was evidence, if it were needed, of the enormous 
problems facing African member States. Africa desperately needed ILO help and the 
extended Jobs for Africa programme and other employment creation activities should be 
given the highest priority. The Office should also ensure that the MDTs were fully staffed 
with well-qualified people to ensure that these programmes were effective. 

265. The issue of HIV/AIDS was of great concern across the whole of Africa because it was so 
seriously affected by the AIDS pandemic, and African governments should collaborate 
closely with employers’ and workers’ organizations to come to grips with the problem of 
HIV/AIDS in the workplace. Another top priority was child labour. Across Africa about 
80 million children were working under dangerous and extreme conditions of exploitation 
and urgently needed help. As well, the ILO should concern itself with the strengthening of 
labour ministries to enable them to fulfil their basic functions in the field of labour 
inspection and the application of labour standards related to employment and conditions of 
work. This was perhaps slightly at variance with the statement by the Algerian 
representative on behalf of the African governments, which suggested that labour 
standards were less important than employment creation, but the Workers first priority was 
decent jobs that complied with international standards. 

266. Mr. Marshall said that the Employer members thought that the present structure for 
regional operations seemed to be at odds with the strategic objective framework. This point 
had been made previously and although the decent work teams were a genuine attempt at 
improvement they were not a complete answer, so the Office should think seriously about 
a complete reorganization of regional services. 

267. Structurally, the regions were too complex for the rather general treatment proposed in the 
regional programmes. The conclusions of regional meetings and country studies could be 
used to better effect to identify the regional constituents’ priorities.  

268. Despite these comments the Employers fully supported the programme of regional 
activities. Poverty was at the root of so many regional problems and ILO programmes 
would probably have more impact if they aimed more directly at encouraging investment, 
ultimately leading to the creation of more jobs. Employers everywhere were now seriously 
concerned about social security systems and whether they would continue to be viable in 
future. Many of the problems were already well known and the ILO should be undertaking 
research on how they could be solved and on the development of alternatives to meet 
constituents’ needs. 
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269. African employers regarded employment creation as the top priority for their region and 
although the ratification of Conventions was obviously important it should not be given 
precedence over the need for more jobs. Paragraph 199 referred to gender issues but the 
Employers believed youth issues were equally important. The priority for HIV/AIDS 
programmes in paragraph 200 was well merited but there were concerns at the reliance on 
extra-budgetary funding. In paragraph 201, focusing on social security systems that were 
relevant to African realities was the right approach and should be adopted also for other 
regions. Tripartism was still in its infancy in parts of Africa and the proposals in 
paragraphs 202 and 203 for its continued development and the strengthening of social 
partners to this end deserved full support. 

270. The representative of the Government of South Africa drew attention to paragraph 193 
which pointed out that economic growth in some countries was not producing an increase 
in jobs, so ILO programmes aimed at employment creation should be given the highest 
priority. The last sentence in paragraph 196, dealing with activities to promote and realize 
standards and fundamental principles and rights at work, read “… ILO efforts in the region 
under this strategic objective will focus on priorities in which the greatest impact can be 
achieved”. He expressed the hope that this programme would take full account of the needs 
of member States before proposals were finalized. 

271. He expressed support also for the proposals in paragraph 199 to close the gap between the 
existing skills of the African labour force and the skills demanded in the global economy. 
The African countries should make efforts themselves to upgrade their labour skills to 
build on the work of the ILO programmes. Of even more value to the African countries 
would be the ILO programmes described in paragraph 200 to provide more effective social 
protection for the victims of HIV/AIDS. There seemed to be a popular perception that 
HIV/AIDS was only an African problem but this thinking was totally misguided. 
HIV/AIDS reached into every corner of the globe and in the end it was global solutions 
that were needed. The problem was so serious that sectional interests should not be 
allowed to prevail and in the end the world must say no to medicine for profits but yes to 
medicine for people.  

272. The representative of the Government of Algeria emphasized the importance that should 
be given to the African region with regard to the many challenges it faced, whether in 
terms of employment, development, promotion of standards, social protection or social 
dialogue, not to mention the problem of HIV/AIDS. With regard to the latter, he endorsed 
the position of the representative of South Africa. 

273. The speaker clarified the position of the African group with regard to employment and 
international labour standards. The request for greater resources to be devoted to 
employment did not imply a wish to restrict the ILO’s standards-related activities. The 
African group advocated an integrated policy which would both encourage job creation 
and promote standards. Such a policy should avoid a selective approach in promoting 
international labour standards. 

274. The representative of the Government of Namibia supported the statement by the previous 
speaker that the ILO should concentrate on employment promotion as the highest priority 
for the African region. He recalled that in his opening remarks the Director-General had 
suggested that members should give some thought to the ILO’s role in the process of 
globalization. It was a fact that Africa so far had seen few benefits of the process of 
globalization so it was all the more important that African countries should be part of that 
debate. For many it was not easy to have their voice heard but the ILO could help by 
organizing discussion on this subject. 
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275. The Programme and Budget proposals for 2002-03 spoke of expanding the 
knowledge-base of the ILO. The African member States regarded this as a valuable 
activity and would be happy to contribute to it. As mentioned earlier it was social dialogue 
that brought people closer together and these programmes deserved every support so that 
the widest number of people could share in social progress. Obviously the decent work 
teams would play a leading role in these activities and no effort should be spared to ensure 
that they were able to carry out their work properly.  

276. The representative of the Government of Sudan fully supported the statements just made 
by the representatives of the Governments of Algeria and Namibia. He agreed with the 
suggestion that regional activities should be approached in the same way as the strategic 
objectives, and also that the ILO should promote efforts to close the gap between the 
existing skills of the African labour force and those demanded in the global economy. This 
gap also existed within countries themselves and the only long-term solution was to 
upgrade work skills and capacities. The proposals in paragraph 201 also deserved full 
support. Social protection in Africa was extremely weak with some sectors having little 
and others such as the informal sector having none at all. African countries had an urgent 
need for ILO services and would be grateful if the ILO could supplement its regular budget 
activities with other programmes funded from extra-budgetary resources. 

277. A representative of the Director-General (the Regional Director for ILO Activities in 
Africa) said that the problems faced by African countries could be grouped under five 
main headings: poverty, HIV/AIDS, capacity, resources and governance. ILO programmes 
were carried out in all these categories but much remained to be done. Within its resource 
constraints the ILO was doing its best. Africa had the most generous allocation of regular 
budget activities and last year had ratified 41 Conventions out of the 106 new ratifications 
by the whole ILO membership. The Office was working hard on the issues of decent work 
and the extended Jobs for Africa programme was already operational in 11 countries. 
Social protection was an enormous challenge but, as mentioned in paragraph 200, activities 
in the 2002-03 biennium would focus increasingly on the problem of HIV/AIDS. Other 
programmes in this section would focus on the provision of social security to the most 
vulnerable segments of the population: women, the young and workers in the informal 
sector and agricultural sector. Under social dialogue there were projects on conflict 
prevention and conflict resolution and there were active training programmes in labour 
arbitration skills. The issue of globalization was receiving increasing attention in 
discussions with employers’ and workers’ organizations and there were already continuing 
consultations on the subject of HIV/AIDS. She expressed the hope that this brief summary 
answered the Committee’s questions but would be happy to provide additional information 
if required. 

The Americas 

278. Mr. Ramirez, a Worker member, wished to raise some particular points concerning Latin 
America. Referring to paragraph 207 concerning the promotion of standards and rights at 
work, he believed that in view of the high level of ratifications of basic Conventions that 
emphasis should be laid on pinpointing the problems in countries where there had been 
few or no ratifications. More emphasis should be laid on technical assistance in order to 
promote the application and implementation of the Conventions particularly in countries 
where labour legislation had become inflexible, especially in some economic sectors such 
as free export zones. It was alarming to see the increasing number of complaints from 
Latin America being submitted to the Committee on Freedom of Association. The ILO was 
carrying out excellent work in the Americas, especially the MDT in the Andean area which 
was sparing no effort in its promotion of the Conventions and the promotion of social 
dialogue. Paragraph 208 unfortunately did not give information about the active 
participation of workers’ organizations in implementing programmes for the eradication of 
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child labour. In paragraph 210 there should be more priority given to the participation of 
the social partners in the development of employment policies and with respect to 
vocational training programmes. Paragraph 212 should include reference to the needs and 
protection of migrant workers, especially with respect to the implementation of the 
Colombia Plan. 

279. In paragraph 213 there should be more resources allocated to strengthen and support the 
social partners, particularly the workers’ organizations. There should be greater efforts to 
open up dialogue, both regionally and nationally, with organizations such as the World 
Bank, the IMF, the Inter-American Development Bank and other similar institutions. The 
budget decrease for employment creation was a matter of concern and in view of the 
particular situation in Latin America, particularly the Andean area, it was important to 
ensure that the institutions for social dialogue were strong and well equipped for their job. 
This need was all the more urgent since some countries resisted social dialogue and one 
case actively rejected it. The ILO had played a major role in the resolution of this dispute. 
This type of work was a vital part of ILO activities and it was important to ensure that it 
was properly funded. 

280. Mr. Marshall, for the Employers, pointed out an error in the terminology in paragraph 204 
where the word “protection” in the second line should be replaced by the word “security”. 
Under paragraph 206 they acknowledged that an Americas free trade agreement might be 
of interest to members of that region, but the Office was well aware of the Employers’ 
view that trade and labour linkage was not an area for ILO action and they were 
disappointed to see this reference in the document. Under paragraph 207 there should be 
some clarification on what form of protection was proposed for the vulnerable groups 
identified and how it would be organized, and under paragraph 209 technical cooperation 
resources should be aimed at creating jobs through the promotion of freedom of 
association and through making labour legislation throughout the region more flexible. 

281. In paragraph 210 he expressed strong support for the emphasis on effective employment 
policies, skills development and training systems, but pointed out that legislation reform 
would be needed to attain this objective. Employers’ organizations in the region were keen 
to work with the ILO in its efforts to assist small and medium enterprise development and 
to help communicate best practice models as widely as possible. 

282. The representative of the Government of Mexico recalled that in his statement, on behalf 
of the Latin American and Caribbean member States, there was a request for clarification 
concerning proposals made by the Office in paragraphs 205 and 206 of the budget 
document, referring to the processes of economic integration in the Americas region. All 
member States in the region considered that any possible advisory service from the ILO 
should only be provided at the request of member States. A further point of clarification 
was also required. Paragraph 205 referred to building ILO activities on the social and 
labour dimensions of some of the free trade areas. Nevertheless, these dimensions were not 
homogeneous within these various areas, and even less so from one trading association to 
another. The last sentence of paragraph 205 also referred to labour instruments and it 
would be useful to have clarification on what this meant. 

283. In paragraph 206 there was a reference to the role of the ILO in negotiations on an 
Americas free trade agreement and the opportunity to promote decent work through any 
final agreement. As far as the ILO was concerned, Mexico would like to promote decent 
work and fundamental freedoms and rights at work through cooperation and social 
dialogue; the ILO had a constructive role to play in this work in Latin America, and indeed 
in the rest of the world, and it should carry out this work by promoting Conventions for 
adoption by the member States of the ILO. However, in order to avoid attitudes of 
protectionism and confrontation the Declaration should not be invoked in the context of 
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commercial or trade integration processes taking place within the Americas region. 
Governments, employers and trade unions should of course take into account and carefully 
bear in mind the fundamental principles and rights at work, especially when it came to 
making changes in the national labour context as part of the process of building a free trade 
area in the hemisphere. If no satisfactory clarification was forthcoming, and on the 
understanding that the document contained proposals that could be modified or deleted, 
Mexico would reserve the right to request the deletion or modification of paragraphs 205 
and 206 of the document. 

284. The Chairperson, speaking on behalf of the Government of Brazil, confirmed that 
MERCOSUR members had already asked for ILO help on a number of activities 
concerning employment and labour matters in that region. However, the statement in 
paragraph 206 that efforts to reach an Americas free trade agreement by 2005 created for 
the ILO a unique opportunity to ensure the promotion of decent work through any final 
agreement appeared to be a misunderstanding. First of all, that opportunity already existed. 
Everyone was interested in programmes for decent work irrespective of what happened in 
these very complex negotiations and they all hoped the negotiations would succeed but one 
could never be certain. More seriously, the present formulation in paragraph 206 could also 
be interpreted as a conditionality, a construction which could well be unacceptable to 
several member States. 

285. The representative of the Government of Trinidad and Tobago expressed support for the 
emphasis to be placed in the 2002-03 biennium on the work in regional and subregional 
groupings. Their view had always been that work with such groups would produce more 
effective results. The narrative on the Americas region appeared too general to adequately 
address the diversity of needs over such a wide area, and from the references in this section 
there seemed to be insufficient awareness of the Caribbean subregion and of the ILO’s 
excellent work with that group. 

286. The Office should therefore take a closer look at this subregion. It might discover that, 
because of the conditions there, the region was ideally suited to host ILO activities. A case 
in point was the first Caribbean Enterprise Forum in January this year at the end of which 
the social partners drafted and adopted a tripartite declaration committing themselves, 
among other things, to the principles enshrined in the Declaration on Fundamental 
Principles and Rights at Work. This forum was an activity of the ILO’s regional project for 
the promotion of management-labour cooperation (PROMALCO), a project essentially 
aimed to educate enterprises of the strong link between decent work and sustained 
productivity. 

287. In addition to the labour-related components of NAFTA mentioned in the narrative, the 
Caribbean community had in place two statements of principle to guide the relations 
among members of the Caribbean community. The first was the Charter of Civil Society, 
and the second was the CARICOM Declaration on Labour and Industrial Relation 
Principles. The Caribbean member States as a group had also adopted a number of model 
labour laws that guided the development of national legislation. Regional meetings of 
ministers of labour were always tripartite in nature with full participation by the Caribbean 
Congress of Labour and the Caribbean Employers’ Federation. 

288. Turning again to the text of the Office document, a major concern was the absence of any 
mention of the ILO’s proposed activities regarding HIV/AIDS in the region. The 
Caribbean region had the second highest incidence in the world of HIV/AIDS and this 
should be borne in mind when resources for this activity were allocated. But this was not to 
say that nothing was being done. In fact, the Port of Spain Office of the ILO was about to 
launch a regional project on HIV/AIDS in the workplace with extra-budgetary funding 
supplied by the United States Department of Labor. This project would address both 
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national and regional concerns, but it was compatible with the regional action plan on 
HIV/AIDS and was being undertaken in collaboration with other key organizations. To 
summarize, she suggested that the Office review the budget text for the Americas region so 
as to reflect more accurately the activities there and also to establish a better link between 
those activities and the needs of constituents in the region. 

289. The representative of the Government of Cuba expressed support for the statement made 
by the representative of the Government of Mexico with regard to paragraphs 205 and 206. 
ILO activities carried out by the regional offices and the MDTs were carried out in 
collaboration with the member States and responded precisely to their needs, but this was 
not always true of activities carried out in collaboration with other international 
organizations which did not have a global perspective and were not representative of 
general interests in the region. Bearing in mind the difficulties experienced in the Latin 
American region she expressed support for activities on the eradication of child labour 
mentioned in paragraph 208, the activities on employment creation described in paragraph 
210 and also the general provisions aimed at expanding social protection. 

290. The representative of the Government of Peru fully supported the activities proposed for 
the Americas region, especially those under the four strategic objectives. Particular 
mention could be made of the programmes on fundamental labour standards and on the 
eradication of child labour, both absolute priorities for the Latin American region. The 
promotion of standards should be carried out progressively with the creation of 
employment opportunities to ensure decent jobs and decent income for both men and 
women. These programmes would be of greatest benefit to vulnerable groups in the 
informal sector and the rural areas. 

291. The consolidation of tripartism and social dialogue was a priority for Peru which 
12 months ago had set up a National Council of Labour, a tripartite body comprising 
government, employer and worker representatives, to serve as a national forum for labour 
issues. Programmes for migrant workers should also be a high priority and he concluded 
by expressing full support for the statement by the representative of the Government of 
Mexico concerning paragraphs 205 and 206 of the Office document. 

292. The representative of the Government of Canada expressed appreciation for the ILO’s 
contribution to follow-up on the Action Plan adopted by Ministers of Labour at the 
11th Inter-American Conference in Chile. As host of the 12th Conference, to take place in 
Ottawa in October this year, Canada would look forward to the participation of the ILO 
and its continued contributions in support of the Conference which addressed labour issues 
in the Americas region. 

293. The representative of the Government of Chile expressed appreciation for the ILO’s work 
in Latin America and supported the proposals for the promotion of standards and those in 
paragraphs 208 and 209 dealing with the eradication of child labour. He endorsed also the 
proposals in paragraph 210 on the generation of jobs and the creation of quality 
employment. Chile had a special interest in promoting tripartism and social dialogue and 
intended to set up a forum for this purpose as part of current reforms on labour rights and 
labour legislation. 

294. A representative of the Director-General (the Regional Director for ILO Activities in the 
Americas), responding to a comment, said that more than half of the countries in the 
Americas’ region had ratified five or six of the core Conventions and the Declaration but 
further work was needed on the violation of Conventions and labour monitoring in general. 
In reply to a comment concerning paragraph 204, he confirmed that the description “decent 
work and protection for all” reflected the language of the Director-General’s paper and the 
conclusions adopted by the Conference. 
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295. The issue of excluded populations affected not only the Americas but also the world as a 
whole. Social security systems in Latin America frequently did not include cover for 
women nor was there any protection for the self-employed and those working in the 
informal sector. The ILO was working with governments in the region on the possibilities 
for introducing minimum social security cover for the whole population and, in addition, 
there was the STEP programme covering informal initiatives by cooperatives and other 
groups in setting up social security schemes. 

296. A number of speakers had expressed concerns about paragraph 205 but perhaps it was not 
clear from the text that this referred to a very specific situation where the ILO was 
responding to requests from various countries in the context of subregional integration. 
The ILO was not involved in any other activities except those in these very particular 
circumstances where it was responding to a request from MERCOSUR and trying to build 
on the social and labour dimensions adopted by its constituent members, and this in fact 
was very similar to worldwide activities concerning the Declaration. These requests came 
not only from Government representatives but also from tripartite bodies and was similar 
to what was happening in the Caribbean member States. 

297. Paragraph 206 could give the erroneous impression that the ILO was involved in 
commercial or economic ventures but this was certainly not the case and the ILO had 
simply responded to requests from the inter-American labour system. The requests came 
from the conference of ministers of labour, where the ILO had been asked to promote the 
working parties of ministers to deal with follow-up on fundamental rights, and with the 
modernization of labour legislation. Both aimed to promote the Declaration and the 
effective implementation of the core Conventions, and to promote the other three strategic 
objectives of the ILO. 

Arab States 

298. Mr. Blondel explained that he was speaking in the absence of representatives of the Arab 
States in the Workers’ group. For the Workers, the issue of freedom of association in the 
Arab countries was of fundamental importance. What would be needed was a programme 
of consultation based on freedom of association, the effective recognition of the right of 
collective bargaining and the elimination of discrimination, which would have to be set up 
in collaboration with the International Labour Standards Department. With regard to the 
matter of freedom of association, the ILO’s Beirut Office should play a crucial role. 

299. The second question concerned migrant domestic workers, within the region and outside it. 
The situation of such workers was a matter of concern, and discrimination was becoming 
an endemic problem. For that reason, the trade union organizations needed to be 
strengthened. 

300. Lastly, with regard to the peace process in the Middle East, the Workers endorsed all the 
efforts made by the international community and by the United Nations system to promote 
the institutional, social and economic recovery of the countries in the area. However, the 
wording adopted by the Office, to the effect that the content and pace of its activities 
would be governed by the extent to which peace obtains in the region, appeared too 
cautious. The ILO needed to use every available means within its sphere of competence to 
contribute to the strengthening of the peace process. 

301. Mr. Marshall said that employers in the region were concerned at the extent to which the 
ILO was relying on extra-budgetary funding for core programmes. His group felt that it 
would be useful for coordination between groupings with common interests in the Asian 
and African regions to be facilitated. The Employers hoped that the peace process in the 
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Middle East would be brought to a swift and successful conclusion and pledged their full 
support for the ILO’s contribution to that process. 

302. The representative of the Government of Saudi Arabia, speaking as well on behalf of the 
Governments of the United Arab Emirates, expressed appreciation for the document 
containing the Programme and Budget proposals for 2002-03, the first for a complete 
biennium under the new format. In the section dealing with field programmes for the Arab 
States, under paragraph 215, the concept of decent work in that context should be defined. 
Under paragraph 216, the text seemed to imply that ILO assistance would depend on 
progress under the peace process. This would be the wrong approach. The ILO should 
continue with its work on employment creation in particular because it was linked so 
closely to social stability and economic and social progress, and this alone was a major 
contribution to the peace process. He expressed strong support for the special programme 
for Palestine and the other occupied territories but stressed that there were other countries 
in the region not involved in the conflict which were equally in need of ILO services, 
particularly technical cooperation programmes. The budget document did not refer to 
cooperation between the ILO and the various organizations in the region it worked with 
and he urged the Office to reaffirm its support for the Arab Labour Organization and also 
the Executive Bureau of the Council of Ministers of Labour and Social Affairs in Gulf 
Cooperation Council States. On a related issue, the ILO should strengthen cooperation 
with employers’ and workers’ organizations in the Arab world, and he concluded by 
asking the Office to ensure that the regional office in Beirut was fully staffed with properly 
qualified experts and advisers in view of the demand for ILO services in the region. 

303. A representative of the Director-General (the Regional Director for ILO activities in Arab 
States) drew attention to the impressive results of ILO activities in the Arab region. There 
had been considerable progress in the ratification and implementation of standards, 
including core standards, of the ILO and much had been achieved in the programmes 
dealing with child labour. In reply to a question from Mr. Blondel, more could be achieved 
under this last-mentioned programme if it was staffed by a full-time rather than part-time 
post. The special programme for Palestine and the other occupied territories was directly 
affected by the political situation in those countries. 

304. A special mission had just been sent to the Palestinian territories to assess the situation 
there and the ILO was actively seeking extra-budgetary resources to help fund special 
activities in these territories. In reply to the comment concerning relationships with the 
Arab organizations, a Memorandum of Understanding had been signed with the executive 
board of the Gulf Cooperation Council, with the Arab League and with the Arab Labour 
Organization. Various activities were planned for the 2002-03 biennium. A project was 
also under way to set up a mechanism for the exchange of information on Labour Market 
Information Systems between the ILO and the Arab Labour Organization.  

305. The status of technical assistance programmes was closely linked to the political situation 
in the region. At the moment it was extremely precarious and field staff were working 
under difficult conditions to keep ILO programmes working. Discussions were under way 
to set up a special social security institution to handle reimbursement transfers from the 
Israelis to the Palestinians. The ILO was closely involved in this ambitious programme 
which, upon completion, would be of enormous benefit to the Palestinians. As a last point, 
he confirmed that ILO activities to promote standards and fundamental principles and 
rights at work in the Arab States would include issues related to freedom of association, as 
mentioned in paragraph 217 of the Office document. 
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Asia and the Pacific 

306. Mr. Rampak, a Worker member, highlighted the following areas as of particular concern to 
the Workers: employment creation; ratification and implementation of core labour 
standards and implementation of the ILO Declaration on Fundamental Principles and 
Rights at Work and its Follow-up; occupational safety and health; skills development, 
retraining and multiskilling; and social safety nets. Paragraph 226 of the Office document 
rightly stated that “the most visible event that has affected economic and social conditions 
within the region during recent years continues to be the financial crisis that began in 
1997”. Many, including the experts in international financial institutions, thought it would 
be over at the birth of the new millennium, but experience had proved them wrong and the 
economic slowdown in the United States was already beginning to affect Asian export 
earnings. Since electronic goods and computer components manufactured by multinational 
enterprises operating in export processing zones constituted the bulk of Asian exports, the 
closing down or relocation of MNEs to low-cost regions had seriously affected 
employment creation in developing economies. The fear was that the 30 million jobs lost at 
the height of the economic crisis in 1997 might never be replaced.  

307. Paragraph 227 of the Office document discussed the establishment of the ASEAN Free 
Trade Area (AFTA) in the year 2003, which in real terms meant that developing countries 
in the Asia-Pacific region should brace themselves for globalization. It was not clear how 
these new developments, which included the Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation (APEC), 
would affect job security and social well-being. The amalgamation of business enterprises, 
coupled with structural adjustment programmes in newly emerging and transition 
economies, were bound to have a long-lasting effect on workers’ welfare in the light of 
inadequate social safety nets such as unemployment insurance. 

308. There was a tendency to relate structural adjustment and foreign investment promotion to 
the creation of business venues that were free from trade union participation. The ILO 
should correct this state of affairs through its technical cooperation work. Paragraph 232 
discussed the various strategies the ILO could adopt in transition economies to promote 
social protection for vulnerable groups such as migrant workers. In the light of the need for 
these programmes it was unfortunate to see a reduction of 2.25 per cent in social protection 
activities in 2002-03.  

309. It was rightly mentioned in paragraph 230 that Asia and the Pacific was home to more than 
two-thirds of the world’s 1.2 billion poor. In such a situation poverty alleviation and 
employment creation were the most urgent needs to be addressed, but care should be taken 
to see that these programmes led to an improvement of working conditions and the 
promotion of basic human and trade union rights. It was a little disconcerting to see in the 
following paragraph a reference only to employment generation for East Timor when it 
was clear that as a new country it would need systems of labour law and labour 
administration as well as new employers’ and workers’ organizations. Paragraph 232 
briefly mentioned HIV/AIDS in the workplace, but the ILO programmes on this matter 
should be given a much higher profile if they were to achieve worthwhile results. 

310. Weak social dialogue mechanisms were common throughout the region but it was these 
very mechanisms which held the key to sustainable development in Asia and the Pacific, 
especially in the light of the recent Asian economic crisis. A useful first step for the ILO 
would be to provide technical assistance through the MDTs and urge governments to 
implement the provisions of Convention No. 144 concerning tripartite consultation. The 
ASEAN Trade Union Council (ATUC) met in Jakarta two months ago to discuss with the 
ILO the Declaration of Fundamental Principles and Rights at Work and its Follow-up 
mechanism. ATUC adopted the Jakarta Declaration which, among other things, urged the 
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ILO and especially its MDTs to meet regularly with trade unions, employers and 
governments to make these monitoring and reporting systems more effective. 

311. Mr. Marshall said that the Employers well understood that much of the region still suffered 
from the effects of the 1997 financial crisis but current economic events suggested that for 
some countries the situation would become even worse. The Asian Regional Conference to 
be held in August would give the Office an excellent opportunity to bring itself up to date 
with the needs of constituents. Asia and the Pacific was a vast area with many diverse 
needs and it was disappointing to see that the major problems facing subregions in North 
and South Asia were not more clearly identified for action.  

312. The top priority for the Asia and Pacific region was creating an environment conducive to 
investment and employment creation. The promotion of the Declaration was an important 
part of this activity and would lead on to the ratification of standards. The proposals in 
paragraphs 230 and 231 deserved full support but a part of the resources should be used for 
the support of small and medium enterprises and for human resource management and 
development. The proposals in paragraph 232 concerning social protection, and paragraph 
233 concerning tripartism, were quite strongly linked because expanding social protection 
depended quite largely on effective tripartism. The strengthening of the social partners is 
critical to this end.  

313. The representative of the Government of Malaysia said that no other region had its 
member States spread so broadly across the economic spectrum. The wide disparity in 
terms of economic development and income was compounded by cultural and social 
diversities so tailor-made programmes would be almost certainly required to take full 
account of the social and economic fabric of the region. 

314. The regional integration referred to in paragraph 227 was an economic coalition of 
countries to face the challenges of globalization, and aimed to enhance competitiveness in 
the global market through the fusion of new technologies mainly from Japan and the 
Republic of Korea. 

315. The report was right in stating that ASEAN was vigorously attempting to enhance the 
human resource capabilities of the workforce in the region, and to this end its secretariat 
had initiated several projects to prepare the workforce for changes in the labour markets. 
Some projects were delayed because of financial constraints but close cooperation between 
the ILO Bangkok office and the ASEAN secretariat would ensure they were resumed as 
soon as possible. The proposal to integrate employment strategies in larger economic 
development policies at national and regional levels for ASEAN members deserved full 
support but the members of this regional group lacked the technical expertise and the 
financial means to ensure its completion. They would rely on technical assistance from 
ILO Bangkok to achieve this objective. 

316. The representative of the Government of Bangladesh supported the programme for the 
Asia and Pacific region, particularly the programmes aimed at the issue of child labour and 
the trafficking of women and children. He supported also the proposals for the training and 
redeployment of displaced workers. His country had already ratified Convention No. 182 
and was in the process of incorporating this legislation into its national law, and it would 
look forward to the implementation of the proposals described in paragraphs 232 and 233. 

317. The representative of the Government of the Islamic Republic of Iran associated himself 
with the comments of the representative of the Government of Malaysia on behalf of the 
Asia and Pacific member States. The activities proposed for employment generation might 
be more effective if they could be coordinated through a high-level meeting which could 
focus on regional employment problems. In a similar manner programmes to improve 
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tripartism and social dialogue might benefit from an interregional exchange of information. 
In his own country the benefits of the first tripartite national congress were so well 
received and widespread that a decision had been taken to hold a second congress later this 
year. Other countries in the region could also benefit from tripartite meetings of this kind 
and this possibility should be investigated by the ILO. An exchange of labour information 
among the regional member States could produce solid benefits by way of solutions to 
common problems. The benefits might be even greater if the exchanges were extended to 
other regions as well. 

318. The representative of the Government of India drew attention to the comment in 
paragraph 230 that the Asia Pacific region was home to more than two-thirds of the 
world’s 1.2 billion poor, with a particular concentration in South Asia. The questions of 
employment creation and the alleviation of poverty would be considered at the Asian 
Regional Conference later this year but in view of the size of the problem ILO programmes 
would have to be well funded and highly focused to have an impact. 

319. The representative of the Government of China said that many were not aware of the sheer 
scale of problems facing member States in Asia and the Pacific. The region was home to 
almost one-half of the world’s population and about two-thirds of the world’s poor. In the 
Asian financial crisis of 1997-98 more than 25 million people lost their jobs. No other 
region dealt with numbers on this scale so the ILO should realize that if it was to make any 
impression on the problems of the region there would need to be a substantial increase in 
the resources available for its programmes. The top priority was and would continue to be 
employment creation and the eradication of poverty. 

320. The representative of the Government of Japan said that the ILO would be able to deal 
more effectively with regional problems if it speeded up the process of decentralization 
started a few years ago with the solid approval of the Governing Body. Furthermore, it 
should devote the greatest possible share of resources to its activities in the regions and he 
wished to continue his Government’s particular support for programmes to promote and 
realize standards and fundamental principles and rights at work, etc. 

321. A representative of the Director-General (the Regional Director for ILO Activities in Asia 
and the Pacific) said that the consequences of the financial crisis in 1997 still affected large 
parts of the Asia and the Pacific region. The economic and political framework of many 
countries had changed dramatically, with economic integration in particular spreading 
throughout the region. For example, ASEAN was building closer cooperation with China, 
the Republic of Korea and Japan, and its free trade zone would open in 2003. In addition, 
the Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation Forum (APEC) was expanding membership and 
the integration process was increasingly including social issues such as human resource 
development. But much more needed to be done, particularly with activities aimed at 
employment creation. Many ILO programmes had achieved excellent results, especially 
those concerned with standards and fundamental principles and rights at work, follow-up 
on the Declaration, child labour including trafficking in women and children, and social 
protection. 

322. Job creation and the alleviation of poverty were major challenges for the ILO but 
programmes would have to be modified to take account of the wide variation in member 
States’ circumstances. The strengthening of tripartism and social dialogue was a strategic 
objective that should see solid progress in the 2002-03 biennium. Problems with the ILO 
presence in East Timor had now been rectified and projects dealing with the aftermath of 
the earthquake in Gujarat were now in place. 
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Europe and Central Asia 

323. Mr. Blondel said that the Workers endorsed the appeal made by the Office. The Workers’ 
group would use all available means of exerting pressure, and the European Trade Union 
Confederation and the French, English, German and other trade union organizations would 
continue to collaborate as far as possible in the activities undertaken in the countries of 
Eastern Europe. The Sixth European Regional Meeting had identified the options available 
to the ILO and the principal areas on which it needed to focus. The transition period for 
Eastern Europe now needed to be brought to a close. The new systems needed to come into 
effect, and that required independent employers’ and trade union organizations. The 
establishment of social dialogue and tripartism presupposed the provision by the ILO of 
technical assistance, with the emphasis on trade union independence. 

324. It was interesting to note that, of the approximately 35 countries that had lost the right to 
vote, 15 were in Eastern Europe and Central Asia. Resources needed to be allocated to 
those regions. 

325. The establishment of independent trade union organizations required training activities. 
Trade unions in Western Europe had an important part to play, sometimes through the ILO 
and its programmes. The organizations in question were ready to participate in the 
establishment of dialogue, tripartism and independent trade unions and employers’ 
associations in order to revitalize the economies of those countries. 

326. Mr. Marshall said that regional employers would encourage increased cooperation with the 
European Union and the application of their programmes in Eastern Europe. The stability 
pact for south-eastern Europe was a priority for the region with the key issues for the ILO 
in this regard being the promotion of freedom of association and the development and 
strengthening of effective and independent employers’ and workers’ organizations. But 
progress would stall unless the Regional Director’s vacancy was filled soon and unless the 
ILO continued to support the involvement of the social partners in the implementation of 
stability-pact programmes. On a point related to all of the regions it would be interesting to 
see how the resources for the four strategic objectives were allocated geographically. 

327. The representative of the Government of Denmark said that there was a continual call from 
constituents that the ILO do more and do it more quickly. In a world where resources were 
scarce it was even more important to review continually and with an open mind the ILO’s 
priorities according to its values and principles. This meant that the ILO had to find the 
strength and the courage to review its objectives and how it had distributed resources to 
achieve those objectives. Decision-making was never easy and it could sometimes be a 
painful process, but if it did not embark on such managerial tasks the ILO was diluting and 
ignoring its responsibilities. There was a strong need to review the balance of resources 
allocated between the regions and within the regions, as well as the current distribution of 
external offices and their relative costs. 

328. The Sixth European Regional Meeting of the ILO was held in December 2000. Most 
would know that Europe and Central Asia was one of the most diverse regions in the 
world, with wide disparities between the levels of development throughout the region. 
Western Europe had enjoyed economic growth and falling unemployment, but Eastern and 
Central Europe, despite some improvements in a number of transition countries, had not 
experienced any substantial economic growth. Many were facing unemployment and 
underemployment, with its attendant social implications, and both the Employers and 
Workers had referred to a number of other constraints such as the lack of social dialogue. 
The regional meeting last December found that a strong ILO response through technical 
cooperation and advisory services was needed within the Decent Work Agenda, and this 
was fully reflected in the Programme and Budget proposals for 2002-03. The task now for 
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the Office was to answer the demand for ILO assistance in Eastern and Central Europe in a 
fully responsible and balanced manner. 

329. The Danish Government therefore strongly invited the Office and the Governing Body to 
reconsider the distribution of resources within the European region. In this context, it 
should be discussed whether the ILO representation in Western and Eastern Europe was 
balanced. In Western Europe, there were six branch offices and one liaison office, while 
for Eastern and Central Europe, including Central Asia, just two MDTs were expected to 
provide services to this entire part of the region. Regular budget activities for 2002-03 
remained the same as for 2000-01 in the European region and this the Danish Government 
fully endorsed. However, it wished to suggest that the branch offices in Bonn, London, 
Madrid, Paris and Rome should be closed down and these resources reallocated for 
activities in Eastern and Central Europe where the demand for ILO services had so clearly 
been identified. This implied a reallocation of approximately $3.5 million for the 
biennium. The specific amount to be allocated should be determined after close 
consultations with the countries concerned to ensure that their main needs were addressed. 

330. The Danish Government was aware of the committed ILO staff in Western Europe offices 
and the many different tasks they were carrying out. What it wished to draw attention to 
was the fact that the world had changed considerably since these offices were established, 
not least because of the enormous difference from the development of information 
technology. In the ILO context the establishment of the Internet and the ILO’s 
development of services through the Internet were milestones. Services now provided 
through the use of this technology, for example, information dissemination, publications, 
promotional work, etc., forced a reassessment of the justification for such country 
representation. 

331. In countries where no such national branch office existed, the national ministry responsible 
for the ILO performed several of these functions. In view of the quest for strategic 
budgeting, for a clear focus, for providing services to those most in need and for making an 
impact, the questions that must be asked now were how the unmet needs in Eastern and 
Central Europe could effectively be addressed. The proposal was made in this context and 
the Committee was invited to consider a redistribution of resources in line with this 
objective. 

332. The representative of the Government of France, speaking also on behalf of the 
Governments of Italy and Germany, considered that major investments needed to be 
agreed for the countries of Central and Eastern Europe for the purposes of institutional 
development and the promotion of social dialogue. In transition economies, promotion of 
social dialogue was a precondition of stability and social justice. 

333. The Government of France, as well as the Governments of Germany and Italy, did not 
consider that the closure of ILO offices in the countries of Western Europe was the best 
response to calls for an increase in activities in the countries of Central and Eastern 
Europe. Indeed, they had very serious reservations in that regard. The ILO offices in the 
countries of Western Europe played an important role in three ways. First, they provided 
considerable technical support in terms of hosting officials, experts and social partners 
from developing countries. Secondly, they had a strategic function in mobilizing voluntary 
contributions through canvassing. Thirdly, they fulfilled the role of contact and mediation 
with international, regional or subregional organizations in Europe, and indeed with global 
international organizations such as the OECD or UNESCO in Paris and the FAO in Rome. 
For example, the ILO’s Office in Rome had played a very important part in the 
preparations for the G8 Conference in Turin. 
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334. The speaker added that he was calling not merely for posts to be maintained in certain ILO 
offices, but for job creation in other countries. 

335. The representative of the Government of the Netherlands asked again about the possibility 
of streamlining and simplifying the field structure as a whole in all the regions and 
replacing the present different types of offices with just one type, to simplify the field 
structure. A response from the Office would be appreciated. 

336. There was one further point to make concerning the regions. The Director-General had 
pointed out in his introductory statement that resources were scarce and increases for the 
regions were not possible. It was therefore even more important to place those scarce 
resources where they were needed most and where they had the strongest impact. Looking 
at the European region, it was clear that funds presently spent by the ILO in the Western 
European Branch Offices in London, Bonn, Paris, Madrid and Rome would have a 
stronger impact if utilized for activities in Central and Eastern Europe and Central Asia. At 
present these regions had but two MDTs, in Budapest and in Moscow, covering a region 
enormous in size. 

337. The field structure of the ILO, of which these Western European offices were part, had a 
natural link with the delivery of technical assistance. The point had been raised on several 
occasions that the main aim of ILO offices was technical assistance work. In Europe, this 
work was carried out almost exclusively in Central and Eastern Europe. At the recent 
European Regional Meeting, the gap between the needs of the Western and Eastern parts 
of Europe became painfully clear. In such a situation, was maintaining branch offices in 
five neighbouring countries still justified? Clearly, there were historical reasons, but the 
world had changed and the ILO with it. Over the years offices were kept open in seven 
Western European countries against two at present in Central and Eastern Europe and 
Central Asia. She associated herself with the statement made by the representative of the 
Government of Denmark and therefore proposed that the resources for all European offices 
except Ankara and Brussels be transferred to Central and Eastern Europe and Central Asia 
and that the five aforementioned branch offices in Europe be closed. 

338. The representative of the Government of the United States reiterated the importance it 
attached to ensuring that all elements of the ILO, both at headquarters and in the field, 
were working cooperatively towards the same goals, and ILO resources should be used as 
efficiently and effectively as possible towards that end. Without any preconceived notions 
about the outcome, she therefore urged the ILO to conduct a review of its current field 
structure so as to ensure consistency in programme activities with the objectives of the 
Organization, and also to ensure that the distribution of field offices was the most 
appropriate, both in terms of cost and in terms of the contribution to the work of the 
Organization. 

339. The representative of the Government of New Zealand said that the representative of the 
Government of Denmark had put forward a most interesting proposal. He, together with 
several other speakers, had stressed the need for re-examination of the role of the regions 
in delivering upon the strategic objectives in the field. As the Director-General himself had 
remarked, the level of resources available was part of the constraint on redeveloping 
regional capacity. Given the current priorities of the Organization, it was indeed hard to 
fathom why there were so many ILO offices in Western Europe. The cost of European 
offices would be quite significant, even excluding the cost of Geneva headquarters and the 
proposal therefore offered an opportunity to free up resources which could be used as a 
part solution to the budgetary constraints on the Director-General. If the intention was to 
ask for support from the Governing Body in order to begin a robust review of the field 
structure, he would support it. 
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340. The representative of the Government of Portugal said that the Danish proposal was 
intended to tackle the problem of inertia in large organizations by showing that it was easy 
to establish a new structure but almost impossible to get rid of it. Portugal did not, 
however, wish to give an opinion on the content of the proposal, but advocated a 
comprehensive exercise of evaluation of the Organization’s structures, especially with 
regard to the cohesiveness of its field structures. 

341. The representative of the Government of Canada agreed that the representative of the 
Government of Denmark had put forward a most interesting proposal. It was Canada’s 
understanding that the closure of the ILO office in Ottawa almost a decade ago represented 
the first step in a process of review of such offices but since then the process appeared to 
have stalled. Of course change for its own sake was not necessarily a good thing, but it was 
true that the world had moved on and it might be an appropriate time now to carry out a 
general review of the regional offices in terms of cost, so that constituents could assess the 
value of this type of expenditure against the priorities which had been identified and 
agreed upon. This would help to determine whether the continued existence of a particular 
office was the most cost-effective way of realizing the priorities of the ILO. It also 
underlined the value of the new budgetary approach which enabled an assessment to be 
made of the value of an activity and to ensure that expenditures were commensurate with 
its relative priority. 

342. The representative of the Government of the Russian Federation expressed thanks to the 
representatives of the Governments of Denmark and the Netherlands for their proposals to 
redistribute resources from Western Europe to Eastern Europe and Central Asia. It was a 
serious initiative and deserved careful consideration by both the Director-General and the 
Governing Body. During the course of the general discussion, speakers had referred to the 
need for an appropriate reflection in the budget of the many programme tasks of the 
Organization that concerned the countries of the commonwealth of independent states 
(CIS). In practical terms, almost all the field programmes for this region were carried out 
in Eastern Europe and countries of the CIS and it was important to protect the financing of 
these programmes. In recent years, savings had been found in administrative overheads in 
headquarters, but as many speakers had remarked, savings were equally likely elsewhere in 
the European region as well. The Director-General should carefully consider what level of 
resources were necessary to carry out the programme and budget, including a special 
review of budgetary resources needed for the programmes proposed for countries of the 
CIS. 

343. Mr. Marshall supported the suggestion from the representative of the Government of the 
United States that a review should be carried out of the whole of the ILO field structure. 

344. Mr. Blondel explained that he was in a difficult situation because apart from being a 
Workers’ representative he was also French. He considered that the important thing was to 
define requirements precisely, and then to ensure that those requirements could be met, in 
particular by ensuring that adequate budget resources were allocated. The Workers would 
endeavour to ensure that their ways of thinking and action were able to take root in Eastern 
Europe; that was one of the functions of the ILO’s branch offices, where they existed. The 
ILO’s Office in Paris had made it possible to establish cooperation between the ILO and 
the French Ministry of Labour. France was naturally inclined, for historical reasons, to 
favour bilateral arrangements, and the ILO’s Paris Office had helped the situation to 
evolve. He emphasized that, according to his information, the Paris Office was not funded 
entirely by the ILO, and the French Government had earmarked some funding for the 
premises. For the Workers, the closure of the office would be symbolic. Nevertheless, it 
was important to consider the real purpose of such offices and the external offices and, 
where deficiencies were found, to adopt rigorous measures. In any case, the ILO would 
need to have a presence in different places, particularly in Eastern Europe and in specific 
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countries, since its mere presence provided a certain guarantee to workers, even if they 
were unaware of the Organization’s existence. He was ready to open a debate on the issue 
within the context of a much broader analysis. 

345. A representative of the Director-General (the Deputy Director for ILO Activities in Europe 
and Central Asia) thanked the European constituents who contributed to the success of the 
Sixth European Regional Meeting, the conclusions of which reaffirmed that the ILO was 
headed in the right direction. These conclusions would reinforce the scope of three main 
activities in Central and Eastern Europe and Central Asia until the end of 2003. 

346. The first activity was the consolidation of democracy in the CIS, by strengthening the 
autonomy and effectiveness of the social partners, by providing assistance in the adoption 
of adequate labour legislation, and by the ratification, implementation and reporting on 
international labour standards. The ILO was closely collaborating with the IOE and the 
ICFTU in this respect. 

347. The second activity was the introduction of a social dimension to the Stability Pact, which 
encompassed three major components: employment and vocational training; labour 
legislation, social dialogue and tripartism; and safety and health. Three tripartite working 
groups would be convened very soon and should produce positive results. The strong 
support provided by the IOE and ETUC in this field was paramount. 

348. The third activity was the elaboration of programmes of cooperation with each accession 
country, within the framework of the EU enlargement process. Its objective was to define 
how the ILO could best serve these countries in aligning with the acquis communautaire. 
Recently the ILO and the Employment and Social Affairs Commission of the EU had 
initiated a partnership approach to tackle issues of common concern through research and 
the organization of joint seminars. 

Governance, support and management 

349. Mr. Blondel noted that, throughout the discussions, the Workers and certain Governments, 
had advocated putting the zero growth budget on hold. The exchange rate and the scale of 
member States’ contributions would be the principal factors in determining the adoption of 
the Budget by the Conference in June. In that context, he asked whether the Governments 
that had supported a zero growth budget could now undertake to maintain the Budget at the 
same level in dollars as the previous one which, if the exchange rate did not change, would 
be tantamount to an increase of close to $13.5 million. Such a move would demonstrate 
their willingness to provide the ILO with the resources it needed. The Workers considered 
that a zero growth budget with a provision of $7 million to cover increased costs was the 
minimum required. 

350. Mr. Marshall said that the Employers had two final questions. In paragraph 6 on page 69 of 
the English document, reductions had been proposed under Relations, Meetings and 
Document Services. In principle, reductions in overheads were welcome but these services 
were crucial for the smooth running of the Office and they played an important part in 
organizing the work of the Governing Body and its committees. The Employers would 
simply like an assurance that this service could continue to meet the heavy demands placed 
on it. The second point concerned paragraph 79 on page 80 in the English text, concerning 
childcare facilities. According to information received, the childcare centre was now full 
and all 18 ILO positions had been taken up. The Employers would like to know the legal 
obligations and financial implications, if any, if further applications were received for ILO 
positions but rejected on the basis that there were no vacancies. 
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351. The Director-General then clarified some of the issues raised during the course of the 
discussion. The first concerned the issue of zero growth. The new strategic budgeting 
system was now in place and it was encouraging to receive so many expressions of support 
from members of the Committee. There was still much to be done and this would be 
achieved through successive refinements to the budgetary process in the years ahead. As 
always, the Office would welcome comments and suggestions from Governing Body 
members that would help to improve the budgetary process further. 

352. It was instructive to look separately at the expenditure and income elements of the budget. 
It was natural that constituents should call for more expenditure on activities of particular 
priority to them. While extra-budgetary funding was uncertain, that was not a reason not to 
accept it when regular budget resources were insufficient. It was clear that the demands 
made at the ILO by constituents were very much greater than the resources available. 

353. It was not so easy to synthesize the comments concerning budgetary income. Many 
speakers had called for zero nominal growth for 2002-03, which for the budget would 
mean a reduction in real terms of about $7 million. Of course, the Office would search for 
efficiency savings and spending cuts, but there was a limit to what could be achieved. In 
fact, insisting on a zero nominal growth budget in a sense diminished the value of the 
Committee’s discussion over the last three days because it changed the focus of debate 
away from what members wanted. Instead, the object of decision became merely what 
would be cut. 

354. Zero nominal growth was also unsatisfactory as a management tool because it was a 
statement of principle unrelated to the process or the product under consideration. It sent 
all the wrong messages because, no matter what a manager wanted to do and no matter 
how well it was justified, he or she was blocked by an immutable position of principle. The 
position was all the more unfortunate in the light of the many changes that had taken place 
in the Office over recent years. The process of change had a cost of its own: quite apart 
from immediate financial costs, the process of change brought with it the costs of 
disruption, compromise and readjustment. 

355. There was also the danger of double standards in a political sense. Another international 
organization undergoing major restructuring had been allocated substantial resources to 
carry it out, because it was acknowledged that change was not cost-free. Similarly, there 
were a number of other organizations which had received or were expected to receive 
increased resources. It would be unfair for the ILO to be treated differently. 

356. The Director-General recalled a statement from his introduction to the Programme and 
Budget proposals for 2000-01: “In a world of competition for limited public resources, 
cost-effectiveness, impact and change are crucial to the challenge of explaining why the 
ILO should be funded.” The biggest bureaucratic mistake, so often repeated, was to take 
funding for granted. In the long term, only relevance and effectiveness ensured success and 
only success ensured adequate funding, but even then the realities of financial constraints 
tended to prevail. It was for the Governing Body and then the Conference to appraise 
whether the financial constraints of yesterday needed to be those of today. It was not an 
easy decision, especially under changing economic conditions and at a time when assessed 
contributions of larger member States were being reduced. 

357. In the end, the decision depended on what sort of institution the constituents wanted the 
ILO to be, and on what collective commitment they were prepared to make to its 
programme of work. 
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358. At this point the Committee concluded its discussion of the Programme and Budget 
proposals for 2002-03, and adjourned to enable the Director-General to reconsider his 
proposals in the light of the various views expressed by its members. 

Resumption of discussion 

359. When the Committee reconvened on 22 March, the Director-General gave his reply to the 
discussions of the previous week concerning the Programme and Budget proposals for 
2002-03. The text of the Director-General’s reply is reproduced in Appendix II. 

360. Mr. Marshall, on behalf of the Employer members, said that their objectives during the 
discussion on the Programme and Budget proposals for 2002-03 were threefold: first, to 
develop a programme to a set of established priorities; second, to ensure that the Office 
had sufficient resources to deliver that programme according to priorities established by 
the Governing Body; third, to ensure the continued careful use of the funds available to the 
ILO, continuing the search for savings, the management of change and the continued 
development of its strategic position. The Director-General’s proposals showed that the 
constituents’ priorities had been taken into account. The Employers were in favour of the 
amended proposals but they would again reserve their final position until the Governments 
had had the opportunity to express their views. 

361. Mr. Blondel explained that the Workers could not welcome the Director-General’s new 
proposals. Nevertheless, some of their concerns have been taken into consideration, even if 
the proposed solution was not necessarily the one which they would have preferred. With 
regard to the SafeWork programme, the Director-General had proposed an additional 
allocation from 2001 onwards and had undertaken to continue to give a high priority to that 
programme. On the other hand, with regard to the substance, the Workers wanted the ILO 
to remain the point of reference in the area of, and to remain capable of, responding to all 
the problems that arose. They were therefore gratified that the Director-General expressed 
his concerns, even if they would have preferred him to go somewhat further. 

362. In conclusion, he said that the proposals, as modified, went some way towards meeting the 
Workers’ wishes. Some of those proposals were satisfactory, some were not, and others 
were in between, but the speaker hoped that a consensus could be reached on the proposals 
as a whole. 

363. The representative of the Government of Algeria explained that his country’s delegation 
had already drawn attention to the problems associated with zero growth which deprived 
the ILO of the resources needed to realize its objectives. 

364. He said that he supported the Director-General’s proposal for zero real growth, and also 
thanked the Director-General for the efforts that had been undertaken to combat 
HIV/AIDS in the workplace. 

365. The representative of the Government of Nigeria expressed appreciation for the way in 
which the Director-General had responded to comments by the Committee. The proposals 
included a partial contribution for cost increases and were therefore not based on zero 
nominal growth as requested by some member States, but in view of the importance of the 
ILO’s work to developing countries, he asked for all members to give their full support to 
the amended proposals. 

366. The representative of the Government of Chile had supported the original proposals but 
was concerned at the cut in employment activities. It was gratifying to see that these had 
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now been strengthened and he expressed support for the Director-General’s amended 
proposals. 

367. The representative of the Republic of Korea also expressed appreciation for the amended 
proposals but in view of the economic situation in his country at the moment said that he 
could not support the proposals unless they reflected zero nominal growth for the next 
biennium. 

368. The representative of the Government of Italy recalled that his Government was favourable 
to zero real growth, and considered that it was of paramount importance that the ILO 
should fund its priority activities from the ordinary budget. He thanked the Director-
General for initiating the campaign of savings in the Organization and endorsed approval 
for zero real growth. 

369. The representative of the Government of Portugal recalled that, in the interests of 
consistency with its own national budgetary policy, his Government was favourable to zero 
nominal growth in the budgets of international organizations. However, the Portuguese 
delegation was aware of the increased demand for the ILO’s services and of the potential 
consequences of the inflexibility of that policy, as well as the risks associated with 
increased extra-budgetary contributions. For that reason, the Government of Portugal 
would not oppose the presentation to the International Labour Conference of the Director-
General’s amended budget proposals for 2002-03. 

370. The representative of the Government of Peru said that the Director-General had taken 
careful account of the views expressed by members and he expressed support for the 
amended proposals now put forward. 

371. The representative of the Government of Malaysia hoped that the cost increases that the 
Director-General had agreed to absorb would not impair the working of the Office. He 
supported the new proposals just put forward by the Director-General. 

372. The representative of the United Arab Emirates said that the Director-General had taken 
full account of the views expressed by members and he would therefore support the 
amended proposals now before the Committee. 

373. The representative of the Government of India was pleased to see an increase to activities 
under Strategic Objective No. 2 and would support the amended proposals in this regard 
put forward by the Director-General. 

374. The representative of the Government of Pakistan said that the amended proposals 
reflected the concerns of the Asia and Pacific member States and he therefore expressed 
support for the amended proposals put forward to the Committee. 

375. The representative of the Government of Namibia appreciated the reasons for zero nominal 
growth even though in local currency terms this still meant an increase for many 
developing countries. As mentioned by an earlier speaker, in developing countries it was a 
question of trade-off between their needs for ILO services and their ability to contribute to 
the ILO budget. After looking carefully at the Director-General’s amended proposals and 
the reasons behind them, he was prepared to support them as a one-off measure. The 
debate between zero growth and real growth was extremely complex and in future it would 
be useful to have more information about the implications about budgetary growth on the 
way the ILO worked, and in particular the effect on efficiency gains and the level of 
arrears of contributions. 
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376. The representative of the Government of Panama expressed appreciation for the work of 
the Director-General and supported amended proposals now before the Committee. 

377. The representative of the Government of France welcomed the manifest willingness of the 
Director-General to protect the resources allocated to occupational safety and health. The 
Committee’s discussions showed that the new budget presentation facilitated meaningful 
discussion on matters pertaining to overall strategy. The Government of France was aware 
of the importance of the requirements which the ILO was required to satisfy in different 
areas, and considered that the ILO’s strategic objectives required stable and sustainable 
funding. It therefore favoured a budget that would remain stable in real terms, and the new 
proposals came close to meeting that requirement. The speaker endorsed the remarks made 
by the representative of the Government of Portugal concerning the need for a balance 
between budgetary and extra-budgetary funding. 

378. The representative of the Government of Benin considered that the Director-General’s new 
proposals took into consideration the concerns that had been expressed during the previous 
week, and therefore endorsed them. 

379. The representative of the Government of Sudan observed that the Director-General had 
responded fully to comments by the Committee and he expressed support for the amended 
proposals now under consideration. 

380. The representative of the Government of Burkina Faso expressed the support of his 
delegation for the proposals, which constituted a compromise solution. 

381. The representative of the Government of Gabon strongly endorsed the amended proposals 
for 2002-03 presented by the Director-General. 

382. The representative of the Government of the Russian Federation also expressed 
appreciation for the Director-General’s amended proposals but could see no justification to 
deviate from the policy of zero nominal growth. 

383. The representative of the Government of the Dominican Republic expressed support for 
the amended proposals now before the Committee. 

384. The representative of the Government of Trinidad and Tobago thanked the Director-
General for his comprehensive response to the many concerns raised during the course of 
discussion, and in particular for his efforts to cut expenditure but at the same time respond 
to demands for programme increases, especially in developing countries. The least this 
Committee should do was agree to zero real growth, but she was prepared to support the 
amended proposals just put forward by the Director-General. 

385. The representative of the Government of the United Kingdom expressed appreciation for 
the Director-General’s efforts to meet members’ concerns about strategic budgeting and to 
divert more resources to employment activities. The amended budgetary total was less than 
the original, clearly a move in the right direction. Although the absorption of cost increases 
was not painless it was a way to divert resources to priority activities. The amended 
proposals were essentially for zero nominal growth plus $5 million, but a better approach 
would be to recommend a budget based on zero nominal growth, and to consider the extra 
$5 million on the basis of further information to be supplied by the Director-General. At 
the moment he could not agree to the Director-General’s amended proposals. 

386. The representative of the Government of Japan said that in view of the economic situation 
in his country, he agreed with the statements by the Republic of Korea, the Russian 
Federation and the United Kingdom in favour of a budget based on zero nominal growth. 
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387. The representative of the Government of the Islamic Republic of Iran thanked the 
Director-General for the amended proposals now under consideration. The call for a zero 
nominal growth budget from a number of members would have impressed on the Office 
the need for more efficiency savings, but the amended proposals clearly reflected the views 
expressed in the earlier discussion. He expressed support for the amended proposals under 
consideration. 

388. The representative of the Government of Saudi Arabia expressed full support for the 
Director-General’s amended proposals. 

389. The representative of the Government of El Salvador was pleased to see an increase in 
resources for employment activities and he expressed support for the amended proposals 
now before the Committee. 

390. The representative of the Government of China also supported the amended proposals put 
forward by the Director-General. 

391. The representative of the Government of Libyan Arab Jamahiriya said that the amended 
proposals responded well to comments in the Committee and he therefore expressed his 
full support for them. 

392. The representative of the Government of Guatemala joined previous speakers who had 
expressed support for the amended proposals now under consideration. 

393. The representative of the Government of the Netherlands spoke on behalf of the 
Governments of Denmark and Switzerland, members of the Governing Body, and as well 
on behalf of Finland, Greece, Norway and Sweden, who wished to be associated with this 
statement. During the general introductory statements to the budget, as well as during the 
discussion on strategic objectives, cross-cutting issues and the regions, many speakers had 
raised the issue of lack of resources in many fields, although a majority seemed to believe 
that extra-budgetary resources should not replace regular budget resources. At previous 
sessions of the Governing Body the great majority of members had stressed that important 
objectives such as IPEC should be allocated resources from the regular budget. The 
Director-General had responded to this clear request and done exactly that, so the 
Governing Body should now play its part. It had asked for a clear policy and strategic 
approach towards the implementation of decent work; now it had it. It had asked for a 
resource-based budget; now it had it. It had asked for a new structure within the 
organization; it was already in headquarters and would follow in the field. All of these 
were conditions, more or less, to have trust in the ILO and its management; it now had that 
trust. 

394. The ILO, like many other international organizations, had been dealing with a zero growth 
budget for some years. But now circumstances had changed. The difference between zero 
and nominal growth and zero real growth in the ILO for 2002-03 was $7 million, which 
was only 1.5 per cent of the budget total although it could still have a serious effect on 
programme activities.  

395. The group felt strongly that the Governing Body should be fair and consistent. It had asked 
the Office to act on many issues and the Director-General and his colleagues had 
responded. Now, the Director-General had come back to the Committee with a perfectly 
reasonable set of proposals. The group appreciated his efforts to find a compromise and 
move the process forward and would join previous speakers who had expressed themselves 
in favour of these new proposals. 
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396. The representative of the Government of Cuba appreciated the Director-General’s efforts 
to absorb cost increases where possible and to meet the requests of those members that had 
spoken that employment creation be the top priority. She urged the Director-General to 
investigate again the possibility of efficiency savings and in the meantime Cuba would 
reserve its view on the budget level until the matter was discussed at the Conference. 

397. The representative of the Government of Brazil said that its position was now more 
difficult because of changes to the scale of assessments and it could not approve the budget 
at the revised level. It would express its view at the Conference in June. 

398. The representative of the Government of Germany expressed appreciation for the revised 
proposals, which had not only been reduced from the original level but also took into 
account many of the observations made during the course of discussion. However, at 
present he was not able to express himself in favour of anything but a zero nominal growth 
budget. Recent biennia had resulted in cash surpluses which were used for various 
purposes instead of being refunded to member States in accordance with the Financial 
Regulations. Germany was worried by this trend and also the possible consequences of this 
practice for other international organizations and would therefore reserve its final position 
until the Conference in June. 

399. The representative of the Government of New Zealand, speaking also on behalf of the 
Government of Australia, appreciated the Director-General’s efforts to respond to issues 
and concerns raised during the budget discussion but would prefer a zero nominal growth 
budget to be proposed to the Conference. The Director-General was to be commended for 
his efforts to identify efficiency savings but there was no evidence that the ILO had 
reached maximum efficiency and they were unable to accept the amended proposals. 

400. The representative of the Government of Canada appreciated the amended proposals put 
forward by the Director-General. As the strategic budgetary process evolved it should 
provide a sharper focus to the funding of priority programmes but it should also provide 
the ability to decide where to reduce and even abandon activities. This was particularly 
relevant under a zero nominal growth regime, the starting point for Canada in budgetary 
discussions. He associated himself with previous speakers who had asked for a zero 
nominal growth budget to be proposed to the Conference. 

401. The representative of the Government of the United States appreciated the Director-
General’s successful efforts to introduce a strategic approach to the budgetary process, a 
move that would surely result in increased and enhanced programme delivery. She 
continued to believe that programme goals could be achieved within a zero nominal 
growth budget and that the highest priorities could be accommodated through the 
identification of additional operational efficiencies and the absorption of cost increases 
elsewhere. A zero nominal growth budget should therefore be proposed to the Conference. 

402. Mr. Marshall said that the Employers had listened very carefully to the views expressed by 
Committee members and in view of the clear numerical majority in favour of the Office’s 
amended proposals and in the light of the Employers’ previous comments, they supported 
both the Director-General’s amended proposals and the point for decision in the Office 
paper. 

403. The representative of the Government of the United States said that her Government could 
not join consensus in approving a budget level proposal of $472 million, and she sought 
confirmation that the term “provisional programme level” contained in the point for 
decision connoted both the programme level proposal of $472 million itself and the 
arithmetical adjustment to be applied to the budget figure based on the exchange rate at the 
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time the final budget was adopted in June. This understanding was confirmed by the 
Office. 

404. The Chairperson said that from the discussion there was a clear majority in favour of the 
amended proposals put forward by the Director-General and the Committee could now 
proceed to the point for decision. Before doing so, he summarized the further discussion 
and confirmed that the statements made by members during the course of the discussion, 
including the reservations that had been expressed, would be reflected in the report of the 
meeting. He pointed out that, in accordance with the provisions of article 6.2 of the 
Financial Regulations, the Director-General was required to submit to the Conference the 
budget estimates as approved by the Governing Body. As described in the decision 
paragraph, the budget estimates were provisional at this stage and a final decision on the 
Programme and Budget proposals for 2002-03 would be taken by the Conference at its 
89th Session in June this year. 

405. Subject to the positions taken, and to the reservations expressed during the 
discussion, the Committee recommends: 

(a) that the Governing Body recommend to the International Labour 
Conference at its 89th Session (June 2001) a provisional programme level of 
$472,488,505, estimated at the 2000-01 budget exchange rate of 1.53 Swiss 
francs to the US dollar, the final exchange rate and the corresponding US 
dollar level of the budget and Swiss franc assessment to be determined by the 
Conference; 

(b) that the Governing Body propose to the Conference at the same session a 
resolution for the adoption of the programme and budget for the 68th 
financial period (2002-03) and for the allocation of expenses among 
member States in that period in the following terms: 

  The General Conference of the International Labour 
Organization, in virtue of the Financial Regulations, passes for 
the 68th financial period, ending 31 December 2003, the budget 
of expenditure for the International Labour Organization 
amounting to $………. and the budget of income amounting to 
$………., which, at the budget rate of exchange of ………. Swiss 
francs to the US dollar, amounts to ………. Swiss francs, and 
resolves that the budget of income, denominated in Swiss francs, 
should be allocated among member States in accordance with 
the scale of contributions recommended by the Finance 
Committee of Government Representatives. 
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Appendix 1 

The Director-General’s introduction to the discussion 
of the Programme and Budget proposals for 2002-03 
and the Implementation Report for 2000 

Thank you Mr. Chairman, 

The first time I read an ILO programme and budget, I had an instinctive feeling that 
improvements were possible. The true strengths of the Organization, its staff and the Office as I 
have come to appreciate them were buried under the weight of the budget document. 

In my consultations during the transition period, it became clear that you wanted a change. As 
a result, I proposed for your consideration a number of innovations in the programme and budget 
process. These changes started with the Programme and Budget for 2000-01. That budget 
introduced the four strategic objectives and the reorganization and streamlining of the Office around 
those objectives.  

It set up InFocus programmes to provide visibility, energy and critical mass. It established 
gender as a cross-cutting issue to ensure adequate attention to gender equality issues in all ILO 
activities. And it included the first attempts to be clear about the operational objectives, indicators 
and targets against which our performance can be measured. It also introduced development more 
clearly as a mainstream objective. As the first ILO Director-General from a developing country, I 
was particularly sensitive to that issue. However, that first budget was merely a start to our efforts to 
introduce strategic budgeting. 

Last November, this Committee addressed two points on which progress was essential. 
Through your deliberations and consensus on the Strategic Policy Framework for 2002-05, you 
provided the strategic foundation on which budgets could be built. At the same time, you received 
detailed information on the indicators and targets that will be used to measure performance for the 
2000-01 biennium. 

Today, I have the privilege of introducing two documents that carry us still further towards 
performance-based budgeting and management. The first document contains my Programme and 
Budget proposals for 2002-03. This document attempts to achieve three goals: 

� First, improved accountability for performance. My colleagues have devoted considerable 
effort to specifying indicators of performance that are clear, measurable and gender-sensitive, 
targets that stretch our ambitions, and practical strategies that make the achievement of those 
targets a realistic goal. 

� Second, greater transparency. You have in fact received two budgets. The first is organized 
according to the strategic and operational objectives. It makes clear what resources are 
proposed to achieve these objectives. For the first time, it integrates ILO action under both the 
regular budget and extra-budgetary funding. The second budget is operational. It is organized 
according to the structure of the Office, and provides the traditional tables that enable you to 
see who is doing what, and with what resources. 

� Third, greater coherence. The proposals follow the Strategic Policy Framework approved by 
you, in emphasizing the need to use the Decent Work Agenda as a means to ensure that the 
ILO message is consistent, that it integrates concerns across the strategic objectives and 
responds to the diversity of regional needs. 

In producing the proposals, I also kept in mind that you wished to have a document that was 
available early and that would be easy to discuss. This set of proposals is almost exactly one-fourth 
the length of the proposals for 1998-99. This made it possible to publish the proposals earlier, and at 
lower cost. We have also tried to make the document more user-friendly through additional charts, 
tables and summaries, as well as through a more professional layout and more direct language. 
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Let me turn now to a few of the features of the proposals. 

I would like to begin with a few points about our work in the regions. The thrust of ILO action 
is in our member States. We are guided by service to our constituents. It is delivered to a large 
extent through our field services. It is not easy to strengthen ILO action in the regions under zero 
growth constraints. Still, I have endeavoured to make constructive proposals.  

First, there is the creation of decent work teams. I have held wide consultations on these 
teams. While there is enthusiasm for the key notion of stimulating more technical synergy and 
greater policy integration in the regions, you have also raised potential problems. On the one hand, 
there is the danger of an additional layer of management. On the other, there is the need to enhance 
the delivery of technical services by MDTs.  

I believe we can deal with these questions by making MDT Directors responsible for 
developing a greater knowledge base how to put the Decent Work Agenda into practice in each 
region. In this perspective, the team would consist of the Regional Director who would head it and 
the MDT Directors in each region, supported by a maximum of two Professional staff.  

The decent work teams will be responsible for improving collaboration with headquarters, for 
strengthening work planning and implementation at regional level, for organizing contributions to 
decent work operations and for stimulating networking among regional staff. It is expected that this 
will permit to reinforce the critical mass throughout the Office and make it easier to develop 
cooperation among regions. 

A second point that will affect our regional operations concerns the placement of child labour 
specialists in the regions. We need to further decentralize IPEC, and to integrate its operations and 
procedures into the regular ILO structures.  

A new programme of special interest to the regions provides operational support to decent 
work initiatives that bring together work in the different sectors of the Office. It will be a major 
contribution to the development of innovative integrated approaches to decent work designed to be 
attractive to donors and useful to recipient countries. Particular importance will be given to 
employment and enterprise creation. 

This programme is directed at improving our capacity to make a difference at country level, 
and to connect our work to the poverty-reduction and human-development strategies of the World 
Bank and UNDP.  

In addition to work in and for the regions, there are many proposals that are new or that 
expand existing work of the highest priority. These include: 

� The global programme on HIV/AIDS which was requested by the Conference. 

� The struggle against child labour. 

� The ILO Declaration on Fundamental Principles and Rights at Work. 

� Innovations in standards policy. 

� Evaluations of four InFocus programmes. 

You have seen in the programme and budget proposals that I have restricted them to zero real 
growth. Thus I have proposed adding to the base 2000-01 budget level an amount of some $7 
million or 1.5 per cent of the base figure to cover unavoidable cost increases. To do otherwise 
would result in a reduction in the substantive work of the Office. In view of the growing needs of 
our constituents, I am far from comfortable with this limitation on our action. 

To find resources for the highest priorities within zero real growth, I have turned first to 
savings under administrative headings. These amount to $3.7 million. Human resource development 
and financial services have increased by a total of $0.5 million. We will continue to make every 
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effort to achieve greater efficiency, for example through the investments made possible by the 
Information Technology Systems Fund.  

However, at some point cost-cutting in these areas harms our overall effectiveness, and makes 
it difficult to offer the same levels of service. At the same time, we need to invest more in modern 
human resource development policies, in particular staff training. The present situation places 
limitations on our work on knowledge management, communications and the Internet and other 
improvements in services. 

The regions, despite the emphasis they deserve, have been left at the same real resource level. 
I am concerned that the regions may not have the staff required to achieve our goals and to improve 
our delivery of technical cooperation. I am therefore exploring, in consultation with the Executive 
Directors and Regional Directors, measures that can place more staff in the field. 

The fall in extra-budgetary resources for employment resulting mainly from the situation in 
UNDP is worrisome. It has produced a reduction in the employment operational budget, but not in 
the strategic budget. However, it is clear that cross-cutting programmes, and in particular the new 
programme on operational support to decent work, will have large employment components. The 
contribution of headquarters to work on employment will therefore not fall in the aggregate. Despite 
the constraints of zero growth, I plan to continue giving employment the importance it deserves. 
You will have noted that we are planning to convene a donors’ conference before the end of this 
year to seek resources for our employment programme. 

It may be possible to overcome some resource constraints through extra-budgetary resources. 
The proposals identify areas where additional extra-budgetary resources must be found if we are to 
reach our potential impact. I wish to particularly highlight in this respect our new programme on 
HIV-AIDS in the workplace. I would also like to thank those member States who have shown 
increasing generosity in supporting our action through extra-budgetary funding. The greater 
flexibility in the use of funds that some donors have introduced has also proved to be of great value. 
However, we have not yet found a fully satisfactory solution to the regular budget support that 
inevitably must accompany extra-budgetary action. 

Mr Chairman, 

There is a related document before this Committee, on programme implementation in 2000. 
This document also includes a number of innovations called for by this Committee. 

Reporting on programme implementation is the key to the Office’s accountability for 
performance. The report before you is a first attempt to show what has been accomplished in terms 
of real outcomes in member States. 

The first thing I would like to say about this report is that because it is about impacts, it is 
really about the performance of our Organization, not merely the performance of the Office. 
Without the efforts of our constituents, there would have been no ratifications or policy changes, no 
strengthened capacities or new institutions. I therefore would like to express my thanks for the 
dedication and hard work of our constituents, who are the necessary partners in effective 
performance.  

The ILO is but an instrument in your hands. It is your own decision to move forward at the 
national level, your consensus-building capacities and the ownership of your policies that are key to 
success. 

However, while the constituents play the central role, the Office remains fully accountable to 
you for our activities. This report enables you to judge us on the effective impact of our action. 

You will see that we have been specific about the member States where we believe progress 
has been made. This permits you to provide feedback on whether our claims are accurate. 

It is entirely appropriate that you will discuss this document before considering the 
programme and budget proposals. This will permit you to discuss past performance and future plans 
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in sequence, thus “closing the loop” in the programming cycle. You will receive next March a 
report on implementation for the full biennium. The conclusions reached in this document will no 
doubt influence the preparation of the Programme and Budget proposals for 2004-05. 

A joint reading of the programme and budget proposals and the programme implementation 
report has additional advantages. It is difficult, and often inaccurate, to specify in advance the exact 
geographic dimensions of the ILO’s action. The programme and budget proposals, which are 
developed more than a year before work starts in a biennium and more than three years before it is 
finished, give little information on particular member States.  

On the other hand, outcomes and impacts are stated in the programme implementation report 
in terms of specific countries and regions. It is thus possible to see the concrete ways the proposals 
are translated into action. 

We have already started work directed at ensuring that the performance accountability built 
into the programme and budget proposals will be reflected in work planning and management of 
implementation throughout the Office. This work planning develops in detailed and concrete ways 
the outputs, activities and resources required to meet the objectives and targets established in the 
programme and budget. An important component of this work planning is joint programming 
undertaken by headquarters with the regions. Through improved implementation reporting, we will 
provide you with detailed information on the results that are achieved. 

Last week we celebrated International Women’s Day in ways that showed how much we can 
do worldwide to further promote gender equality. The two documents before you demonstrate our 
commitment to increasingly visible action on gender equality under all strategic objectives. In the 
programme and budget proposals, you will find that more operational objectives, performance 
indicators and targets are now gender-sensitive and that more strategies than before pay adequate 
attention to gender equality issues or include women-specific action. The implementation report 
gives a clear picture in terms of what has been achieved with regard to gender equality issues during 
the first year of programme implementation.  

In closing, I would like to say that our efforts to improve the budgeting process are far from 
finished. We have much to do to ensure that performance is a part of the ILO culture in all 
programmes and units, and in all regions. The internal management arrangements, information and 
training, including on evaluation, that are necessary to improve programme implementation are far 
from complete. I anticipate extra-budgetary funding for an ambitious programme of training on 
these issues. Your reactions and advice on the substance and form of these two documents will be 
most valuable in the continuing process of improving the budgeting process and, as a result, our 
effectiveness.  

Our debate during this session will conclude with a proposed resolution for the adoption of the 
programme and budget for submission to the International Labour Conference. In June, the level of 
the budget will be adjusted based on the US dollar/Swiss franc exchange rate prevailing at that time. 
At today’s rate of exchange, this would mean a nominal decrease in the budget of $13.5 million 
dollars. 

I look forward to engaging in discussion with you over the coming week on these two 
important programming documents. 

Let me finalize by sharing some thoughts on some of the challenges that we will be facing as 
an institution during the implementation of this budget.  

Firstly, the need for the ILO to play its role in the globalization debate will intensify. 
Demands on us will grow. Our relevance will be tested. We must acknowledge that the old images 
of a “toothless” ILO continue to surface around us from time to time. We will have to demonstrate 
the strength of our ideas and institutional capabilities. Some will hope that we can help bridge the 
gap between Porto Alegre and Davos. In my own experience, talking to people involved in the 
protest movement against globalization, I have found that the main thrust of the Decent Work 
Agenda responds to many of their worries. At the same time, in talking to many business leaders, 
they see in the Decent Work Agenda a space where private initiative and entrepreneurship can 
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contribute to expanding the benefits of globalization to more people. Developing well this strategic 
positioning will place heavy responsibilities on our shoulders, but also bring enormous 
opportunities. 

Secondly, our knowledge base will be put to the test as never before. What we stand for, what 
we know, our values and our technical capacities will have to deliver sharper and sharper policy 
advice. Keeping up with change – analytically and intellectually – will determine our influence. 
More still we will need not only to react well, but more importantly, to understand well the forces at 
play and the future in the making while events can still be shaped and oriented. We must have the 
ambition to be and be perceived to be the principal knowledge and know-how source of policies 
related to the world of work in the beginning of the twenty-first century. The competition is strong 
but having headed the Office for the last two years, I have no doubt we can achieve it, provided we 
have a strong and cohesive tripartism in the Governing Body and an increasing sense of team play 
within the Office. 

Thirdly, it is so clear that our mandate, our issues, the questions that the ILO cares for are in 
the heart of politics and in the heart of family life. We are connected with the reality of people’s 
lives as few other international organizations are. And yet, as this debate will show, there is an 
extraordinary disproportion between the extent of our mandate and the limitations of our resources. 
This is one of the main reasons for the need to be strategic. Of course, we would all feel better if we 
could be an all-purpose store that can respond to all the demands on us. But we are not. And we 
cannot escape making choices and fixing priorities. This is what good stewardship is all about. 

Thank you. 
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Appendix II 

The Director-General’s reply to his PFAC  
discussion of the Programme and Budget  
proposals for 2002-03 

Last week, this Committee held an important and informative discussion of the Programme 
and Budget proposals for 2002-03. The rich debate provided guidance to my colleagues and myself 
on a large number of vital issues. Before anything else, I would like to thank you for the seriousness 
of your approach to the work of the Organization and the Office. We will benefit from your views in 
many ways. As I have often said the existence of a deep sense of partnership between the Governing 
Body and the Office in discharging our distinct responsibilities is a major key to the success of the 
ILO. 

This Committee made good use of the strategic information in the proposals to provide 
guidance. For example, Mr. Warrington, speaking on behalf of the IMEC governments, referred to 
the progress that has been made in results-based budgeting and noted that the shifts of resources that 
were proposed are in line with IMEC priorities. 

At the same time, many comments related to the need for continued improvement in strategic 
budgeting. This is natural since in the ILO context we have set this process in motion only in the 
previous budget. But as we move forward we will draw on our collective experience to enhance and 
sharpen it.  

I would like to refer, in particular, to four key points. First, you asked for more contextual and 
baseline information to permit an understanding of why the targets were set at particular levels. 
Secondly, you identified weaknesses in the logical links between certain objectives and indicators. 
Thirdly, you asked questions about how progress along the indicators would be measured, and 
specifically how qualitative dimensions would be taken into account – an issue that I consider 
particularly important.  

Finally, you asked questions about the ways that work planning would ensure a coherent 
response to the objectives, indicators and targets. This was important in terms of performance at 
programme and individual level, in terms of the links between sectors at headquarters and, most 
importantly, in terms of joint action involving both headquarters and the field. 

We are all aware in this Committee that we have already placed extensive programming 
demands on our colleagues over the past two years. We have developed the Programme and Budget 
proposals for 2000-01 and 2002-03 as well as the Strategic Policy Framework for 2002-05. We have 
developed and then revised indicators and targets for 2000-01. We have reported on programme 
implementation in 2000 using completely new methods and we are already committed to more 
detailed implementation reporting on the whole 2000-01 biennium to be submitted to you one year 
from now. In addition, we are just about to start a major series of evaluations of the InFocus 
programmes. 

Based upon your comments, I have concluded that you wish to accelerate the rate of progress 
in introducing strategic budgeting. There are reasons to do so since we are now moving to the stage 
of implementation and work planning where some of the most important benefits are to be found. At 
the same time successful management change is based on a necessary balance between the pace of 
innovation and the capacity to absorb change by an organization.  

In response to your request, I would like to announce the following plan for action over the 
coming year: 

� First, we will put in place by the end of this year a set of specifications for measurement of 
progress towards each of the targets found in the 2002-03 programme and budget. This will be 
accompanied by all necessary arrangements for data gathering and record keeping. 
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� Secondly, we will establish workplans for 2002-03 for all ILO programmes. These work plans 
will use a common format and will be available to all staff via the Intranet. Work plans will 
include both headquarters and field contributions to achieving our performance targets. 

� Thirdly, we will build on our experience so far to revise, where necessary, the indicators and 
targets so that they better capture the objectives of our Organization. 

In addition to improvements in strategic budgeting, we will continue to seek efficiency gains. 
We take the need for efficiency very seriously, but perhaps we have been insufficiently vocal about 
what we do.  

In the recent past, we have undertaken a management audit of our IPEC programme with 
visible results. We have put in place new procedures to enhance the delivery of technical 
cooperation. A major study has just been completed with concrete proposals to enhance the 
documentation processes of the Relations and Meetings Department. We are about to embark on a 
study of the administrative operations in the International Labour Standards Department.  

Our publications policies and practices are currently under review and will be revised. A 
preliminary study of our field operations has been completed. Feasibility studies will soon begin on 
the information technology projects concerned with document management and knowledge 
management. There will be a further rationalization of computer and communications 
responsibilities in the Office.  

We will continue to centralize sector-wide administrative operations in the offices of the 
Executive Directors where centralization reduces total costs without compromising service. 

There are numerous other smaller analyses under way or planned in addition to ongoing 
efforts. We do take efficiency seriously because we know it is essential if our substantive activities 
are to have the resources to remain responsive to demand. 

Let me now turn to the regions. 

There was a clear sense that the regions need reinforcing. I share this feeling. As announced in 
my opening statement, the design of the decent work teams will respond to this need for 
strengthening the regions, avoiding duplication and promoting greater analytical and policy synergy 
within the Office. I have taken due note of your valuable comments. I also am committed to 
working with Executive and Regional Directors to identify posts that can be decentralized to the 
regions. 

Some of you raised the idea that branch offices in Western Europe could be closed, not so 
much because they are not useful but because the needs are greater in Central and Eastern Europe. 
In fact, we have been involved in a review of their activities to enhance their contribution to the 
organization. Maybe we could explore solutions like that currently applied in Madrid, in which the 
Government contributes to the costs of the office. 

There were a number of calls for a review of the regions. They could include the roles and 
functions of offices with a view to simplifying structures and reporting arrangements. It was 
suggested that technical services could be organized in the regions according to the strategic 
objectives. We will continue to advance in strengthening the regions. 

However, I do not feel that I have at this stage a mandate from the Governing Body to move 
towards more radical restructuring, in particular if it would mean closing offices in developing 
countries. I intend to carry out a review that will concentrate on delivering better service to our 
constituents. It will be demand driven and will start with a survey of the improvements that our 
constituents consider most important.  

Mr. Chairperson, 

A large proportion of the debate was devoted to the four strategic objectives and to the 
budgets of the technical sectors at headquarters. Where the comments were mainly about the 
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orientation of our activities, each sector has been attentive to your interventions and will take your 
guidance into account when implementing its programme of work. 

In a number of cases you made proposals for the strengthening of programmes. This is 
particularly the case for a number of aspects of employment. The spokespersons for Africa, the 
Americas and Asia and the Pacific, among others, asked for an increase in resources for 
employment, which is an indication of the great demand for our work on this subject. I will return to 
this point in a moment. 

Let me say that I fully concur with the comments on the relative importance of the Social 
Protection Sector and the particular responsibility that only ILO has in this field among the 
international organizations. In the competitive world of today, this responsibility can only be met by 
constantly upgrading and modernizing our knowledge base and services. This approach will guide 
the manner in which we implement the budget.  

In this context, there were calls for reinforcement of our programmes on HIV/AIDS and 
SafeWork, as well as less frequent references to other parts of the programme. 

At the start of the current biennium, our HIV/AIDS activities were a part of SafeWork. They 
have now been upgraded and separated, but I wish to highlight that the total resources for the two 
programmes taken together have been increased. 

This leads me to leave the proposals for these two programmes as they now are, in view of 
two considerations. 

First, the resources for the programme on HIV/AIDS are understated in the proposals. Or 
rather, the resources for the programme as such are correctly stated, but there are a large number of 
technical contributions that have been “mainstreamed” in other units, for example on social security, 
labour markets and child labour. Mr. Willers drew our attention to this. When we have more 
experience, and in particular when the extra-budgetary situation becomes clear, we may need to 
review the situation. 

Second, there is no doubt that occupational safety and health is an important priority. It is the 
largest InFocus programme, more than twice the average size of the other seven with committed 
leadership and competent staff. At the same time, the programme is in need of reorientation. The 
Governing Body started this process in selecting occupational safety and health as the first topic to 
be covered by the new integrated approach to standard setting. Internally, and with the assistance of 
external advice, we are developing a more strategic approach that will result in reductions in some 
costly activities and redirection of resources to higher impact work. We believe that efficiency 
savings are possible while strengthening the core activities of the programme which are not affected 
by the budget proposals. 

As a concrete signal of my determination to reinforce the impact of this programme, I am 
making internal adjustments to release an additional $100,000 for it under the present budget. This 
is an investment in the future of the programme, which like Mr. Blondel, the Government of France 
and others, I see as central to the Decent Work Agenda. It will be used to accelerate the efficiency 
studies and to strengthen collaboration with occupational safety and health institutes on building 
partnerships in support of developing countries. 

Of course, the many requests on the need to strengthen the employment sector require a 
response. I can only do so within the limits of cuts to other programmes. I have decided to propose 
reallocation of a total of some $612,000 to finance two posts on employment strategy, designed to 
strengthen the analytic capacity of the employment sector. These reallocations will be funded from 
cuts in staff travel. This means a 7 per cent cut applied across the board to all programmes in 
headquarters, but not to programmes in the regions. 

Mr. Chairperson, 
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You no doubt recall that at the end of your discussions last Friday, I felt called upon to react 
on the very basic issue of the level of resources. I wanted to launch a process of reflection and 
consultation that would permit us to do as much as possible for our constituents. 

Your discussions identified a large number of programme improvements and ways to 
strengthen our organization. In fact, the main theme of your guidance was that we should do more. 
Mr. Blondel was especially clear on this point, as he proposed an increase in the real level of the 
budget. Many expressed support to the level I have presented. 

At the same time, a number of voices were raised to say that we should absorb the very 
conservative cost increases that are included in the proposals, amounting to $7 million, or 1.5 per 
cent. 

In this respect, I wish to recall the direction in which I have taken the budget. In terms of 
overheads, the two budgets that I have presented to you have proposed reduced resources for 
support services, and those for substantive work have been correspondingly increased. Savings on 
administrative and support services total over $7 million in these two budgets. 

However, I feel the responsibility to repeat the warning that I gave last Friday that this process 
cannot continue indefinitely. Indeed, Mr. Marshall felt obliged to ask for assurances that the quality 
of services to the Governing Body and the Conference would not suffer. I would note that according 
to a recent costing exercise on the Conference and the Governing body, the total cost including 
report preparation of the Conference has changed little in the period 1992-93 to 2000-01 but the cost 
of the Governing Body has more than doubled. Continuing budget reductions in key operations will 
put at risk our capacity to properly service our policy-making organs. The strains are already visible. 

Of course, one way of overcoming resource problems is to turn to extra-budgetary resources. 
It was striking, however, how often concerns were expressed about the risks attached to the funding 
of core activities with such resources. Moreover, we all recognize that extra-budgetary projects 
require regular budget support activities. There are therefore limits to the extra-budgetary solution. I 
will continue to press for such resources in areas where there are demands we cannot meet from the 
regular budget, but this is not a complete answer. 

On the basis of the consultations I have had over the past few days, I am reformulating our 
budget proposal to include a real programme decrease. It is an acknowledgement of the opinion of 
some of the major contributors to our budget as well as an understanding of the constraints faced by 
some developing countries.  

At the same time I do not believe it would be a sound management policy to absorb all cost 
increases. It would not respond to the real and pressing needs of our constituents voiced in their 
committees. Moreover, it would not reward the progress we have made together in forging a more 
focused and effective Organization.  

In a not-too-distant future, I hope that the ILO can move to real budget growth commensurate 
with increased demand for our services and improvements in our performance in a global economy 
where, as I said in my introduction, ILO issues are at the heart of families and politics. Until then, I 
count on you to minimize the size and impact of real programme reductions. 

I therefore propose a reduction in the nominal level of the budget of some $2 million, of which 
some $160,000 comes from further cuts in staff travel and the rest relates to the absorption of a part 
of the cost increases amounting to some $1.9 million. 

The level of absorption I propose represents all cost increases except staff costs, rental of field 
offices, external audit and UN common system bodies.  

However, I must insist that what we are really doing is reducing the programme. “Absorption 
of cost increases” sounds technical and even painless. What we should consider is how much could 
be done with the resources, not how the calculation was made. 
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As a comparison, this amount is some 50 per cent larger than the regular budget provision for 
the programme on cooperatives, it is larger than the provision for the International Policy Group, the 
programme on international migration, or the InFocus programme on Crisis Response and 
Reconstruction. If the whole $7 million were to be absorbed, it would be roughly equivalent to the 
provisions for all four of these programmes together. 

A document is being distributed that shows the effects of these cuts, programme by 
programme.  

Mr. Chairperson, 

I would like to conclude with the following thought. I realize that my proposal to absorb only 
a part of the cost increases will not meet with favour from some of you. For others, any real 
programme reductions are unsatisfactory. We need to find longer term solutions to this dilemma in 
the interests of both efficiency in the way we work and effectiveness in the way we deliver. 

But today we need to move forward. On this basis, I would request the Governing Body to 
submit to the Conference my revised budget proposals under normal procedures. I understand that 
not all members can agree to it now but, I am confident that a satisfactory solution will be found in 
June. 
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Appendix III 

Summary of adjustments by sectors 
(in constant 2000-01 United States dollars) 

Programme  Reduction of 8.6 
per cent under 
staff travel 

 Programme 
adjustments 
(Technical 
programmes) 

 Programme 
reductions 
related to cost 
increases 

 Total 
adjustments 

Part I. Ordinary budget         

         

Policy –making organs:         

International Labour Conference  –    (78 676)  (78 676) 

Governing Body  –    (24 567)  (24 567) 

Major regional meetings  –    (16 371)  (16 371) 

Legal services  (2 846)    (793)  (3 639) 

Relations, meetings and document services  (3 388)    (41 670)  (45 058) 

         

Strategic objectives         

Technical programmes:         

Standards and fundamental principles and rights at work  (68 392)    (43 021)  (111 413) 

Employment  (255 959)  6 12 093  (81 343)  274 800 

Social protection  (93 854)    (41 845)  (135 699) 

Social dialogue  (113 083)    (141 465)  (254 548) 

Decent work: Intersectoral operational support  (36 120)    (7 980)  (44 100) 

Gender equality  (7 701)    (7 381)  (15 082) 

Statistics  (4 339)    (6 737)  (11 076) 

International Institute for Labour Studies  –    (81 798)  (81 798) 

International Training Centre of the ILO, Turin      (103 162)  (103 162) 

External relations and partnerships  (18 861)    (3 262)  (22 123) 

Communications  (22 433)    (23 953)  (46 386) 

ILO web development  –    (551)  (551) 

Technical meetings reserve  –    (5 755)  (5 755) 

         

Regions and technical cooperation:         

Development cooperation  (4 635)    (302)  (4 937) 

Field programmes in Africa  –    (296 658)  (296 658) 

Field programmes in the Americas  –    (199 443)  (199 443) 

Field programmes in Arab States  –    (109 573)  (109 573) 

Field programmes in Asia and the Pacific  –    (68 328)  (68 328) 

Field programmes in Europe and Central Asia  –    (88 487)  (88 487) 
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Programme  Reduction of 8.6 
per cent under 
staff travel 

 Programme 
adjustments 
(Technical 
programmes) 

 Programme 
reductions 
related to cost 
increases 

 Total 
adjustments 

Support services:         

Library and information services  (1 609)    (104 990)  (106 599) 

Information technology and communications  (3 471)    (26 725)  (30 196) 

Internal administration  (4 236)    (181 263)  (185 499) 

Publications  (2 182)    (12 784)  (14 966) 

         

Management services:         

General management  (50 828)    (13 648)  (64 476) 

Human resources development  (55 973)    (21 560)  (77 533) 

Financial services  (12 160)    (5 186)  (17 346) 

Programming and management  (14 110)    (845)  (14 955) 

         

Other budgetary provision  –    –  – 

         

Adjustment for staff turnover  –    –  – 

         

Total – Part I  (776 171)  612 093  (1 840 122)  (2 004 200) 

         

Part II. Unforeseen expenditure         

Unforeseen expenditure  –  –  –  – 

         

Part III. Working capital fund         

Working capital fund  –  –  –  – 

         

Total – Parts I-III  (776 171)  612 093  (1 840 122)  (2 004 200) 
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Appendix IV 

Provision programme level resulting from the 
adjustments proposed by the Director-General 

      2002-03 provisional 
level ($) 

Part I  Ordinary budget     

  Initial proposals in constant dollars (at SFr 1.53 to US$1)    466 595 000 

  Net programme adjustments as per Appendix III    (2 004 200) 

  New proposals in constant dollars    464 590 800 

  Initial cost increases  7 059 465   

  Reduction in cost increase provision resulting from programme adjustments  (36 760)  7 022 705 

       

Net Part I      471 613 505 

       

Part II  Unforeseen expenditure    875 000 

       

Part III  Working capital fund    – 

       

2002-03  Provisional programme level    472 488 505 

 

Comparison with the Programme and Budget for 2000-01 

    2000-01 budget ($)  2002-03 provisional 
levels ($) 

 Increase (decrease) 
compared with 2000-01 
($) 

Part I  Programme of activity  466 595 000  464 590 800  (2 004 200) 

  Cost increases    7 022 705  7 022 705 

         

Part II  Unforeseen expenditure  875 000  875 000  – 

         

Part III  Working capital fund  –  –  – 

         

  Total budget (Parts I, II and III)  467 470 000  472 488 505  5 018 505 

 


